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SIGMOD Officers, Committees, and Awardees (continued) 
 
SIGMOD Edgar F. Codd Innovations Award 
For innovative and highly significant contributions of enduring value to the development, understanding, 
or use of database systems and databases. Until 2003, this award was known as the "SIGMOD 
Innovations Award." In 2004, SIGMOD, with the unanimous approval of ACM Council, decided to 
rename the award to honor Dr. E.F. (Ted) Codd (1923 - 2003) who invented the relational data model and 
was responsible for the significant development of the database field as a scientific discipline. Recipients 
of the award are the following: 
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SIGMOD Jim Gray Doctoral Dissertation Award 
SIGMOD has established the annual SIGMOD Jim Gray Doctoral Dissertation Award to recognize 
excellent research by doctoral candidates in the database field. This award, which was previously known 
as the SIGMOD Doctoral Dissertation Award, was renamed in 2008 with the unanimous approval of 
ACM Council in honor of Dr. Jim Gray. Recipients of the award are the following: 
• 2006 Winner: Gerome Miklau, University of Washington 

Runners-up: Marcelo Arenas, Univ. of Toronto;  Yanlei Diao, Univ. of California at Berkeley. 
• 2007 Winner: Boon Thau Loo, University of California at Berkeley 

Honorable Mentions: Xifeng Yan, UIUC;  Martin Theobald, Saarland University 
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Editor’s Notes

Welcome to the September 2009 issue of SIGMOD Record. We begin the issue with a welcome article from the
new Chair of SIGMOD, Yannis Ioannidis.

The first regular article of this issue, by Ooi, Tan, and Tung, is looking (from a database perspective) into the
topic of cyber-physical systems (or co-space) and the challenges these systems bring. The second regular article,
by Lagogiannis, Lorentzos, Sioutas, and Theodoridis, is looking into the problem of spatio-temporal queries, and
in particular proposes an efficient indexing scheme.

The Database Principles Column (edited by Leonid Libkin) features one article, by Arenas, Perez, Reutter,
and Riveros. The article is on schema mappings, and in particular on two of the most fundamental operators:
composition and inversion.

We continue with an article in the Surveys Column (edited by Cesar Galindo-Legaria), by Shmueli, Vaisenberg,
Elovici, and Glezer, on database encryption. The authors present a nice overview of the main challenges and the
primary design considerations for database encryption in contemporary systems.

We continue with an article in the Research Centers Column (edited by Ugur Cetintemel) about the spatio-
temporal database research group at the University of Melbourne.

Next is the Open Forum Column, which is meant to provide a forum for members of the broader data man-
agement community to present (meta-)ideas about non-technical issues and challenges of interest to the entire
community. In this issue, we present a report on the Repeatability and Workability Evaluation of SIGMOD 2009.
Please note that this process will repeat again for SIGMOD 2010; the details are included in this issue (page 56).

We continue with two articles in the Reports Column (edited by Brian Cooper). First is the Report of the 2008
Logic in Database workshop (LID 2008), written by Cali, Martinenghi, and Lakshmanan. Second is the Report
on the SIGMOD 2009 Best Demonstration Competition, written by Bjorn Thor Jonsson.

Next, we have the TODS Column, where the Editor-in-Chief of TODS, Meral Ozsoyoglu, gives us a brief look
behind the scenes and provides updates on new initiatives.

We close the issue with multiple Announcements and Calls for Papers/Submissions:

• Call for Nominations - SIGMOD Jim Gray Doctoral Dissertation Award (due: Dec 15)

• Second Annual SIGMOD Programming Contest: Distributed Query Engine

• SIGMOD Conference Experimental Repeatability Requirements

• Calls for Papers - First ACM Symposium on Cloud Computing (SoCC 2010)

Alexandros Labrinidis
November 2009
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Chair’s Message to ACM SIGMOD Members 
 

 

It is a great pleasure and a privilege to be communicating with all of you for the first time 

since my election as SIGMOD Chair. Together with Christian Jensen and Alex Labrinidis, I 

will make every effort to continue the great work of past chairs and serve the community, 

maintain the strengths of SIGMOD, and also push it in new directions. All three of us are 

busy learning about our new roles and the challenges & opportunities in front of SIGMOD 

and the ACM organization as a whole, and lay out our plans for the next four years.  

 

Our efforts are supported by the remaining members of the SIGMOD Executive Committee, 

whose experience, dedication, and continuity across elections are instrumental to the smooth 

operation of the organization. These are the previous chair in the new role of chair of the 

Advisory Board (Raghu Ramakrishnan), the chair of the PODS Executive Committee (Jan 

Paredaens), the ACM SIG Services representative (Fran Spinola), the conference liaison (Lisa 

Singh), the information director (Jeffrey Xu Yu), the DiSC editor-in-chief (Curtis Dyreson), 

and the Sigmod Record editor-in-chief. The latter is a new, empowered role created in place 

of the earlier Sigmod Record editor, as part of restructuring the Record for improving its 

operation. I am pleased to announce that Ioana Manolescu has accepted to take on this role, 

replacing Alex Labrinidis, who has done such a wonderful job that made the said restructure 

necessary. 

 

Regarding our main activity, i.e., the SIGMOD/PODS Conference, preparations for 2010 in 

Indianapolis are in full swing, and the general chairs, program chairs, and other officers are 

working hard to bring us another successful event. In parallel, several major decisions are 

being finalized for the 2011 conference in Athens, while discussions for choosing the hosting 

city for 2012 are well under way. 

 

On the conference front, an exciting development is the new Symposium on Cloud 

Computing (SOCC), which SIGMOD is co-sponsoring together with SIGOPS. It will be co-

located with SIGMOD/PODS next year in Indianapolis and with SOSP in 2011. We hope that 

SOCC 2010 will receive a great number of high-quality submissions (deadline is in mid 

January; see the CFP included in this issue for more details) and take off the ground in a solid 

fashion. Our involvement right from the beginning with the flagship ACM event in this 

emerging important area is the result of great insight and initiative of several members of our 

community who joined the SOCC steering committee. Such proactive spirit is vital for the 

development of our field and the maintenance of its scientific leadership. We invite all of you 

to come forth whenever you see similar opportunities and help us grow SIGMOD even 

further. 

 

Christian, Alex, and I want to express our gratitude to Raghu Ramakrishnan and Mary 

Fernandez, the outgoing SIGMOD officers, for the wonderful work they have done in the past 

four years. I personally want to thank them in particular for making our collaboration a very 

rewarding and enjoyable experience. Raghu and Mary have done a superb job in bringing 

SIGMOD to its current position of financial stability and opening up its scientific horizons. 

They have put the bar pretty high and we hope to continue from where they left off and 

attempt to push it a little bit higher. 

 

Sincerely, 

Yannis Ioannidis!
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Sense The Physical, Walkthrough The Virtual, Manage The
Co (existing) Spaces: A Database Perspective

Beng Chin Ooi Kian Lee Tan Anthony Tung
Department of Computer Science
National University of Singapore

Computing 1, 13 Computing Drive, Singapore 117417
{ooibc, tankl, atung}@comp.nus.edu.sg

ABSTRACT
In a co-space environment, the physical space and the virtual
space co-exist, and interact simultaneously. While the phys-
ical space is virtually enhanced with information, the virtual
space is continuously refreshed with real-time, real-world in-
formation. To allow users to process and manipulate infor-
mation seamlessly between the real and digital spaces, novel
technologies must be developed. These include smart in-
terfaces, new augmented realities, e!cient storage and data
management and dissemination techniques. In this paper,
we first discuss some promising co-space applications. These
applications o"er experiences and opportunities that neither
of the spaces can realize on its own. We then argue that the
database community has much to o"er to this field. Finally,
we present several challenges that we, as a community, can
contribute towards managing the co-space.

1. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the physical space and the virtual space are
disjoint and distinct. Users in each space operate within
the scope of the space, i.e, they may communicate among
themselves but do not cross the boundary to the other space.
However, technological advances in ubiquitous computing,
smart interfaces and new augmented realities have made it
possible for these two spaces to co-exist within a single space,
the co (existing) space.

In a co-space environment (or cyber-physical system), the
physical space and the virtual space interact simultaneously
in real-time. Locations and events in the physical world are
captured through the use of large number of sensors and mo-
bile devices, and may be materialized within a virtual world.
Correspondingly, certain actions or events within the virtual
domain can a"ect the physical world (e.g. shopping or prod-
uct promotion and experiential computer gaming). Thus, on
one hand, the physical space is virtually enhanced with infor-
mation. On the other hand, the virtual space is continuously
refreshed with real-time, real-world information. Figure 1
shows the information flow within a co-space environment -
data may flow within a single space, but more importantly,
data also flows into the other space. It is this that distin-
guishes co-space from mixed reality (or augmented reality or
augmented virtuality) [28] - while mixed reality integrates
the real and virtual worlds (e.g., augmenting live video im-
agery with computer generated graphics), it is done in a rigid
and static manner, and does not capture real-time changes
and their e"ects on either of the spaces.

Data in 
Virtual
Space

Data in 
Physical
Space

Figure 1: Data flow within co-space as a result of
simultaneous interaction.

In co-space, we can design innovative applications that pro-
vide experiences and opportunities that neither the physical
nor the virtual spaces alone can o"er. Some example appli-
cations include partnership in shopping among online and
physical shoppers, an enhanced digital model that captures
physical troop movement, location based games and social
networking.

Within such a context, it is easy to see that large amount of
data and information must flow to/from co-space in order
to ensure that the real and virtual worlds are synchronized.
This brings new challenges such as a need to process het-
erogeneous data streams in order to materialize real world
events in the virtual world and more intelligent processing
to send interesting events in the co-space to someone in the
physical world.

To allow users to process and manipulate information seam-
lessly between the real and digital spaces, novel technologies
must be developed. These include smart interfaces, new aug-
mented realities, e!cient storage and data management and
dissemination techniques. In this paper, we first present
a sample of promising co-space applications. Given that
these applications are data-driven, and the potential size of
the data that could be generated is enormous, we believe
that the database community has much to o"er to drive
the growth of this field. Finally, we identify and present
several challenges that we, as a community, can contribute
to manage the large amount of data, the huge number of
events and the massive number of concurrent users within
co-space. These include the development of e!cient stor-
age and indexing methods, processing engines, parallel and
distributed architectures.

2. CO-SPACE SCENARIO APPLICATIONS
The co-existence of the physical and digital spaces o"ers op-
portunities for novel applications. We shall highlight three
of them here.
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Military Mission Exercises
Traditionally, military exercises are either carried out in the
physical realm or the virtual domain. In the physical realm,
soldiers and military vehicles are mobilized for operations in
some physical terrain. In the virtual domain, commanders
“sweat out” in air-conditioned rooms in a simulated warfare
over 3D virtual world models of the physical entities. While
the former is realistic, it is limited by scale (both in the
number of personnel and physical space); the latter, how-
ever, handles large scale warfare at the expense of actual
ground happenings (e.g., it may take much longer time to
cross a river physically than estimated in a model because
of ground constraints and fitness of the soldiers; moreover,
in a model, soldiers can walk through a building destroyed
by artillery, but given that this may not actually happen in
the physical space during an exercise, the time to bypass the
building may be much longer.).

With co-space technology, we can now conduct a more real-
istic military exercise that takes on a completely new expe-
rience and flavor. Consider an exercise that involves both a
small scale military exercise (the physical space) and a vir-
tual model of a large scale military exercise. The physical
space essentially forms a small part of the entire military
exercise (e.g., a physical exercise over a physical space of
5 km by 5 km compared to a virtual model that simulates
a war over 100 km by 100 km space). Now, on the physical
ground itself, soldiers and vehicles are equipped with loca-
tion tracking devices to monitor their movement as well as
other information such as fire-power, casualties, etc. At the
command center, based on real-time feed of the sensed data,
the virtual model more accurately reflects the ground situa-
tions. Moreover, actions taken within the virtual world (e.g.,
simulating reinforcement, enemy counter-attack, etc) will be
relayed to the ground troops that may then further influence
the ground decisions. For example, if a region in the ground
occupied by troops were air-raided, then the troops must
“die”.

Co-Space Marketplace
In today’s marketplace, you either shop in a mall or you can
buy your products online. If a physical shop exists that also
has a web page (a very primitive form of virtual model),
there is a very limited real-time interaction between the two
spaces - when a customer purchased an item, the quantity-
on-hand may be updated immediately.

In the near-future co-space marketplace, a physical mall will
be“expanded” into a mall (virtually) that houses many more
shops than the physical mall. In addition to the virtual cor-
respondence of the physical shops, the virtual mall can rent
out virtual space for virtual shop owners. At the physi-
cal mall, screens (large displays) can be set up within each
physical shop for cyber shoppers to communicate with phys-
ical shoppers within the same shop (e.g., through text mes-
sages). While a physical shopper is restricted to the shops
that are physically located in the mall, the online shopper
has a wider selection of shops (and products). The virtual
mall need to be kept up-to-date with real time information
from the physical mall, e.g., live programs that are hap-
pening in the physical mall, on-going lucky draws, updates
on availability of products, etc. In addition, the cyber and
physical shoppers can interact with one another. When both

are in the same shop (one in the physical space, the other in
the virtual space), they can communicate and benefit from
discounts (e.g., for a “buy two for the price of one” o"er,
each can buy one while sharing the cost) or complain to one
another over poor services.

This concept can be easily extended to build and“expand”a
stadium sitting capacity to target global audience, “expand”
the space for exhibits in a museum, and so on.

Co-Space Gaming and Social Networking
One class of gaming in a co-space environment is location
based gaming (LBG). LBG is gaining popularity and is be-
lieved to be the future of video-gaming where a player’s ev-
eryday experience (e.g., of moving around the city) is inter-
leaved with the extraordinary experience of a game. These
games deliver an experience that changes according to the
player’s locations and actions.

In LBG, a user equipped with a GPS-enabled handset (e.g.,
a mobile phone) can play a video game that combines a
player’s real world (aka. his physical location) with a vir-
tual world on the handset. The physical location becomes
part of the game board, and the player’s movement directly
influences the gaming progress (may a"ect the game char-
acter and/or environment). BotFighters and Swordfish are
examples of LBG.

Another form of co-space games integrates a physical envi-
ronment with a corresponding virtual model. Here, RFIDs
and sensors are used to capture information about the play-
ers’ current context, which are transmitted to a server. The
server (which may be controlled by another player) follows
the game rules and relays back to the physical players infor-
mation that help them to proceed (e.g., locations of enemies
in the vicinity). Examples of this category of games include
Wanderer, PAC-LAN, MobHunt, GoogleTron, and Toural-
ity.

It is also not hard to visualize that social networking can
also be conducted in co-space. A person in a certain loca-
tion in the physical space will be able detect a friend at the
same location in the virtual space and together fight some
monsters that are in the virtual space or do some shopping
together in the co-space. They may form interest groups to
share information and trade user-created contents and vir-
tual valuables. Similarly, two “comrades”who fight together
in the virtual space will be able to detect each other when
they are near to each other in the physical space giving op-
portunity for more interaction.

It would be interesting to see how the multi-billion dollar in-
dustry of games and social networking will grow as advances
in technologies to support co-space become mature.

3. WHAT THE DATABASE COMMUNITY
HAS TO OFFER

From the above discussions, we have the following observa-
tions of a co-space environment.

• There is a large amount of data/information generated
within co-space. Some of these are static (e.g., maps,
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quantity-on-hand), while others are dynamic (e.g., lo-
cations, sensor data) and frequently changing. More-
over, large amount of data may have to be streamed
from one space to another, particularly from the phys-
ical to the virtual to ensure real-time tracking of the
environment.

• There is a large number of sensors that are used to
capture the data from the physical environment. In-
network processing may be needed to aggregate data
before transmission.

• There is a large number of events generated within co-
space. These have to be monitored, and may trigger
further actions/events both in the physical and virtual
worlds.

• There is a large number of users (and queries). Each
user device basically contributes a distributed node
into a highly distributed environment.

Clearly, our community has been dealing with the above-
mentioned (perhaps, not at the scale that co-space entails).
We pride ourselves for managing large datasets. We have
addressed and are addressing a wide range of research prob-
lems that are relevant - sensor networks, data streams, dis-
tributed databases, update-intensive operations, search and
data retrieval. As such, our experience will enable us to con-
tribute to this new field and to chart the research directions
ahead.

4. CO-SPACE CHALLENGES
Being an integration of the physical and virtual spaces, it
is certain that co-space brings with it the research issues
within each space. In the physical domain, we need to design
e!cient and e"ective methods to sense the physical environ-
ment (through extensive use of RFIDs or sensing devices),
to transform these data into a form that users will appre-
ciate (through data cleansing, data mining, aggregation or
interpolation), and to process queries in-network, and so on.
While some work has been done (e.g., [12, 21, 26, 36]), we are
only scratching the surface to realize practical deployment.

In the virtual space, with the popularity of Massively Mul-
tiplayer Online Games, there has been tremendous amount
of interest in recent years to design techniques to support
interactive virtual environments for users to communicate
with each other in real-time [14, 37, 38, 41]. As pointed out
in [38], there are a number of research challenges that need
attention, including designing database engines for games
workloads and methods to guarantee consistency across mul-
tiple virtual views. Techniques for caching and indexing vir-
tual environments (e.g., [33, 34]) need further study to scale
to the large number of users.

For the rest of this section, we shall focus on challenges
that arise as a result of the integration between the two
spaces that may be of interest to the database community.
Some non-database related issues include (a) novel interface
technologies that can seamlessly link the physical and cyber
spaces to support real-time interaction between users within
the two spaces; (b) innovative visualization and presentation
of output (events and data) within the co-space on a wide

Figure 2: The Co-space of a Library

range of devices and platforms (small vs large displays, fixed
vs mobile); (c) techniques, tools and devices for capturing
data from the physical environment, and for creating content
(high quality digital images, animation and e"ects) for the
virtual environment; (d) language translation, transcription
and mediation methods to support social networking and
learning, and many others (e.g,. security and networking
infrastructure).

4.1 Data Fusion over Heterogenous Data Sources
Data fusion is generally defined as the use of techniques that
combine data from multiple sources through inference in or-
der to produce data that is potentially more accurate than
if they were obtained from a single source [15]. While data
fusion has been studied in the context of sensor networks,
data fusion in co-space is more challenging as the inputs
may come from a wide variety of sources including blogs,
video/audio clips, photographs about events that took place
in the digital and physical world.

As an example, consider the co-space of a library in Fig-
ure 2, information from both video camera and RFID read-
ers will be needed to ensure that the location of books are
represented accurately in the digital space. Furthermore,
reviews and opinion on the book can also be drawn from
both the Web and the social network of the user to enhance
the browsing experience. Such fusion of information on a
single entity requires a substantial amount of inference over
semantics that are extracted from multiple data sources.

From the above discussion, we note that co-space data man-
agement is related to the well studied fields of data stream
processing [42], sensors network [26] and data integration
[25, 24]. However, it also di"ers in at least two ways. First,
unlike the relatively simple aggregation that is being done
over data streams and sensors presently, co-space data man-
agement requires more complex logic inference over these
data sources. Second, unlike data integration which aims to
derive a common schema for a set of heterogeneous databases,
co-space data management need not attempt to do so but
will instead try to detect events that had taken place based
on these data sources and try to depict these events accu-
rately and e!ciently in the co-space.

There is a clear need to develop data fusion mechanisms that
can deal with these two issues e"ectively.

4.2 Distributed/Parallel Architecture
With a large number of cyber users, and physical users with
handheld devices, the co-space environment naturally forms
a distributed (peer-to-peer) system. The system is highly
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complex because of the heterogeneity of the devices. More-
over, there is an enormity of static and dynamic data that
flow within each space and across spaces.

For queries that access static data that are stored locally,
techniques that can facilitate search/discovery of relevant
information are critical. P2P search methods may be ap-
plicable here [17, 20, 39]. However, for dynamic data that
need to be streamed from one space to the other, these meth-
ods may not be suitable. While there has been considerable
work on distributed stream processing [1, 5, 18], these are
restricted to query processing and typically assume a smaller
number of sites and do not address the heterogeneity across
the sites. Here, it seems that publish/subscribe architecture
[9, 13, 42, 43] may be more e"ective. Novel architectures
that can support streaming data and search e!ciently are
needed. For example, we envision a publish/subscribe sys-
tem over peer-to-peer networks where each peer may be a
highly parallel cluster that can support large number of mo-
bile clients.

The need for supporting a large number of concurrent and
both data and computational intensive activities, requires
new system architectures to be autonomic and adaptive and
scalable, in which loads are adaptively balanced and new
nodes can be easily added without substantial reconfigura-
tion e"ort. Recently, the processing paradigm of MapRe-
duce [7] and other similar applicative programming frame-
works have revolutionaized the extreme data analysis on
clusters, and systems such as Clustera [8] exploit modern
software building blocks for e!ciency and scalability. These
and some other recent e"orts in exploiting multi core ar-
chitectures and commodity hardware may provide a basis
for development of new database engines. We shall examine
some of the related issues below.

4.3 Database Engines for Co-Space
Managing co-space calls for a re-examination of the database
engines as we understand today. This is because we are deal-
ing with (a) a large amount of diverse types of data, ranging
from structured to unstructured, textual to video, static and
dynamic; (b) data that exist in two di"erent spaces.

Storage Manager
While it is clear that data of di"erent types need to be
managed separately, it is not immediately clear that data
of the same type from the two spaces should be treated sep-
arately. In other words, should the location of a shopper in
the physical mall be stored together with the location of an
online shopper; or should the real-live images of exhibits in
a museum be handled in the same way as the correspond-
ing pictures available in the virtual space. On one hand,
we can simply tag data to reflect the space it belongs to.
This o"ers a unified view of the co-space and simplifies the
management of data. However, for operations that involve
only data from a particular space, the performance may be
penalized. On the other hand, we can organize the data
from the two spaces separately. But, this may end up du-
plicating resources. Moreover, it may be possible to have
a hybrid strategy - for certain data types, integrating them
may be the best; for others, keeping them distinct may be
optimal. It would also be interesting to study how recent
storage designs such as row- or column- oriented stores [2]

and self-organizing storage [19] can be exploited for co-space
applications.

In the context of a distributed architecture, we need to de-
sign techniques that partition the data across the sites for
e!cient processing.

Query Processing and Optimization
Query processing and optimization in a co-space environ-
ment will require novel mechanisms. First, new operators
may have to be introduced. As an example, sensor data
may have to be interpolated (or combined using some user-
defined functions) for them to be consumed by the virtual
space. In fact, data can be processed and transformed as
soon as it is received; alternatively, it can be transformed at
runtime. As another example, data in the virtual space may
be interpreted in a di"erent way from those in the physical
space. These will inevitably lead to changes to the optimizer
so that it can be aware of these operators in order to gener-
ate an optimal plan. Hellerstein’s earlier work on optimizing
queries with expensive predicates may o"er a good starting
point [16].

Second, the performance requirements for the two spaces
may not be necessarily the same. For example, it is reason-
able to prioritize sales for a shopper in a physical mall than
for an online shopper (when they both wanted the last avail-
able item). As another example, in the case of a cyber user,
while real-time information is highly desirable, approximate
data may be tolerated (e.g., instead of a high resolution
video stream, a low resolution stream or animation may be
acceptable). This calls for query processing or optimization
techniques to be “space” aware. Moreover, e!cient approxi-
mation techniques in the virtual space that do not sacrifice
the quality of the output significantly are highly desirable.

Third, besides I/O, CPU and bandwidth consideration, the
optimizer may have to be device-aware so that a feasible
(and optimal for the device) plan can be generated. Some
works on processing in portable devices [23, 27] and energy-
e!cient optimization [3] can potentially be extended for co-
space.

Fourth, we are dealing not only with moving objects (some
moving in the physical space), we are also dealing with mov-
ing queries (user moving in the virtual environment may
need to track all users within his or her view - as the user
moves, his or her view of the space changes). There are very
few works on moving queries over moving objects [11, 10],
and this area is certainly worth further exploration.

Finally, one key challenge in designing a distributed archi-
tecture is to ensure that meta-data that are required for
optimization can be estimated locally at each site/cluster to
minimize information exchange, while at the same time the
quality of the generated plan may not be significantly com-
promised. Designing such a co-operative system is di!cult.
Techniques from distributed databases may be relevant here
[35].

Indexing
As mentioned, co-space o"ers a wide diversity of data. To
manage this, we may need novel indexing methods. For ex-
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ample, in [34], a HDoV tree is proposed to index content at
di"erent degrees of visibility in a virtual walkthrough envi-
ronment. This structure is obtained statically, and requires
high computational overhead. In co-space, we may need a
more robust and dynamic structure to cater to the frequent
updates of information. While some work has been done
for location data [6, 22], no such indexing methods have
been designed for the virtual domain. We need more flexible
schemes to be able to handle update intensive applications
and frequently changing scenes.

Buffer Management/Caching
The two categories of data (coming from the physical and
virtual domains) call for novel bu"er management and caching
schemes. In particular, we expect an e"ective scheme to be
conscious of the semantics. For example, data from the real
space may be given higher priority over data from the vir-
tual space. However, we need to develop criteria to compare
the priorities across the two domains.

4.4 Data Consistency
In networked virtual environments, it is important that users
have a consistent view of the virtual world. This requires
transmitting data within the virtual world. Unfortunately,
there is to-date no solutions that can scale well. Now, in
co-space, the requirement of consistency becomes even more
challenging - the virtual world must also reflect what is hap-
pening in the real world. Given the constraints in bandwidth
and the large amount of data to be transmitted, we do not
expect to see a truly consistent view in both worlds. How-
ever, we can try to keep the virtual world as close to the real
world as possible. One solution is to tolerate some degree
of discrepancies - for numerical data, this may be within
certain coherency requirement; for multimedia data, a low
resolution image/video may be used instead. Some recent
works have looked at how to disseminate streaming data to
a large number of clients while preserving data coherency
[4, 30, 31, 43]. These techniques assume a small number
of distinct objects, and so do not scale to large number of
objects.

A closely related approach is to study how the data to be
transmitted should be prioritized. For example, more crit-
ical data can be transmitted first before less critical data.
We can learn from methods developed for intermittently-
connected and disruptive networks [40]. We believe there
is much needed avenue to be explored in this aspect, e.g.,
to study di"erent scheduling schemes. Besides prioritizing
data, it may also be necessary to develop techniques to
schedule multiple (continuous) queries that meet di"erent
Quality of Service (QoS) metrics. While techniques devel-
oped in [32, 29] provided some insights on how this can be
e"ectively handled, we believe this direction deserves further
investigation.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The advancement in technologies has changed the way we
live. In the real world, we can participate in virtual games.
In the world of the virtual, we can shop, engage in strate-
gic games that thrill us and receive real-time information
and acquire knowledge. The merging of these two spaces
will further enhance user experience. This paper has argued

for the co-existence of the two spaces, not as independent
entities but as an integrated world where the two spaces in-
teract simultaneously, and users experiencing an augmented
world (either reality or virtuality) seamlessly. We have pre-
sented several promising applications of co-space, and dis-
cussed some research issues that the database community
can contribute.

In our discussion, we have focused primarily on the present;
with virtual space technology, time no longer “bounds” us
- we can, for example, be physically at a historical site ex-
periencing virtually an event that transpired in history on
the exact spot that we are standing; likewise, we can have a
virtual futuristic view of the current location.

As researchers, we look forward to the exciting challenges
in this field, and encourage members of our community to
join us. Perhaps, by 2015, we will experience the world of
co-space as end-users and be brought “back to the future”!
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Abstract 
The paper is concerned with the time efficient 

processing of spatiotemporal predicates, i.e. spatial 
predicates associated with an exact temporal 
constraint. A set of such predicates forms a buffer 
query or a Spatio-temporal Pattern (STP) Query with 
time. In the more general case of an STP query, the 
temporal dimension is introduced via the relative order 
of the spatial predicates (STP queries with order). 
Therefore, the efficient processing of a spatiotemporal 
predicate is crucial for the efficient implementation of 
more complex queries of practical interest. We propose 
an extension of a known approach, suitable for 
processing spatial predicates, which has been used for 
the efficient manipulation of STP queries with order. 
The extended method is supported by efficient indexing 
structures. We also provide experimental results that 
show the efficiency of the technique. 
!
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=#=.-,!H.!-.:.-!/%!/6&(!#==-%#;6!#(!the list solution. 
[%-!.#;6!(=#/&#<!%-!(=#/&%O/.>=%-#<!=-.7&;#/.!X&,! <./!

[EX&G!C.!/6.!(./!%:!%CP.;/!F7(,!H6&;6!(#/&(:D!X&*!"./!#<(%!
@!C.!/6.!'3>C.-!%:!-.;%-7(!/6#/!:&/!&'!#!C<%;I!&'!.J/.-'#<!
>.>%-D!#'7!1!/6.!'3>C.-!%:!=-.7&;#/.(!%:! /6.!R3.-D*!
F'! ;#(.! %:! (.R3.'/&#<! =-%;.((&'$! %:! =-.7&;#/.(,! /6.!
3==.-! C%3'7! %'! /6.! '3>C.-! %:! Fec(! :%-! /6.! R3.-D!
.B#<3#/&%'! &(! cE>#JEf[EX&Gf,! +! "! &! "! 1G`1e@G,! H6.-.!

f[EX&Gf! &(! /6.!;#-7&'#<&/D!%:![EX&G*!56&(! &(!C.;#3(.!.#;6!
%CP.;/!C.<%'$&'$! /%![EX&G!6#(! /%!C.!.J#>&'.7! &'!%-7.-!
/%! :&'7! %3/! H6.'.B.-! &/! (#/&(:&.(! #<<! /6.! -.>#&'7.-!
=-.7&;#/.(*!
Q(!H.!H&<<!(6%H!<#/.-,! /6.! <&(/!(%<3/&%'!#;6&.B.(!/6&(!

C%3'7! :%-! 25X! R3.-&.(! H&/6! %-7.-! C3/! &/! 7%.('g/! H%-I!
.::&;&.'/<D!:%-!25X!R3.-&.(!H&/6!/&>.*!
F'!/6&(!H%-I,!/%!.::&;&.'/<D!>#'&=3<#/.!(=#/&%O/.>=%-#<!

=-.7&;#/.(! :%-!25X!R3.-&.(!H&/6! /&>.,!H.!=-%=%(.! /6.!
3(.!%:!=.-(&(/.'/!&'7.J&'$!(;6.>.(*!5%!/6.!C.(/!%:!%3-!
I'%H<.7$.,! =.-(&(/.'/! /.;6'&R3.(! 6#B.! '%/! C..'!
(/37&.7!:%-!/6&(!=3-=%(.*!!
F'!/6.!-.>#&'7.-!%:!/6&(!=#=.-!H.!>#I.!/6.!:%<<%H&'$!

#((3>=/&%'(!e!(&>=<&:&;#/&%'(*!
+*! 8B.-D! (=#/&#<! =-.7&;#/.! >#/;6.(! #! ;.<<*! 1%/.! /6#/!
#</6%3$6!/6&(!&(!-#-.<D!/6.!;#(.,!&/!7%.(!'%/!#::.;/!/6.!
.::&;&.';D!%:!%3-!(%<3/&%'*!F'!#77&/&%',!&/!#<<%H(!3(!/%!
;%';.'/-#/.!%'!/6.!&'7.J&'$!(/-3;/3-.(*!!

9*! Q'! %CP.;/! 7%.(! '%/! .'/.-! #! ;.<<! >%-.! /6#'! %';.!
73-&'$! /6.! /&>.! &'/.-B#<!(=.;&:&.7! &'! /6.!R3.-D*!56&(!
&(!#!-.#<&(/&;!#((3>=/&%',! &:! /6.!/&>.!=-.7&;#/.!7%.(!
'%/! -.=-.(.'/! #'! .J/-.>.<D! <%'$! /&>.! &'/.-B#<*! [%-!
.J#>=<.,! /6.! =.-;.'/#$.! %:! B.6&;<.(! .'/.-&'$! #!
;.-/#&'!;.<<!>%-.!/6#'!%';.,!73-&'$!#!=.-&%7!%:!#!:.H!
6%3-(,!&(!.J=.;/.7!/%!C.!.J/-.>.<D!<%H*!

Q((3>.!'%H!/6#/!#'!%CP.;/!c&!.'/.-(!/6.!;.<<!_I!#/!/&>.!
&'(/#';.(! Y,! +N,! #'7! +L*! F/! &(! /6.'!'%/.7! /6#/,! #/! /&>.!
&'(/#';.!d,!&/!;#''%/!C.!7./.->&'.7!H6./6.-!c&!&(!(/&<<!&'!
_I*!56&(! &(!C.;#3(.!H.!7%!'%/!I'%H!/6.!/&>.!#/!H6&;6!
c&!<.:/!_I*!5%!%B.-;%>.!/6&(!=-%C<.>,!&:!%CP.;/!c&!<.#B.(!
_I!#/!/&>.!h,!/6.'!#!-.;%-7!Ec&,hG!&(!(/%-.7!&'!/6.!<&(/!%:!
_I*! 23;6! -.;%-7(! #==.#-! (6#7.7! &'! /6.! -.>#&'7.-! %:!
/6.!=#=.-*!1%/.!/6#/!/6.!I'%H<.7$.!%:!.J&/!%:!#'!%CP.;/!
:-%>! #! ;.<<! &(! '%/! '..7.7! :%-!25X!R3.-&.(!H&/6! %-7.-*!
?3.! /%! /6&(! :#;/,! /6.-.! &(! '%! '..7! /%! >#&'/#&'! .J&/!
-.;%-7(!&'!/6.!<&(/(!%:![&$3-.!9*!
!
_+a!! Ec+,]G!Ec+,LG!Ec9,hG!Ec9,dG!!
_9a!! Ec+,4G! Ec+,]G! Ec9,dG! Ec9,iG! Ec9,+NG! Ec9,++G!

Ec4,4G!Ec4,]G!!
_4a!! Ec9,4G!Ec9,]G!Ec9,iG!Ec9,+NG!Ec4,9G!Ec4,4G!!

 
Figure 3. The new lists of Figure 2 

 
b#B&'$! &'/-%73;.7! exit records,! /6.! <&(/(! %:! [&$3-.! 9!
;%3<7!6#B.!/6.!:%->!7.=&;/.7!&'![&$3-.!4*!
 
3. Depicting the inefficiency 
!
Z6.'! 7.#<&'$! H&/6! 25X! R3.-&.(! H&/6! %-7.-,! #!

=-.7&;#/.!6#(!:&-(/!/%!C.!;6%(.'!:%-!.B#<3#/&%'*!"./!/6&(!
=-.7&;#/.! C.! _+*! F/! /6.'! (3::&;.(! /%! 3(.! <&(/(! :%-! /6.!
(/%-#$.!%:!/6.!%CP.;/(!/6#/!#-.!&'(&7.!/6.!;.<<(*!F'7..7,!
#<<!/6.!'%7.(!&'!/6.!<&(/!;%'/#&'!%CP.;/(!/6#/!>#D!C.<%'$!
/%![E_+G,!/6.-.:%-.!/6.D!#<<!6#B.!/%!C.!-./-&.B.7*!!
1%H!#((3>.!/6#/!/6.!R3.-D!&'!7&(;3((&%'!&(a!

STUE_9,!YOdG,!E_+,!hG,!E_4,iGW!!

_+a!Ec+,!]G!Ec9,!hG!
_9a!Ec+,!4G!Ec9,!dG!Ec9,!+NG!Ec4,!4G!
_4a!Ec9,!4G!Ec9,!iG!Ec4,!9G!

_+! _9! _4!

c+!

c9!

c4!
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#;;%-7&'$!/%!/6.!<&(/(!%:![&$3-.!4*!2&';.!/6.!=-.7&;#/.(!
#-.! (=#/&%O/.>=%-#<,! S! &(! #'! 25X! R3.-D! H&/6! /&>.*!
_%'(.R3.'/<D,! /6.!%CP.;/&B.! %:! /6&(!R3.-D! &(! /%! :&'7!#<<!
/6.! %CP.;/(! /6#/! .'/.-.7! ;.<<! _9! C./H..'! /6.! /&>.!
&'(/#'/(! Y! #'7! d,! /6.D! H.-.! &'! ;.<<! _+! #/! /&>.! h,! #'7!
/6.D!H.-.!&'!_4!#/!/&>.!i*!!
@D!3(&'$! /6.! <&(/!(%<3/&%',!H.!/6.'!6#B.!/%!.J#>&'.!

#<<! /6.!%CP.;/(!;%'/#&'.7!&'!/6.!<&(/,! &*.*!c+,!c9!#'7!c4,!
7.(=&/.!/6.!:#;/!/6#/![E_9,!YOdG!T!Uc9W*!cCB&%3(<D,!(3;6!
#'!.J#>&'#/&%'!&(!=-%C<.>#/&;!&:!/6.!'3>C.-!%:!%CP.;/(!
&'(&7.! .#;6! ;.<<! &(! <#-$.*! F'7..7,! &'! (3;6! #! ;#(.,! /6.!
;.<<!<&(/(!#-.!/%%!<%'$,!#'7!#!(&'$<.!Fec!7%.(!'%/!(3::&;.!
/%!-./-&.B.!/6.!.'/&-.!<&(/*!F'!/6.!H%-(/!;#(.,!%'.!Fec!=.-!
%CP.;/!H&<<!C.!'..7.7,!=-%B&7.7!/6#/!=%&'/.-(!6#B.!C..'!
3(.7,!/%!=%&'/!/%!/6.!:&-(/!%;;3--.';.!%:!.B.-D!%CP.;/*!F/!
:%<<%H(,! /6.-.:%-.! /6#/,! :%-! #'!.::&;&.'/!=-%;.((&'$!%:!#!
R3.-D!&'!cE>#JEf[EX&Gf,!+!"!&!"!1G`1e@G!Fec(,!#!7&::.-.'/!
#==-%#;6! 6#(! /%! C.! 7.B.<%=.7*! F'7..7,! /6&(! &(! /6.!
%CP.;/&B.! %:! /6&(!=#=.-*!Q!'.H!(%<3/&%'! &(! =-%=%(.7! &'!
(.;/&%'! L,! H6&;6! .'#C<.(! /6.! =-%;.((&'$! %:! #! (=#/&%O
/.>=%-#<! =-.7&;#/.! X! CD! ;%'(3>&'$! cEf[EXGfe@G! Fec(!
#'7! #! (#/&(:#;/%-D! (=#;.! ;%'(3>=/&%'*! @.:%-.!
7.(;-&C&'$! /6&(! (%<3/&%',! #'%/6.-! =-&>&/&B.! (%<3/&%'! &(!
#<(%! =-.(.'/.7! &'! (.;/&%'! ],! H6&;6,! 6%H.B.-,! (3::.-(!
:-%>!.'%->%3(!(=#;.!;%'(3>=/&%'*!!
 
4. The primitive solution 
 
F'!/6&(!#==-%#;6,!.#;6!;.<<!_&!&(!#((%;&#/.7!H&/6!/H%!

(/-3;/3-.(,!2tructure A!#'7!2tructure B.!!
2/-3;/3-.!Q!&(!#!/H%O<.B.<!(/-3;/3-.a!56.!3==.-!<.B.<!

&(! #'! &'7.J! :%-! /6.! %CP.;/! F7(*!8#;6! <.#:! E%CP.;/! F7G! &(!
#((%;&#/.7! H&/6! #'%/6.-! &'7.J! #/! /6.! <%H.-! <.B.<,!
;%';.-'&'$! /6.! /&>.! &'(/#'/(! #/! H6&;6! /6&(! %CP.;/!
.'/.-.7!;.<<!_*!!
2/-3;/3-.!@! &(!#<(%!#! /H%O<.B.<!(/-3;/3-.a!56.!3==.-!

<.B.<! &(! #'! &'7.J! :%-! /&>.! (/#>=(*! 8#;6! <.#:! E/&>.!
&'(/#'/G!&(!#((%;&#/.7!H&/6!#!<&(/!E<%H.-!<.B.<G!;%'/#&'&'$!
/6.!%CP.;/!F7(!/6#/!H.-.!&'!;.<<!_&!#/!/6.!$&B.'!&'(/#'/*!
1%H,!<./!

STUE_+,5+G,E_9,59G,VV,E_-,5-GW!!
C.!/6.!R3.-D*!F'&/&#<<D,!/6.!3==.-!<.B.<!%:!2/-3;/3-.!@!%:!
;.<<! _+! &(! (.#-;6.7,! &'! %-7.-! /%! :&'7! /6.! /&>.O(/#>=(,!
H6&;6!(#/&(:D!/6.!/.>=%-#<!=-.7&;#/.!5+*!Z.!/6.'!:%<<%H!
/6.! ;%--.(=%'7&'$! <&(/! %:! /6.! <%H.-! <.B.<! #'7!H.!(/%-.!
/6.!%CP.;/!F7(!&'/%!#!(./!j*!1.J/,!:%-!.#;6!7&(/&';/!%CP.;/!
c&! &'! j,! H.! 6#B.! /%! ;6.;I! H6./6.-! &/! (#/&(:&.(! #<<! /6.!
-.>#&'7.-!=-.7&;#/.(*!!
"./! /6.-.:%-.! E_9,! 59G! C.! /6.! '.J/! =-.7&;#/.! #'7!

#((3>.! /6#/!59! &(! /&>.! /9*!5%!;6.;I!H6./6.-!%CP.;/!c&!
(#/&(:&.(!/6&(!=-.7&;#/.,!H.!>#I.!3(.!%:!2/-3;/3-.!Q!%:!
_9*!56.!=#/6!%:!/6.!3==.-!<.B.<!%:!2/-3;/3-.!Q!<.#7&'$!/%!
%CP.;/!c&!#'7!/6.!<.#:!;%--.(=%'7&'$!/%!c&!&(!;%''.;/.7!
H&/6! #! <%H.-! <.B.<! &'7.J&'$! (/-3;/3-.! /6#/! ;%'/#&'(! /6.!
/&>.!&'(/#'/(!#/!H6&;6!c&!H#(!&'!_9*!b.';.,!H.!;#'!:&'7!
H6./6.-!c&!H#(!&'!_9!#/!/&>.!/9*!
56.! >#P%-! #7B#'/#$.! %:! /6&(! (%<3/&%'! &(! &/(! /&>.!

.::&;&.';D,! ;%>=#-.7! /%! /6.! <&(/! (%<3/&%'*!5%!>#I.! /6&(!

;<.#-,! ;%'(&7.-! #! ;.<<! &'! H6&;6! #! <#-$.! '3>C.-! %:!
%CP.;/(! 6#B.! .'/.-.7! C3/,! #/! .#;6! /&>.! &'(/#'/,! /6.!
'3>C.-!%:!%CP.;/(!&'!/6.!;.<<!&(!-#/6.-!(>#<<!E&>#$&'.!#!
(R3#-.!%:! #! -%#7!'./H%-I! &'!#!C&$! ;&/D*G![%<<%H&'$! /6.!
<&(/!(%<3/&%',!&/!&(!/6.'!'%/.7!/6#/,!#/!#!$&B.'!/&>.!&'(/#'/!
/,!/6.!.'/&-.!<&(/!%:!/6.!;.<<!6#(!/%!C.!-./-&.B.7,!H6&;6!&(!
<#-$.*! F'! /6.!=-&>&/&B.! (%<3/&%',! &'(/.#7,! %'<D! /6.!(>#<<!
<&(/!#((%;&#/.7!/%!/6.!/&>.!&'(/#'/!/!6#(!/%!C.!-./-&.B.7*!!
c'! /6.! %/6.-! 6#'7,! 6%H.B.-,! /6&(! (%<3/&%'! 6#(! #'!

%CB&%3(! 7-#HC#;I*! 56.! (=#;.! ;%'(3>=/&%'! 6#(! C..'!
73=<&;#/.7,! 73.! /%! /6.! '.;.((&/D! %:! >#&'/#&'&'$! /H%!
(/-3;/3-.(* 
Q! (.;%'7,! >%-.! ;-3;&#<! 7-#HC#;I,! %:! /6&(! (%<3/&%'!

;%';.-'(! 2/-3;/3-.! @,! H6.'! #! '.H! /&>.! &'(/#'/! /! &(!
&'(.-/.7! &'/%! /6.! 3==.-! &'7.J! (/-3;/3-.*! 2/-3;/3-.! @!
&>=<&.(!/6#/!.#;6!/&>.!&'(/#'/!6#(!&/(!%H'!<&(/*!2&';.!H.!
.J=.;/! /6#/!73-&'$!#!(6%-/! /&>.!=.-&%7!#!(>#<<! :-#;/&%'!
%'<D! %:! /6.!%CP.;/(! %:! #! ;.<<!H&<<!>%B.! /%!#'%/6.-! ;.<<,!
H.!;#'!.#(&<D!;-.#/.!/6.!<&(/!%:!/6.!'.H!/&>.!&'(/#'/!CD!
;%=D&'$! #'7!>%7&:D&'$! (<&$6/<D! /6.! <&(/! %:! /6.! =-.B&%3(!
/&>.!&'(/#'/*!cCB&%3(<D,!H6.'!/6.!<&(/(!#-.!/%%!<%'$,!H.!
.'7!3=!H&/6!#!/-.>.'7%3(!H#(/.!%:!(=#;.*!
563(,! /6.! =-&>&/&B.! (%<3/&%'! #;6&.B.(! /6.! 7.(&-.7!

/&>.!;%>=<.J&/D!C3/! &/!>#D!#<(%!(3::.-!:-%>!B#(/!(=#;.!
;%'(3>=/&%'*!b.';.,!&/!&(!'.;.((#-D!/%!>#&'/#&'!#!<#-$.!
'3>C.-!%:!(&>&<#-!<&(/(,!&'!#!(=#;.!.::&;&.'/!>#''.-*!56.!
<#//.-! -.R3&-.>.'/! &'73;/(! /6.! 3(.! %:! =.-(&(/.'/!
&'7.J&'$!>.;6#'&(>(!=-.(.'/.7!&'!KdM*!

 
5. The advanced solution!
 
56.-.! #-.! ;.-/#&'! #==<&;#/&%'! #-.#(,! H6&;6! -.R3&-.!

(/%-&'$!#'7!#;;.((&'$!#<<! /6.!B.-(&%'(! &'!H6&;6!#!7#/#!
(/-3;/3-.! 6#(! 3'7.-$%'.*! 23;6! -.R3&-.>.'/(! 6#B.!
C..'! &7.'/&:&.7! &'! /6.! (.>&'#<! =#=.-! CD!?-&(;%<<! ./! #<*!
KdM,!&'!H6&;6!/6.!'%/&%'!%:!persistent data structures!6#(!
C..'!;%&'.7*!A%-.! /D=&;#<<D,!;%'(&7.-!#!7#/#!(/-3;/3-.!
?*! F:! =.-(&(/.';.! &(! (3==%-/.7,! #<<! /6.! B.-(&%'(!v+,!V, 
vmk+! #-.!>#&'/#&'.7,! #(!D 3'7.-$%.(! #! '3>C.-! %:!m!
3=7#/.!%=.-#/&%'(*!
Z.!&7.'/&:D!/H%!:<#B%-(!%:!=.-(&(/.';.,!'#>.<D!partial 

#'7! full persistence. I'! =#-/&#<! =.-(&(/.';.,! .#;6!
B.-(&%'!;#'!C.!R3.-&.7!C3/!%'<D!/6.!>%(/!-.;.'/!;#'!C.!
3=7#/.7*!F'!:3<<!=.-(&(/.';.,!.B.-D!B.-(&%'!;#'!C%/6!C.!
R3.-&.7! #'7! 3=7#/.7*! 56.-.! &(! #<(%! #! /6&-7! I&'7! %:!
=.-(&(/.';.,! /6.! confluent persistence.! _%':<3.'/<D!
=.-(&(/.'/!7#/#!(/-3;/3-.(!(3==%-/!#'!%=.-#/&%',!H6&;6!
;%>C&'.(! /H%!B.-(&%'(!%:! /6.!7#/#!(/-3;/3-.! /%!D&.<7!#!
'.H!B.-(&%'*!!
Q==<&;#/&%'! %:! =.-(&(/.';.! /%! (.;%'7#-D! >.>%-D!

7#/#! (/-3;/3-.(! &(! %:! =#-/&;3<#-! &'/.-.(/! (&';.!
=.-(&(/.';.! :&'7(! #! :.-/&<.! $-%3'7! &'! 7#/#C#(.(*! Q!
(&>=<.!.J#>=<.!&(!/6#/!%:!/-#'(#;/&%'!7#/#C#(.(,!H6&;6!
(/%-.! 7#/#! H&/6! #! ;.-/#&'! <&:.(=#'*! Q'! .J/.'(&B.!
/-.#/>.'/!%:!/.>=%-#<!#'7!C&O/.>=%-#<!?@(,!#(!H.<<!#(!
/6.&-! -.<#/&%'(6&=! /%! =.-(&(/.';.,! ;#'! C.! :%3'7! &'! /6.!
(3-B.D!CD!2#<0C.-$!#'7!5(%/-#(!K+]M*!"%-.'/0%(!./!#<!KiM!
6#B.!(/37&.7!/6.!;-.#/&%'!#'7!>#&'/.'#';.!%:!B.-(&%'(!
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#/! /6.!7#/#C#(.!7.(&$'!<.B.<*!56.!:3<<D!=.-(&(/.'/!;#(.!
6#(!C..'!(/37&.7!&'!KhM*!F'!/6&(!=#=.-,!H.!>#I.!3(.!%:!
/6.! =#-/&#<! =.-(&(/.'/! ;#(.*! 5H%! %=/&>#<,! =#-/&#<<D!
=.-(&(/.'/!@k! /-..(!6#B.!#<-.#7D!C..'!7.B.<%=.7,! /6.!
A3</&!j.-(&%'!@O5-..! EAj@5G!CD!@.;I.-!./!#<*! K+M! #'7!
/6.!A3</&!j.-(&%'!Q;;.((!2/-3;/3-.!EAjQ2G!CD!j#->#'!
#'7! j.->#! K+4M*! Q</6%3$6! /6.D! C%/6! (6#-.! /6.! (#>.!
&7.#(,!AjQ2!6#(!#! (<&$6/<D! C.//.-! (=#;.!;%'(3>=/&%'!
;%'(/#'/*!!
AjQ2! &(! #! >%7&:&.7! @k! /-..*! F/(! &'/.-'#<! '%7.(!

;%'/#&'! &'7.J! -.;%-7(! #'7! &/(! <.#B.(! ;%'/#&'! 7#/#!
-.;%-7(*! Q! 7#/#! -.;%-7! ;%'/#&'(! /6.! :&.<7(! KI.D,! (/#-/,!
.'7,!&':%M,!H&/6!/6.&-!%CB&%3(!>.#'&'$*!Q'!&'7.J!-.;%-7!
;%'/#&'(! /6.! :&.<7(! KI.D,!(/#-/,!.'7,!=/-M,!H6.-.!=/-! &(!#!
=%&'/.-!/%!#!'%7.!%:!/6.!'.J/!<.B.<*!56.!'%7.!=%&'/.7!CD!
/6.! =/-! =%&'/.-! ;%'/#&'(! I.D(! '%! <.((! /6#'! key,! 6#(!
C..'! ;-.#/.7! #/! /6.! /&>.! &'(/#'/! start! #'7! 6#(! C..'!
;%=&.7!#/!/6.!/&>.!&'(/#'/!end*!!
Q! 7#/#! -.;%-7! &(!active! E<&B.G! &:! &/(!end! :&.<7!6#(! B#<3.!
lmg,! &*.*! &/! 6#(! '%/! C..'! 3=7#/.7,! 7.<./.7! %-! ;%=&.7! /%!
#'%/6.-!'%7.*!F:!/6&(!&(!'%/!/6.!;#(.,!/6.!7#/#!-.;%-7!&(!
inactive!E7.#7G*!Q'!&'7.J!-.;%-7!&(!active! &:! &/!=%&'/(!/%!
#'!#;/&B.!C<%;I!#/!/6.!&>>.7&#/.<D!<%H.-!<.B.-*!
[&$3-.! ]! (6%H(! #! =%((&C<.! &'(/#';.! %:! AjQ2,! #'7! #!
(&>=<.!(;.'#-&%*!Q/!/&>.!L!E3==.-!=#-/!%:!/6.!:&$3-.G,!/6.!
/-..!;%'(&(/(!%:!/H%!'%7.(,!/6.!-%%/!#'7!%'.!<.#:,!H6&;6!
;%'/#&'(!#<<!/6.!7#/#!-.;%-7(*!56.!:&$3-.!(6%H(!/6#/!I.D!
Q!H#(!&'(.-/.7!#/!/&>.!+,!I.D!_!H#(!&'(.-/.7!#/!/&>.!9!
#'7!H#(!(3C(.R3.'/<D!>%7&:&.7!#/! /&>.(!4!#'7!],!#'7!
I.D!@!H#(!&'(.-/.7!#/!/&>.!L*!56.',!#/!/&>.!Y,!I.D!?!&(!
/%!C.!&'(.-/.7*!56&(!&'(.-/&%'!;#3(.(!#'!%B.-:<%H!%:!/6.!
(&'$<.! <.#:*!5H%!'.H! <.#B.(!#-.! /6.'!;-.#/.7!#'7! /6.!
%<7! <.#:! C.;%>.(! &'#;/&B.! E#<<! /6.! -.;%-7(! #==.#-! #(!
(6#7.7G*!56.! &'7.J!-.;%-7!%:! /6.!-%%/,!H6&;6!=%&'/(! /%!
/6.! &'#;/&B.! <.#:,!#<(%!C.;%>.(!&'#;/&B.!E(6#7.7G*!56.!
(./! %:! <&B.! -.;%-7(! %:! /6.! %<7! <.#:! &(! (%-/.7! CD! I.D,! &(!
7&B&7.7! &'/%! /H%! 6#<B.(! #'7! .#;6! %:! /6.(.! 6#<B.(! &(!
;%=&.7! /%! %'.!%:! /6.! /H%!'.H! <.#B.(*!5H%!'.H! &'7.J!
-.;%-7(!#-.!;-.#/.7!&'!/6.!-%%/*!56.&-!(/#-/!B#<3.!&(!/6.!
/&>.!#/!H6&;6!/6.!=%&'/.7!<.#B.(!H.-.!;-.#/.7,!&*.*!/&>.!
Y*! 1%/.! /6#/! &/! &(! '%/! #<H#D(! /6.! ;#(.! /6#/! /H%! '.H!
<.#B.(! 6#B.! /%! C.! ;-.#/.7*![%-! .J#>=<.,! &:! &'(/.#7!%:!
&'(.-/&'$!I.D!?,!H.!6#7!/%!3=7#/.!@!#/!/&>.!Y,!/6.'!/6.!
<&B.!-.;%-7(!%:!/6.!%<7!<.#:!H%3<7!:&/!&'!%'.!'.H!<.#:*!!
5%!7.<./.!#!-.;%-7,!H.!>#I.!3(.!%:!#! :<#$!E(6#7.7! &'!
[&$3-.!]G!#'7!/6.'!;%3'/!/6.!-.>#&'&'$!<&B.!-.;%-7(!%:!
/6.!<.#:*!F:!/6.D!#-.!/%%!:.H,!H.!>#D!C%--%H!(%>.!<&B.!
-.;%-7(! :-%>! #! '.&$6C%-! <.#:,! #'7! ;-.#/.! %'.! %-! /H%!
'.H!<.#B.(*!
Z.!7%!'%/!7.(;-&C.!/6.!%=.-#/&%'(!%:!AjQ2!&'!:3-/6.-!
7./#&<,! C.;#3(.! H.! H#'/! /%! $&B.! %'<D! /6.! &'/3&/&%'!
C.6&'7!/6&(!(/-3;/3-.*! 
5%! (.#-;6! :%-! #! I.D! J,! #/! /&>.! /,! H.! (/#-/! :-%>! /6.!

-%%/*!Z.!&$'%-.!-.;%-7(!H&/6!#!start!B#<3.!$-.#/.-!/6#'!/!
#'7! #'! end! B#<3.! <.((! /6#'! /*! [-%>! /6.! -.>#&'&'$!
-.;%-7(,! H.! ;6%%(.! /6.! %'.! H&/6! /6.! $-.#/.(/! I.D!
B#<3.,! <.((! /6#'! %-! .R3#<! /%! J*! [%-! .J#>=<.,! &:! /6.!
(.#-;6!;%';.-'(!I.D!_,!#/!/6.!/&>.!&'(/#'/!4,!&/!&(!'%/.7!

/6#/!%'<D!/6.! &'#;/&B.!-.;%-7!EQ,!+G!#/!/6.!-%%/!(#/&(:&.(!
/6.! /&>.! ;-&/.-&%',! >.#'&'$! /6#/! &/! H#(! <&B.! #/! /&>.!
&'(/#'/!4*![%<<%H&'$!/6.!=%&'/.-!%:!/6&(!-.;%-7,!H.!-.#;6!
/6.! %<7! &'#;/&B.! <.#:,! H6.-.! H.! :&'7! /6#/! I.D! _! H#(!
-.#<<D!=-.(.'/!#/!/&>.!4*!
56.! I.D! &7.#! &(! /%!>#&'/#&'! /6.! :%<<%H&'$! &'B#-&#'/a!

For any version, the records contained in that version 
are sorted by key value and are clustered into 
secondary memory blocks in such a way, that each 
block contains B records belonging to that version*!!
F:!n! &(! /6.!'3>C.-!%:! -.;%-7(! &'! /6.!;3--.'/!B.-(&%'!

#'7! k! &(! /6.! %3/=3/! (&0.,! /6&(! &'B#-&#'/! 6.<=(! &'!
#;6&.B&'$! cE<%$@nkkeBG! Fec(! E%-! C<%;I! /-#'(:.-(G! :%-!
(.#-;6!#'7!3=7#/.!%=.-#/&%'(*!
 

 
Figure 4. A simple MVAS instance!

!
@#(.7!%'!/6.!#C%B.,!&'!%3-!#<$%-&/6>!H.!3(.!AjQ2!

#(! /6.! ;.<<g(! &'7.J&'$! (/-3;/3-.a!Z6.'.B.-! #'! 3=7#/.!
%;;3-(! E%'.!%-!>%-.! F7(!.&/6.-!.'/.-! /6.!;.<<! %-! <.#B.!
/6.! ;.<<G,! H.! =.-:%->! /6.! 3=7#/.(! &'(&7.! #! ;.<<,! #'7!
;-.#/.!#!'.H!B.-(&%'!%:! &/*!j.-(&%'(!#-.!'#>.7!CD!/6.!
/&>.!#/!H6&;6!/6.D!#-.!;-.#/.7*!!
23==%(.! '%H! /6#/! H.! H#'/! /%! =-%;.((! /6.!

(=#/&%/.>=%-#<! =-.7&;#/.! E_+,5+G*! Q((3>.! #<(%! /6#/,!
&'&/&#<<D,!5+!&(!/6.!/&>.!&'(/#'/!/+*!Z.!(.#-;6!/6.!&'7.J&'$!
(/-3;/3-.!%:! ;.<<!_+,! &'!%-7.-! /%! :&'7!#<<! /6.! <.#B.(! /6#/!
H.-.! <&B.!#/! /&>.! /+*!8#;6!(3;6! <.#:!;%'/#&'(! :-%>!@e]!
3=!/%!@!-.;%-7(!E/6&(!:#;/!;%>.(!:-%>!/6.!7.(;-&=/&%'!%:!
AjQ2!K+4MG,!H6&;6!C.<%'$!/%![E_+,5+G*!Q;;%-7&'$!/%!/6.!
/.;6'&;#<! ;%'(/-#&'/(!%:! /6.!(/-3;/3-.,!H.!;6#-$.!.#;6!
<.#:!H&/6!%'.!#77&/&%'#<!Fec!EZ.!-.;3-(&B.<D!/-#B.-(.!/6.!
/-..!&'!%-7.-!/%!-.#;6!/6.!7.(&-.7!<.#B.(!.#;6!%:!H6&;6!
&(! ;6#-$.7! H&/6! /6.! #;;.((! %:! #'! &'/.-'#<! '%7.*G! F/!
:%<<%H(!/6#/!/6.!/%/#<!'3>C.-!%:!Fec(!&(!'%/!$-.#/.-!/6#'!
d`[E_+,!5+Ge@!E:%-!7./#&<(!(..!K+4MG*!@D!3(&'$!/6.-.:%-.!#!
=.-(&(/.'/! &'7.J&'$! (/-3;/3-.,! H.! 6#B.! >#'#$.7! /%!
(=#-.! #/!>%(/!cE[E_+,! 5+Ge@G! Fec(! &'! %-7.-! /%! -./-&.B.!
[E_+,!5+G*!!
1%H! #((3>.! /6#/! /6.! /&>.! ;%'(/-#&'/! 5+! %:! /6.!

(=#/&%O/.>=%-#<!=-.7&;#/.!&(!#!/&>.!&'/.-B#<!K/+,!/9M*!56.'!
H.! ;#'! :%<<%H! /6.! history! :-%>! /&>.! /+! 3=! /%! /&>.! /9*!

EQ,+G

EQ,+G E_,9G E_,4G E_,]G! E@,LG!

EQ,+G EQ,YG E_,YG!

EQ,+G E_,9G E_,4G E_,]G! E@,LG!

EQ,+G E@,LG

E_,]G ED,YG!

F'&/&#<<D,!#/!/&>.!L!

Q:/.-!&'(.-/&'$!?!#/!/&>.!Y!
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!

Z6.'! %'.! %-! /H%! <.#B.(! %:! /6.! &'7.J! (/-3;/3-.! 7&.,!
.&/6.-! %'.! %-! /H%! '.H! <.#B.(! #-.! ;-.#/.7*! F'! .&/6.-!
;#(.,!/6&(!7.#/6nC&-/6!(.R3.';.!&(!/-&$$.-.7!CD!3=7#/.!
%=.-#/&%'(*!Z6.'!#!<.#:!"!7&.(!H.!(/%-.!&'/%!&/!#!=%&'/.-!
/%! /6.!'.H<D!C%-'! <.#:*! F:! /H%!'.H! <.#B.(!#-.!;-.#/.7,!
H.!(/%-.!&'/%!"!/H%!=%&'/.-(*![&$3-.!L!(6%H(!/6.!<.#B.(!
%:! /6.! &'7.J&'$!(/-3;/3-.!#/! /6.!/&>.!&'(/#'/(!/&,! /&k+,!V,!
/&k]*!
Q(! &(! (6%H'! &'! [&$3-.! L,! #/! /&>.! /&,! #<<! /6.! <.#B.(!

6#B.! o.J=.-&.';.7p! &'(.-/&%'(,! #(! &(! (6%H'! CD! /6.!
(6#7&'$G*!Q! (.-&.(! %:!7.<./&%'(!%;;3-!3'/&<! /&>.! /&k4*!Q/!
/6&(! /&>.,!#!'3>C.-!%:! &'(.-/&%'(! <.#7! /%!#!(=<&/!%:! /6.!
-.>#&'&'$!<.#:*!23==%(.!/6#/!H.!H#'/!/6.!F7(!%:!#<<!/6.!
%CP.;/(! /6#/! .'/.-.7! /6.! ;.<<! C./H..'! /6.! /&>.(! /&! #'7!
/&k]*! [&-(/,! H.! -./-&.B.! /6.! <.#B.(! /6#/! ;%'/#&'! #<<! /6.!
.'/-&.(! %:! /&>.! /&*! 56.',! CD! :%<<%H&'$! /6.! 7.=&;/.7!
=%&'/.-(,! H.! ;#'! -./-&.B.! #<<! /6.! 7.(&-.7! <.#B.(*! F'!
$.'.-#<,! &/! &(! '%/! 7.:&'&/.! /6#/! H.!H&<<! :&'7! '.H! F7(! :%-!
.B.-D! <.#:! %:! /6.! (3;;..7&'$! /&>.! &'(/#'/(*! [%-!
.J#>=<.,! &'! [&$3-.! L,! '%'.! %:! /6.! <.#B.(! #/! /&>.!
&'(/#'/(!/&k+!#'7!/&k9!;%'/#&'!'.H!.'/-&.(*!

Figure 5. Moving from ti to ti+4!
 !
1.B.-/6.<.((,!/6&(!:#;/!7%.(!'%/!;#3(.!#'D!=-%C<.>*!

56.! /%/#<!'3>C.-!%:!#;;.((.7! <.#B.(! &(!#/!>%(/! /H&;.!
/6.!'3>C.-!%:! /6.!7.#7!E(6#7.7G*!b#B&'$!&'!>&'7!/6#/!
.#;6!7.#7!<.#:!;%'/#&'(!#/!<.#(/!@e]!F7(,!H6&;6!C.<%'$!
/%! [E2+,! 5+G,! &/! :%<<%H(! /6#/! /6.! /%/#<! '3>C.-! %:! Fec(!
;#''%/! C.! $-.#/.-! /6#'! d`[E2+,! 5+Ge@*! b#B&'$! #<(%! &'!
>&'7! /6#/! H.! ;#'! -.#;6! /6.! <.#B.(! %:! AjQ2! CD!
#==<D&'$! #! -.;3-(&B.! =-%;.73-.! /6#/! #;;.((.(! %'.!
&'/.-'#<!'%7.!=.-!<.#:,!H.!.'7!3=!H&/6!#!/%/#<!'3>C.-!%:!
+Y`[E2+,!5+Ge@!Fec(*!!
@D!3(.! /6.-.:%-.! %:! /6.!#7B#';.7!(%<3/&%',!H.!;#'!

=-%;.((!#!(=#/&%/.>=%-#<!=-.7&;#/.!E2+,!5+G!CD!(=#-&'$!
#/!>%(/!+Y`[E2+,!5+Ge@!Fec(*!56.!/.>=%-#<!;%'(/-#&'/!5+!
;#'!C.!.&/6.-!#!/&>.!&'(/#'/!%-!#!/&>.!&'/.-B#<*!Z.!/63(!
;%';<37.!/6#/!/6.!R3.-D!!

S+!TUE2+,5+G,E29,59G,VV,E2-,51!GW!
&(!=-%;;.((.7!&'!cEE>#JU[E2&,!5&GWe@G`1G!Fec(,!>.#'&'$!
/6#/,!H.!6#B.!#;6&.B.7!%3-!$%#<*!!
@.D%'7! /6.! /6.%-./&;#<<D! .J;.<<.'/! =.-:%->#';.! &'!

/.->(! %:! /6.! '3>C.-! %:! C<%;I! /-#'(:.-(! EFec(G,! /6&(!
(%<3/&%'! &(! #<(%! .J=.;/.7! /%! #;6&.B.! $%%7! -.(3</(! &'!
/.->(!%:!(=#;.!;%'(3>=/&%'*!2=.;&:&;#<<D,!/6.!&'7.J&'$!
(/-3;/3-.!(/%-.(!A!B.-(&%'(,!.#;6!%:!H6&;6!&(!=-%73;.7!
CD!%'.!3=7#/.,!&*.*!/6.!(=#;.!;%>=<.J&/D!&(!cEAG*!!
!

5. Experimental Results 
!
F'! /6&(! (.;/&%'! H.! =-.(.'/! /6.! -.(3</! %:! ;%'73;/.7!

.J=.-&>.'/(! &'! %-7.-! /%! ;%>=#-.! /6.! =-&>&/&B.! #'7!
#7B#';.7! (%<3/&%'! H&/6! -.(=.;/! /%! /6.! <&(/! (%<3/&%'*! F'!
=#-/&;3<#-,! H.! 6#B.! ;%'73;/.7! #'! .J=.-&>.'/#<! (/37D!
>#I&'$! /6.! ;3(/%>#-D! #((3>=/&%'! /6#/! /6.! 7&(I! =#$.!
(&0.! &(! (./! /%! L+9! CD/.(,! /6.! <.'$/6! %:! .#;6! I.D! &(! d!
CD/.(,! #'7! /6.! <.'$/6! %:! .#;6! =%&'/.-! &(! ]! CD/.(*!
_%'(.R3.'/<D,!.#;6!C<%;I!;%'/#&'(!@T]9!.<.>.'/(*!Z.!
3(.!#!-.<#/&B.<D!(>#<<!=#$.!(&0.!(%!/6#/!/6.!'3>C.-!%:!
'%7.(!&'!#'!&'7.J!(&>3<#/.(!#!-.#<&(/&;!(&/3#/&%'!H&/6!#!
<#-$.! '3>C.-! %:! %CP.;/(*! Q! (&>&<#-! >./6%7%<%$D! 6#(!
#<(%! C..'! 3(.7! &'! K+LM*!Z.! $.'.-#/.7! (D'/6./&;! 7#/#!
(./(! %:! >%B&'$! %CP.;/! &7(*! 56.! 9O7&>.'(&%'#<! (=#/&#<!
3'&B.-(.! &(! #! +NNNJ+NNN! $-&7,! H6&;6! (&>3<#/.(! #'!
#;/3#<! 3'&B.-(.! %:! +NNN! >&<.(! <%'$! &'! .#;6! 7&-.;/&%'*!
Z.! #<(%! #((3>.! /6#/! H.! 6#B.! #! 6.#BD! /-#::&;,!
$.'.-#/.7! CD! +*NNN*NNN! B.6&;<.(*! 56.! B.<%;&/D! B#<3.!
7&(/-&C3/&%'!&(!(I.H.7!E0&=:G!/%H#-7(!N!&'!-#'$.!KN,!LNM*!
56.!R3.-D!;%(/!&(!>.#(3-.7!#(!/6.!#B.-#$.!'3>C.-!%:!
'%7.!#;;.((.(!&'!.J.;3/&'$!#!H%-I<%#7!%:!9NN!R3.-&.(!
H&/6! /6.! (#>.! =#-#>./.-(*! F>=<.>.'/#/&%'(! H.-.!
;#--&.7!%3/!&'!/6.!j_kk!=-%$-#>>&'$!<#'$3#$.*!
56.! /&>.! .::&;&.';D! %:! /6.! =-&>&/&B.! #'7! /6.!

#7B#';.7! (%<3/&%',! H&/6! -.(=.;/! /%! /6.! <&(/! (%<3/&%',! &(!
(6%H'!&'![&$3-.!Y*!

 Time Performance 

N

LNN

+NNN

+LNN

9NNN

N +NNNN 9NNNN 4NNNN ]NNNN LNNNN 
Output Size 

X-&>&/&B.!(%<3/&%'a!
2/-3;/3-.!Q

Q7B#';.7!(%<3/&%'

"&(/!(%<3/&%'

!
Figure 6. Number of I/Os vs. Output size 

!
56.! #B.-#$.! '3>C.-! %:! %CP.;/(! =.-! ;.<<! H#(! '%/!

>%-.! /6#'! LNNN*! 56.! #B.-#$.! '3>C.-! %:! =-.7&;#/.(!
/6#/! #==.#-.7! &'! /6.! H%-I<%#7! %:! /6.! #C%B.! R3.-&.(!
H#(!'%/!>%-.! /6#'!+N*!56.!%3/=3/!(&0.!%:! /6.!R3.-&.(!
B#-&.7!&'!/6.!-#'$.!K9*LNN,!LN*NNNM*!!
56.! >#P%-! #7B#'/#$.! %:! /6.! #7B#';.7! (%<3/&%',!

B.-(3(! /6#/!%:! /6.! <&(/!(%<3/&%',!C.;%>.(!.B&7.'/!H6.'!
/6.!R3.-D!%3/=3/!;%';.-'(!%'<D!#!(>#<<! :-#;/&%'!%:! /6.!
;%'/.'/(!%:!#!;.<<*!5%!>#I.!&/!;<.#-,!#((3>.!/6#/!#!;.<<!
(/-3;/3-.! ;%'/#&'(! /6.! 7#/#! %:! /6.! <#(/! H..I*! Q((3>.!
#<(%!/6#/!H.!(..I!#<<!%CP.;/(!/6#/!H.-.!&'!/6.!;.<<!73-&'$!
#!=.-&%7!%:!%'<D!#!:.H!6%3-(*!E23;6!;#(.(!%;;3-!;<%(.!
/%!/6.!C.$&''&'$!%:!/6.!JO!#J&(!%:![&$3-.!Y*G!Q(!;#'!/6.'!
C.!(..'!&'!/6&(!:&$3-.,!/6.!'3>C.-!%:!Fec(!&(!B.-D!<%H!&'!
/6.!;#(.!%:!/6.!#7B#';.7!(%<3/&%'*!Q(!%==%(.7!/%!/6&(,!
/6&(!'3>C.-!&(!B.-D!<#-$.!&'!/6.!;#(.!%:!/6.!<&(/!(%<3/&%',!
>#/;6&'$! #<H#D(! /6.! H%-(/! ;#(.,! (&';.! /6.! .'/&-.! <&(/!
>3(/!C.!.J/-#;/.7*!c:!;%3-(.,! &:!H.!H#'/! /%!.J/-#;/!#<<!
/6.!%CP.;/(!/6#/!.'/.-.7!#!;.<<!73-&'$!/6.!<#(/!H..I,!/6.!
#7B#';.7!(%<3/&%'!;#'!C.!H%-(.! /6#'! /6.! <&(/!(%<3/&%'*!

/&k+!

/&k9!

/&k4!
/&k]!

/&!
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!

1%/.! 6%H.B.-! /6#/! (3;6! R3.-&.(! #-.! '%/! -.#<&(/&;! #'7!
#-.!3'<&I.<D!/%!C.!&((3.7*!!
_%>=#-&'$!/6.!'3>C.-!%:!Fec(!C./H..'!/6.!=-&>&/&B.!

#'7! /6.! #7B#';.7! (%<3/&%',! H.! ;%';<37.! /6#/! /6.D! 7%!
'%/!7&::.-!(3C(/#'/&#<<D*!56.!=-&>&/&B.!(%<3/&%'! &(!C.//.-,!
-.R3&-&'$!#C%3/!6#<:!%:!/6.!Fec(!%:!/6.!#7B#';.7*!56&(!&(!
C.;#3(.!/6.!<&(/(!%:!(/-3;/3-.!Q!#-.!%=/&>#<<D!7.'(.,!&*.*!
#<<! /6.! 7&(I! =#$.(! /6#/! (/%-.! #! <&(/! #-.! :3<<,! .J;.=/! :%-!
%'<D! /6.! <#(/! =#$.*! c'! /6.! %/6.-! 6#'7,! /6.! <.#B.(! %:!
AjQ2!#-.!'%/!3(3#<<D!:3<<*!56.!=.'#</D!6%H.B.-!:%-!/6&(!
(3=.-&%-&/D! &(! /6.! .'%->%3(! (=#;.! ;%'(3>=/&%'! %:!
2/-3;/3-.!@!E(..!2.;/&%'!]G*!!
56.!/6.%-./&;#<!(=#;.!;%>=<.J&/D!%:!AjQ2!&(!cE1e@G!
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1 Introduction

A schema mapping is a specification that describes how
data from a source schema is to be mapped to a target
schema. Schema mappings have proved to be essential
for data-interoperability tasks such as data exchange and
data integration. The research on this area has mainly fo-
cused on performing these tasks. However, as Bernstein
pointed out [7], many information-system problems in-
volve not only the design and integration of complex ap-
plication artifacts, but also their subsequent manipulation.
Driven by this consideration, Bernstein proposed in [7]
a general framework for managing schema mappings. In
this framework, mappings are usually specified in a logi-
cal language, and high-level algebraic operators are used
to manipulate them [7, 16, 33, 12, 8].

Two of the most fundamental operators in this frame-
work are thecompositionand inversionof schema map-
pings. Intuitively, the composition can be described as
follows. Given a mappingM1 from a schemaA to a
schemaB, and a mappingM2 fromB to a schemaE, the
compositionof M1 andM2 is a new mapping that de-
scribes the relationship between schemasA andE. This
new mapping must besemantically consistentwith the re-
lationships previously established byM1 andM2. On
the other hand,an inverseof M1 is a new mapping that
describes thereverserelationship fromB to A, and is se-
mantically consistent withM1.

In practical scenarios, the composition and inversion
of schema mappings can have several applications. In a
data exchange context [13], if a mappingM is used to
exchange data from a source to a target schema, an in-
verse ofM can be used to exchange the data back to the
source, thusreversingthe application ofM. As a sec-
ond application, consider a peer-data management system
(PDMS) [10, 24]. In a PDMS, a peer can act as a data
source, a mediator, or both, and the system relates peers

∗Database Principles Column. Column editor: Leonid Libkin,
School of Informatics, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, EH8 9AB,
UK. E-mail: libkin@inf.ed.ac.uk.

by establishingdirectional mappings between the peers
schemas. Given a query formulated on a particular peer,
the PDMS must proceed to retrieve the answers by refor-
mulating the query using its complex net of semantic map-
pings. Performing this reformulation at query time may be
quite expensive. The composition operator can be used to
essentially combine sequences of mappings into a single
mapping that can be precomputed and optimized for query
answering purposes. Another application is schema evo-
lution, where the inverse together with the composition
play a crucial role [8]. Consider a mappingM between
schemasA andB, and assume that schemaA evolves
into a schemaA′. This evolution can be expressed as a
mappingM′ betweenA andA

′. Thus, the relationship
between the new schemaA′ and schemaB can be ob-
tained by inverting mappingM′ and then composing the
result with mappingM.

In the recent years, a lot of attention has been paid
to the development of solid foundations for the compo-
sition [32, 16, 36] and inversion [12, 19, 4, 3] of schema
mappings. In this paper, we review the proposals for the
semantics of these crucial operators. For each of these
proposals, we concentrate on the three following prob-
lems: the definition of the semantics of the operator, the
language needed to express the operator, and the algorith-
mic issues associated to the problem of computing the op-
erator. It should be pointed out that we primarily consider
the formalization of schema mappings introduced in the
work on data exchange [13]. In particular, when studying
the problem of computing the composition and inverse of
a schema mapping, we will be mostly interested in com-
puting these operators for mappings specified bysource-
to-target tuple-generating dependencies[13]. Although
there has been an important amount of work about dif-
ferentflavorsof composition and inversion motivated by
practical applications [9, 34, 38], we focus on the most
theoretically-oriented results [32, 16, 12, 19, 4, 3].

Organization of the paper. We begin in Section 2 with
the terminology that will be used in the paper. We then
continue in Section 3 reviewing the main results for the
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composition operator proposed in [16]. Section 4 con-
tains a detailed study of the inverse operators proposed
in [12, 19, 4]. In Section 5, we review a relaxed approach
to define the semantics for the inverse and composition
operators that parameterizes these notions by a query-
language [32, 3]. Finally, some future work is pointed
out in Section 6. Due to the lack of space, the proofs of
the new results presented in this survey are given in the
extended version of this paper, which can be downloaded
fromhttp://arxiv.org/.

2 Basic notation

In this paper, we assume that data is represented in the
relational model. Arelational schemaR, or justschema,
is a finite set{R1, . . . , Rn} of relation symbols, with each
Ri having a fixed arityni. An instanceI of R assigns to
each relation symbolRi of R a finiteni-ary relationRI

i .
Thedomainof an instanceI, denoted bydom(I), is the
set of all elements that occur in any of the relationsRI

i . In
addition,Inst(R) is defined to be the set of all instances
of R.

As usual in the data exchange literature, we consider
database instances with two types of values:constantsand
nulls. More precisely, letC andN be infinite and disjoint
sets of constants and nulls, respectively. If we refer to
a schemaS as asourceschema, thenInst(S) is defined
to be the set of all instances ofS that are constructed by
using only elements fromC, and if we refer to a schema
T as atargetschema, then instances ofT are constructed
by using elements from bothC andN.

Schema mappings and solutions. Schema mappings
are used to define a semantic relationship between two
schemas. In this paper, we use a general representation of
mappings; given two schemasR1 andR2, a mappingM
from R1 to R2 is a set of pairs(I, J), whereI is an in-
stance ofR1, andJ is an instance ofR2. Further, we say
thatJ is asolution forI underM if (I, J) ∈ M. The set
of solutions forI underM is denoted bySolM(I). The
domain ofM, denoted bydom(M), is defined as the set
of instancesI such thatSolM(I) 6= ∅.

Dependencies. As usual, we use a class of dependen-
cies to specify schema mappings [13]. LetL1, L2 be
query languages andR1, R2 be schemas with no relation
symbols in common. A sentenceΦ overR1 ∪ R2 is an
L1-TO-L2 dependency fromR1 to R2 if Φ is of the form
∀x̄ (ϕ(x̄) → ψ(x̄)), where (1)x̄ is the tuple of free vari-
ables in bothϕ(x̄) andψ(x̄); (2) ϕ(x̄) is anL1-formula
overR1; and (3)ψ(x̄) is anL2-formula overR2. Fur-
thermore, we usually omit the outermost universal quan-

tifiers fromL1-TO-L2 dependencies and, thus, we write
ϕ(x̄) → ψ(x̄) instead of∀x̄ (ϕ(x̄) → ψ(x̄)). Finally, the
semantics of anL1-TO-L2 dependency is defined as usual
(e.g., see [13, 4]).

If S is a source schema andT is a target schema,
an L1-TO-L2 dependency fromS to T is called an
L1-TO-L2 source-to-target dependency(L1-TO-L2 st-
dependency), and anL1-TO-L2 dependency fromT to
S is called anL1-TO-L2 target-to-source dependency
(L1-TO-L2 ts-dependency). Notice that the fundamen-
tal class of source-to-target tuple-generating dependencies
(st-tgds) [13] corresponds to the class of CQ-TO-CQ st-
dependencies.

When considering a mapping specified by a set of de-
pendencies, we use the usual semantics given by logi-
cal satisfaction. That is, ifM is a mapping fromR1

to R2 specified by a setΣ of L1-TO-L2 dependencies,
we have that(I, J) ∈ M if and only if I ∈ Inst(R1),
J ∈ Inst(R2), and(I, J) satisfiesΣ.

Query Answering. In this paper, we use CQ to denote the
class of conjunctive queries and UCQ to denote the class
of unions of conjunctive queries. Given a queryQ and
a database instanceI, we denote byQ(I) the evaluation
of Q overI. Moreover, we use predicateC(·) to differ-
entiate between constants and nulls, that is,C(a) holds
if and only if a is a constant value. We use=, 6=, and
C as superscripts to denote a class of queries enriched
with equalities, inequalities, and predicateC(·), respec-
tively. Thus, for example, UCQ=,C is the class of unions
of conjunctive queries with equalities and predicateC(·).

As usual, the semantics of queries in the presence of
schema mappings is defined in terms of the notion ofcer-
tain answer. Assume thatM is a mapping from a schema
R1 to a schemaR2. Then given an instanceI of R1 and
a queryQ overR2, thecertain answers ofQ for I under
M, denoted bycertainM(Q, I), is the set of tuples that
belong to the evaluation ofQ over every possible solution
for I underM, that is,

⋂

{Q(J) | J is a solution forI
underM}.

3 Composition of Schema Mappings

The composition operator has been identified as one of the
fundamental operators for the development of a frame-
work for managing schema mappings [7, 33, 35]. The
goal of this operator is to generate a mappingM13 that
has the same effect as applying successively two given
mappingsM12 andM23, provided that the target schema
of M12 is the same as the source schema ofM23. In
[16], Fagin et al. study the composition for the widely
used class of st-tgds. In particular, they provide solutions
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to the three fundamental problems for mapping operators
considered in this paper, that is, they provide a formal se-
mantics for the composition operator, they identify a map-
ping language that is appropriate for expressing this oper-
ator, and they study the complexity of composing schema
mappings. In this section, we present these solutions.

In [16, 33], the authors propose a semantics for the
composition operator that is based on the semantics of this
operator for binary relations:

Definition 3.1 ([16, 33]) Let M12 be a mapping from a
schemaR1 to a schemaR2, andM23 a mapping fromR2

to a schemaR3. Then the composition ofM12 andM23

is defined asM12 ◦ M23 = {(I1, I3) | ∃I2 : (I1, I2) ∈
M12 and(I2, I3) ∈ M23}.

Then Fagin et al. consider in [16] the natural question of
whether the composition of two mappings specified by st-
tgds can also be specified by a set of these dependencies.
Unfortunately, they prove in [16] that this is not the case,
as shown in the following example.

Example 3.2. (from [16])Consider a schemaR1 consist-
ing of one binary relationTakes, that associates a student
name with a course she/he is taking, a schemaR2 consist-
ing of a relationTakes1, that is intended to be a copy of
Takes, and of an additional relation symbolStudent,
that associates a student with a student id; and a schema
R3 consisting of a binary relation symbolEnrollment,
that associates a student id with the courses this student is
taking. Consider now mappingsM12 andM23 specified
by the following sets of st-tgds:

Σ12 = {Takes(n, c) → Takes1(n, c),

Takes(n, c) → ∃sStudent(n, s)},

Σ23 = {Student(n, s) ∧ Takes1(n, c) →

Enrollment(s, c)}.

Mapping M12 requires that a copy of every tuple in
Takes must exist inTakes1 and, moreover, that each
student namen must be associated with some student id
s in the relationStudent. MappingM23 requires that
if a student with namen and ids takes a coursec, then
(s, c) is a tuple in the relationEnrollment. Intuitively,
in the composition mapping one would like to replace the
namen of a student by a student idin, and then for each
coursec that is taken byn, one would like to include the
tuple (in, c) in the tableEnrollment. Unfortunately,
as shown in [16], it is not possible to express this relation-
ship by using a set of st-tgds. In particular, a st-tgd of the
form:

Takes(n, c) → ∃y Enrollment(y, c) (1)

does not express the desired relationship, as it may asso-
ciate a distinct student idy for each tuple(n, c) in Takes
and, thus, it may create several identifiers for the same
student name.�

The previous example shows that in order to express
the composition of mappings specified by st-tgds, one has
to use a language more expressive than st-tgds. However,
the example gives little information about what the right
language for composition is. In fact, the composition of
mappingsM12 andM23 in this example can be defined
in first-order logic (FO):

∀n∃y∀c (Takes(n, c) → Enrollment(y, c)),

which may lead to the conclusion that FO is a good al-
ternative to define the composition of mappings specified
by st-tgds. However, a complexity argument shows that
this conclusion is wrong. More specifically, given map-
pingsM12 = (R1,R2,Σ12) andM23 = (R2,R3,Σ23),
where Σ12 and Σ23 are sets of st-tgds, define the
composition problem forM12 and M23, denoted by
COMPOSITION(M12,M23), as the problem of verify-
ing, givenI1 ∈ Inst(R1) andI3 ∈ Inst(R3), whether
(I1, I3) ∈ M12 ◦ M23. If the composition ofM12

with M23 is defined by a setΣ of formulas in some
logic, then COMPOSITION(M12,M23) is reduced to the
problem of verifying whether a pair of instances(I1, I3)
satisfiesΣ. In particular, if Σ is a set of FO formu-
las, then the complexity of COMPOSITION(M12,M23)
is in LOGSPACE, as the complexity of verifying whether
a fixed set of FO formulas is satisfied by an instance is
in LOGSPACE [39]. Thus, if for some mappingsM12

andM23, the complexity of the composition problem is
higher than LOGSPACE, one can conclude that FO is not
capable of expressing the composition. In fact, this higher
complexity is proved in [16].

Theorem 3.3 ([16]) For every pair of mappingsM12,
M23 specified by st-tgds,COMPOSITION(M12,M23) is
in NP. Moreover, there exist mappingsM⋆

12
and M⋆

23

specified by st-tgds such thatCOMPOSITION(M⋆
12
,M⋆

23
)

is NP-complete.

Theorem 3.3 not only shows that FO is not the right
language to express the composition of mappings given
by st-tgds, but also gives a good insight on what needs to
be added to st-tgds to obtain a language closed under com-
position. Given that COMPOSITION(M12,M23) is in NP,
we know by Fagin’s Theorem that the composition can be
defined by an existential second-order logic formula [26].
In fact, Fagin et al. use this property in [16] to obtain the
right language for composition. More specifically, Fagin
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et al. extend st-tgds with existential second-order quantifi-
cation, which gives rise to the class of SO-tgds [16]. For-
mally, given schemasR1 andR2 with no relation sym-
bols in common, asecond-order tuple-generating depen-
dency fromR1 to R2 (SO-tgd) is a formula of the form
∃f̄ (∀x̄1(ϕ1 → ψ1) ∧ · · · ∧ ∀x̄n(ϕn → ψn)), where (1)
each member of̄f is a function symbol, (2) each formula
ϕi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a conjunction of relational atoms of
the formS(y1, . . . , yk) and equality atoms of the form
t = t′, whereS is ak-ary relation symbol ofR1 andy1,
. . ., yk are (not necessarily distinct) variables inx̄i, and
t, t′ are terms built from̄xi and f̄ , (3) each formulaψi

(1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a conjunction of relational atomic formu-
las overR2 mentioning terms built from̄xi andf̄ , and (4)
each variable in̄xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) appears in some relational
atom ofϕi.

In [16], Fagin et al. show that SO-tgds are the right de-
pendencies for expressing the composition of mappings
given by st-tgds. First, it is not difficult to see that ev-
ery set of st-tgds can be transformed into an SO-tgd. For
example, setΣ12 from Example 3.2 is equivalent to the
following SO-tgd:

∃f

(

∀n∀c (Takes(n, c) → Takes1(n, c)) ∧

∀n∀c (Takes(n, c) → Student(n, f(n, c)))

)

.

Second, Fagin et al. show that SO-tgds are closed under
composition.

Theorem 3.4 ([16]) Let M12 and M23 be mappings
specified by SO-tgds. Then the compositionM12 ◦M23

can also be specified by an SO-tgd.

It should be noticed that the previous theorem can also be
applied to mappings that are specified by finite sets of SO-
tgds, as these dependencies are closed under conjunction.
Moreover, it is important to notice that Theorem 3.4 im-
plies that the composition of a finite number of mappings
specified by st-tgds can be defined by an SO-tgd, as every
set of st-tgds can be expressed as an SO-tgd.

Theorem 3.5 ([16]) The composition of a finite number
of mappings, each defined by a finite set of st-tgds, is de-
fined by an SO-tgd.

Example 3.6.LetM12 andM23 be the mappings defined
in Example 3.2. The following SO-tgd correctly specifies
the composition of these two mappings:

∃g

(

∀n∀c (Takes(n, c) → Enrollment(g(n), c))

)

.

�

Third, Fagin et al. prove in [16] that the converse of The-
orem 3.5 also holds, thus showing that SO-tgds are ex-
actly the right language for representing the composition
of mappings given by st-tgds.

Theorem 3.7 ([16]) Every SO-tgd defines the composi-
tion of a finite number of mappings, each defined by a
finite set of st-tgds.

Finally, Fagin et al. in [16] also study the complex-
ity of composing schema mappings. More specifically,
they provide an exponential-time algorithm that given two
mappingsM12 andM23, each specified by an SO-tgd,
returns a mappingM13 specified by an SO-tgd and equiv-
alent to the composition ofM12 andM23. Furthermore,
they show that exponentiality is unavoidable in such an
algorithm, as there exist mappingsM12 andM23, each
specified by a finite set of st-tgds, such that every SO-tgd
that defines the composition ofM12 andM23 is of size
exponential in the size ofM12 andM23.

In [36], Nash et al. also study the composition problem
and extend the results of [16]. In particular, they study the
composition of mappings given by dependencies that need
not be source-to-target, and for all the classes of mappings
considered in that paper, they provide an algorithm that
attempts to compute the composition and give sufficient
conditions that guarantee that the algorithm will succeed.

3.1 Composition under closed world se-
mantics

In [27], Libkin proposes an alternative semantics for
schema mappings and, in particular, for data exchange.
Roughly speaking, the main idea in [27] is that when ex-
changing data with a setΣ of st-tgds and a source in-
stanceI, one generates a target instanceJ such that ev-
ery tuple inJ is justified by a formula inΣ and a set
of tuples fromI. A target instanceJ that satisfies the
above property is called aclosed-world solutionfor I un-
der Σ [27]. In [28], Libkin and Sirangelo propose the
language ofCQ-SkSTDs, that slightly extends the syn-
tax of SO-tgds, and study the composition problem under
the closed-world semantics for mappings given by sets of
CQ-SkSTDs. Due to the lack of space, we do not give
here the formal definition of the closed-world semantics,
but instead we give an example that shows the intuition
behind it (see [28] for a formal definition of the semantics
and ofCQ-SkSTDs).

Example 3.8.Let σ be the SO-tgd of Example 3.6. For-
mulaσ is also aCQ-SkSTD [28]. Consider now a source
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instanceI such thatTakesI = {(Chris, logic)}, and the
instancesJ1 andJ2 such that:

EnrollmentJ1 = {(075, logic)}

EnrollmentJ2 = {(075, logic), (084, algebra)}

Notice that both(I, J1) and (I, J2) satisfyσ (consider-
ing an interpretation for functiong such thatg(Chris) =
075). Thus, under the semantics based on logical satis-
faction [16], bothJ1 andJ2 are solutions forI. The cru-
cial difference betweenJ1 andJ2 is thatJ2 has anun-
justifiedtuple [27]; tuple(075, logic) is justifiedby tuple
(Chris, logic), while(084, algebra) has no justification. In
fact,J1 is a closed-world solution forI underσ, butJ2 is
not [27, 28]. �

Given a setΣ of CQ-SkSTDs from R1 to R2, we say
thatM is specified byΣ under the closed-world seman-
tics, denoted byM = cws(Σ,R1,R2), if M = {(I, J) |
I ∈ Inst(R1), J ∈ Inst(R2) andJ is a closed-world so-
lution for I underΣ}. Notice that, as Example 3.8 shows,
the mapping specified by a formula (or a set of formu-
las) under the closed-world semantics is different from the
mapping specified by the same formula but under the se-
mantics of [16]. Thus, it is not immediately clear whether
a closure property like the one in Theorem 3.4 can be di-
rectly translated to the closed-world semantics. In this
respect, Libkin and Sirangelo [28] show that the language
of CQ-SkSTDs is closed under composition.

Theorem 3.9 ([28]) Let M12 = cws(Σ12,R1,R2) and
M23 = cws(Σ23,R2,R3), whereΣ12 andΣ23 are sets of
CQ-SkSTDs. Then there exists a setΣ13 of CQ-SkSTDs
such thatM12 ◦M23 = cws(Σ13,R1,R3).

4 Inversion of Schema Mappings

In the recent years, the problem of inverting schema map-
pings has received a lot of attention. In particular, the is-
sue of providing agoodsemantics for this operator turned
out to be a difficult problem. Three main proposals for
inverting mappings have been considered so far in the lit-
erature:Fagin-inverse[12], quasi-inverse[19] andmaxi-
mum recovery[5]. In this section, we present and compare
these approaches.

Some of the notions mentioned above are only appro-
priate for certain classes of mappings. In particular, the
following two classes of mappings are used in this section
when defining and comparing inverses. A mappingM
from a schemaR1 to a schemaR2 is said to betotal if
dom(M) = Inst(R1), and is said to beclosed-down on
the leftif whenever(I, J) ∈ M andI ′ ⊆ I, it holds that
(I ′, J) ∈ M.

Furthermore, whenever a mapping is specified by a set
of formulas, we consider source instances as just contain-
ing constants values, and target instances as containing
constants and null values. This is a natural assumption in
a data exchange context, since target instances generated
as a result of exchanging data may beincomplete, thus,
null values are used as place-holders for unknown infor-
mation. In Section 4.3, we consider inverses for alterna-
tive semantics of mappings and, in particular, inverses for
theextended semanticsthat was proposed in [17] to deal
with incomplete information in source instances.

4.1 Fagin-inverse and quasi-inverse

We start by considering the notion of inverse proposed
by Fagin in [12], and that we call Fagin-inverse in this
paper1. Roughly speaking, Fagin’s definition is based on
the idea that a mapping composed with its inverse should
be equal to the identity schema mapping. Thus, given a
schemaR, Fagin first defines anidentity mappingId as
{(I1, I2) | I1, I2 are instances ofR andI1 ⊆ I2}. Then
a mappingM′ is said to be aFagin-inverseof a mapping
M if M◦M′ = Id. Notice thatId is not the usual identity
relation overR. As explained in [12],Id is appropriate as
an identity for mappings that are total and closed-down
on the left and, in particular, for the class of mappings
specified by st-tgds.

Example 4.1. Let M be a mapping specified by st-tgds
S(x) → U(x) andS(x) → V (x). Intuitively, M is
Fagin-invertible since all the information in the source re-
lationS is transferred to both relationsU andV in the tar-
get. In fact, the mappingM′ specified by ts-tgdU(x) →
S(x) is a Fagin-inverse ofM sinceM◦M′ = Id. More-
over, the mappingM′′ specified by ts-tgdV (x) → S(x)
is also a Fagin-inverse ofM, which shows that there need
not be a unique Fagin-inverse.�

A first fundamental question about any notion of in-
verse is for which class of mappings is guaranteed to ex-
ist. The following example from [12] shows that Fagin-
inverses are not guaranteed to exist for mappings specified
by st-tgds.

Example 4.2. Let M be a mapping specified by st-tgd
S(x, y) → T (x). Intuitively, M has no Fagin-inverse
sinceM only transfers the information about the first
component ofS. In fact, it is formally proved in [12] that
this mapping is not Fagin-invertible.�

1Fagin [12] named his notion just asinverseof a schema mapping.
Since we are comparing different semantics for theinverseoperator, we
reserve the terminverseto refer to this operator in general, and use the
nameFagin-inversefor the notion proposed in [12].
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As pointed out in [19], the notion of Fagin-inverse is
rather restrictive as it is rare that a schema mapping pos-
sesses a Fagin-inverse. Thus, there is a need for weaker
notions of inversion, which is the main motivation for the
introduction of the notion of quasi-inverse of a schema
mapping in [19].

The idea behind quasi-inverses is to relax the notion
of Fagin-inverse by not differentiating between source in-
stances that have the same space of solutions. More pre-
cisely, letM be a mapping from a schemaR1 to a schema
R2. InstancesI1 andI2 of R1 aredata-exchange equiv-
alent w.r.t. M, denoted byI1 ∼M I2, if SolM(I1) =
SolM(I2). For example, for the mappingM in Exam-
ple 4.2, we have thatI1 ∼M I2, with I1 = {S(1, 2)} and
I2 = {S(1, 3)}. ThenM′ is said to be a quasi-inverse of
M if the propertyM◦M′ = Id holdsmodulothe equiv-
alence relation∼M. Formally, given a mappingN from
R to R, mappingN [∼M,∼M] is defined as

{(I1, I2) ∈ Inst(R) × Inst(R) | existI ′
1
, I ′

2
with

I1 ∼M I ′
1
, I2 ∼M I ′

2
and(I ′

1
, I ′

2
) ∈ N}

Then a mappingM′ is said to be aquasi-inverseof a map-
pingM if (M◦M′)[∼M,∼M] = Id[∼M,∼M].

Example 4.3. Let M be a mapping specified by st-tgd
S(x, y) → T (x). It was shown in Example 4.2 that
M does not have a Fagin-inverse. However, mapping
M′ specified by ts-tgdT (x) → ∃y S(x, y) is a quasi-
inverse ofM [19]. Notice that for the source instance
I1 = {S(1, 2)}, we have thatI1 andI2 = {S(1, 3)} are
both solutions forI1 under the compositionM◦M′. In
fact, for everyI such thatI ∼M I1, we have thatI is a
solution forI1 underM◦M′. �

In [19], the authors show that if a mappingM is Fagin-
invertible, then a mappingM′ is a Fagin-inverse ofM
if and only if M′ is a quasi-inverse ofM. Example 4.3
shows that the opposite direction does not hold. Thus, the
notion of quasi-inverse is a strict generalization of the no-
tion of Fagin-inverse. Furthermore, the author provides in
[19] a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence
of quasi-inverses for mappings specified by st-tgds, and
use this condition to show the following result:

Proposition 4.4 ([19]) There is a mappingM specified
by a single st-tgd that has no quasi-inverse.

Thus, although numerous non-Fagin-invertible schema
mappings possess natural and useful quasi-inverses [19],
there are still simple mappings specified by st-tgds that
have no quasi-inverse. This leaves as an open problem the
issue of finding an appropriate notion of inversion for st-
tgds, and it is the main motivation for the introduction of
the notion of inversion discussed in the following section.

4.2 Maximum recovery

We consider now the notion of maximum recovery intro-
duced by Arenas et al. in [4]. In that paper, the authors
follow a different approach to define a notion of inversion.
In fact, the main goal of [4] is not to define a notion of in-
verse mapping, but instead to give a formal definition for
what it means for a mappingM′ to recoversound infor-
mationwith respect to a mappingM. Such a mapping
M′ is called a recovery ofM in [4]. Given that, in gen-
eral, there may exist many possible recoveries for a given
mapping, Arenas et al. introduce an order relation on re-
coveries in [4], and show that this naturally gives rise to
the notion of maximum recovery, which is a mapping that
brings back the maximum amount of sound information.

Let M be a mapping from a schemaR1 to a schema
R2, andId the identity schema mapping overR1, that is,
Id = {(I, I) | I ∈ Inst(R1)}. When trying to invertM,
the ideal would be to find a mappingM′ from R2 to R1

such thatM◦M′ = Id .Unfortunately, in most cases this
ideal is impossible to reach (for example, for the case of
mappings specified by st-tgds [12]). If for a mappingM,
there is no mappingM1 such thatM◦M1 = Id, at least
one would like to find a schema mappingM2 that does
not forbid the possibility of recovering the initial source
data. This gives rise to the notion of recovery proposed
in [4]. Formally, given a mappingM from a schema
R1 to a schemaR2, a mappingM′ from R2 to R1 is
a recoveryof M if (I, I) ∈ M ◦ M′ for every instance
I ∈ dom(M) [4].

In general, ifM′ is a recovery ofM, then the smaller
the space of solutions generated byM ◦ M′, the more
informativeM′ is about the initial source instances. This
naturally gives rise to the notion of maximum recovery;
given a mappingM and a recoveryM′ of it, M′ is said
to be amaximum recoveryof M if for every recoveryM′′

of M, it holds thatM◦M′ ⊆ M◦M′′ [4].

Example 4.5.In [19], it was shown that the schema map-
pingM specified by st-tgd

E(x, z) ∧ E(z, y) → F (x, y) ∧M(z)

has neither a Fagin-inverse nor a quasi-inverse. However,
it is possible to show that the schema mappingM′ speci-
fied by ts-tgds:

F (x, y) → ∃u (E(x, u) ∧ E(u, y)),

M(z) → ∃v∃w (E(v, z) ∧ E(z, w)),

is a maximum recovery ofM. Notice that, intuitively, the
mappingM′ is making thebest effortto recover the initial
data transferred byM. �
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In [4], Arenas et al. study the relationship between the
notions of Fagin-inverse, quasi-inverse and maximum re-
covery. It should be noticed that the first two notions
are only appropriate for total and closed-down on the left
mappings [12, 4]. Thus, the comparison in [4] focus on
these mappings. More precisely, it is shown in [4] that
for every mappingM that is total and closed-down on
the left, if M is Fagin-invertible, thenM′ is a Fagin-
inverse ofM if and only if M′ is a maximum recov-
ery of M. Thus, from Example 4.5, one can conclude
that the notion of maximum recovery strictly generalizes
the notion of Fagin-inverse. The exact relationship be-
tween the notions of quasi-inverse and maximum recov-
ery is a bit more involved. For every mappingM that is
total and closed-down on the left, it is shown in [4] that if
M is quasi-invertible, thenM has a maximum recovery
and, furthermore, every maximum recovery ofM is also
a quasi-inverse ofM.

In [4], the authors provide a necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of a maximum recovery. It is
important to notice that this is general condition as it can
be applied to any mapping, as long as it is defined as a
set of pairs of instances. This condition is used in [4] to
prove that every mapping specified by a set of st-tgds has
a maximum recovery.

Theorem 4.6 ([4]) Every mappingM specified by a set
of st-tgds has a maximum recovery.

4.3 Inverses for alternative semantics

When mappings are specified by sets of logical formu-
las, we have considered the usual semantics of mappings
based on logical satisfaction. However, some alternative
semantics have been considered in the literature, such as
the closed world semantics[27], the universal seman-
tics [13], and theextended semantics[17]. Although some
of the notions of inverse discussed in the previous sections
can be directly applied to these alternative semantics, the
positive and negative results on the existence of inverses
need to be reconsidered in these particular cases. In this
section, we focus on this problem for the universal and
extended semantics of mappings.

4.3.1 Universal solutions semantics

Recall that a homomorphism from an instanceJ1 to an
instanceJ2 is a functionh : dom(J1) → dom(J2)
such that (1)h(c) = c for every constantc ∈ dom(J1),
and (2) for every tupleR(a1, . . . , ak) in J1, tuple
R(h(a1), . . . , h(ak)) is in J2. Given a mappingM and a

source instanceI, a target instanceJ ∈ SolM(I) is a uni-
versal solution forI underM if for everyJ ′ ∈ SolM(I),
there exists a homomorphism fromJ to J ′. It was shown
in [13, 14] that universal solutions have several desirable
properties for data exchange. In view of this fact, an al-
ternative semantics based on universal solutions was pro-
posed in [14] for schema mappings. Given a mappingM,
the mappingu(M) is defined as the set of pairs

{(I, J) | J is a universal solution forI underM}.

Mappingu(M) was introduced in [14] in order to give
a clean semantics for answering target queries after ex-
changing data with mappingM. By combining the re-
sults on universal solutions for mappings given by st-tgds
in [13] and the results in [5] on the existence of maximum
recoveries, one can easily prove the following:

Proposition 4.7 LetM be a mapping specified by a set of
st-tgds. Thenu(M) has a maximum recovery. Moreover,
the mapping(u(M))−1 = {(J, I) | (I, J) ∈ u(M)} is a
maximum recovery ofu(M).

4.3.2 Extended solutions semantics

A more delicate issue regarding the semantics of map-
pings was considered in [17]. In this paper, Fagin et
al. made the observation that almost all the literature about
data exchange and, in particular, the literature about in-
verses of schema mappings, assume that source instances
do not have null values. Since null values in the source
may naturally arise when using inverses of mappings to
exchange data, the authors relax the restriction on source
instances allowing them to contain values inC ∪ N. In
fact, the authors go a step further and propose new refined
notions for inverting mappings that consider nulls in the
source. In particular, they propose the notions ofextended
inverse, and ofextended recoveryandmaximum extended
recovery. In this section, we review the definitions of the
latter two notions and compare them with the previously
proposed notions of recovery and maximum recovery.

The first observation to make is that since null values
are intended to representmissingor unknowninformation,
they should not be treated naively as constants [25]. In
fact, as shown in [17], if one treats nulls in that way, the
existence of a maximum recovery for mappings given by
st-tgds is no longer guaranteed.

Example 4.8.Consider a source schema{S(·, ·)} where
instances may contain null values, and letM be a map-
ping specified by st-tgdS(x, y) → ∃z (T (x, z)∧T (z, y)).
ThenM has no maximum recovery if one considers a
naı̈ve semantics where null elements are used as constants
in the source [17].�
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Since nulls should not be treated naively when ex-
changing data, in [17] the authors proposed a new way
to deal with null values. Intuitively, the idea in [17] is
to closemappings under homomorphisms. This idea is
supported by the fact that nulls are intended to represent
unknown data, thus, it should be possible to replace them
by arbitrary values. Formally, given a mappingM, define
e(M), thehomomorphic extensionof M, as the mapping:

{(I, J) | ∃(I ′, J ′) : (I ′, J ′) ∈ M and there exist

homomorphisms fromI to I ′ and fromJ ′ to J}.

Thus, for a mappingM that has nulls in source and target
instances, one does not have to considerM but e(M) as
the mapping to deal with for exchanging data and comput-
ing mapping operators, sincee(M) treats nulls in a mean-
ingful way [17]. The following result shows that with this
new semantics one can avoid anomalies as the one shown
in Example 4.8.

Theorem 4.9 ([18]) For every mappingM specified by a
set of st-tgds and with nulls in source and target instances,
e(M) has a maximum recovery.

As mentioned above, Fagin et al. go a step further in
[17] by introducing new notions of inverse for mappings
that consider nulls in the source. More specifically, a
mappingM′ is said to be anextended recoveryof M
if (I, I) ∈ e(M) ◦ e(M′), for every source instanceI.
Then given an extended recoveryM′ of M, the map-
ping M′ is said to be amaximum extended recoveryof
M if for every extended recoveryM′′ of M, it holds that
e(M) ◦ e(M′) ⊆ e(M) ◦ e(M′′) [17].

At a first glance, one may think that the notions of max-
imum recovery and maximum extended recovery are in-
comparable. Nevertheless, the next result shows that there
is a tight connection between these two notions. In par-
ticular, it shows that the notion proposed in [17] can be
defined in terms of the notion of maximum recovery.

Theorem 4.10 A mappingM has a maximum extended
recovery if and only ife(M) has a maximum recovery.
Moreover,M′ is a maximum extended recovery ofM if
and only ife(M′) is a maximum recovery ofe(M).

In [17], it is proved that every mapping specified by a set
of st-tgds and considering nulls in the source has a max-
imum extended recovery. It should be noticed that this
result is also implied by Theorems 4.9 and 4.10.

Finally, another conclusion that can be drawn from the
above result is that, all the machinery developed in [4, 5]
for the notion of maximum recovery can be applied over
maximum extended recoveries, and the extended seman-
tics for mappings, thus giving a new insight about inverses
of mappings with null values in the source.

4.4 Computing the inverse

Up to this point, we have introduced and compared three
notions of inverse proposed in the literature, focusing
mainly on the fundamental problem of the existence of
such inverses. In this section, we study the problem of
computing these inverses. More specifically, we present
some of the algorithms that have been proposed in the lit-
erature for computing them, and we study the languages
used in these algorithms to express these inverses.

Arguably, the most important problem to solve in this
area is the problem of computing inverses of mappings
specified by st-tgds. This problem has been studied for the
case of Fagin-inverse [19, 20], quasi-inverse [19], maxi-
mum recovery [4, 3, 5] and maximum extended recovery
[17, 18]. In this section, we start by presenting the algo-
rithm proposed in [5] for computing maximum recoveries
of mappings specified by st-tgds, which by the results of
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 can also be used to compute Fagin-
inverses and quasi-inverses for this class of mappings. In-
terestingly, this algorithm is based onquery rewriting,
which greatly simplifies the process of computing such
inverses.

Let M be a mapping from a schemaR1 to a schema
R2 andQ a query over schemaR2. Then a queryQ′

is said to be arewriting of Q over the sourceif Q′ is a
query overR1 such that for everyI ∈ Inst(R1), it holds
thatQ′(I) = certainM(Q, I). That is, to obtain the set
of certain answers ofQ overI underM, one just has to
evaluate its rewritingQ′ over instanceI.

The computation of a rewriting of a conjunctive query
is a basic step in the first algorithm presented in this sec-
tion. This problem has been extensively studied in the
database area [30, 31, 11, 1, 37] and, in particular, in the
data integration context [23, 22, 29]. The following algo-
rithm uses a query rewriting procedure QUERYREWRIT-
ING to compute a maximum recovery of a mappingM
specified by a setΣ of st-tgds. In the algorithm, if
x̄ = (x1, . . . , xk), thenC(x̄) is a shorthand forC(x1) ∧
· · · ∧ C(xk).

Algorithm MAXIMUM RECOVERY(M)
Input : M = (S,T,Σ), whereΣ is a set of st-tgds.
Output : M′ = (T,S,Σ′), where Σ′ is a set of
CQC-TO-UCQ= ts-dependencies andM′ is a maximum
recovery ofM.
1. Start withΣ′ as the empty set.
2. For every dependency of the formϕ(x̄) → ∃ȳ ψ(x̄, ȳ)
in Σ, do the following:

(a) LetQ be the query defined by∃ȳ ψ(x̄, ȳ).
(b) Use QUERYREWRITING(M, Q) to compute a for-
mulaα(x̄) in UCQ= that is a rewriting of∃ȳ ψ(x̄, ȳ)
over the source.
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(c) Add dependency∃ȳ ψ(x̄, ȳ)∧C(x̄) → α(x̄) to Σ′.

3. ReturnM′ = (T,S,Σ′). �

Theorem 4.11 ([4, 5]) Let M = (S,T,Σ), where Σ
is a set of st-tgds. ThenMAXIMUM RECOVERY(M)
computes a maximum recovery ofM in exponential
time in the size ofΣ, which is specified by a set of
CQC-TO-UCQ= dependencies. Moreover, ifM is
Fagin-invertible (quasi-invertible), then the output of
MAXIMUM RECOVERY(M) is a Fagin-inverse (quasi-
inverse) ofM.

It is important to notice that the algorithm MAXIMUM -
RECOVERY returns a mapping that is a Fagin-inverse of
an input mappingM wheneverM is Fagin-invertible, but
it does not check whetherM indeed satisfies this condi-
tion (and likewise for the case of quasi-inverse). In fact, it
is not immediately clear whether the problem of checking
if a mapping given by a set of st-tgds has a Fagin-inverse
is decidable. In [20], the authors solve this problem show-
ing the following:

Theorem 4.12 ([20]) The problem of verifying whether a
mapping specified by a set of st-tgds is Fagin-invertible is
coNP-complete.

Interestingly, it is not known whether the previous prob-
lem is decidable for the case of the notion of quasi-inverse.

One of the interesting features of algorithm MAXI -
MUM RECOVERY is the use of query rewriting, as it al-
lows to reuse in the computation of an inverse the large
number of techniques developed to deal with the problem
of query rewriting. However, one can identify two draw-
backs in this procedure. First, algorithm MAXIMUM RE-
COVERY returns a mapping that is specified by a set of
CQC-TO-UCQ= dependencies. Unfortunately, this type
of mappings are difficult to use in the data exchange con-
text. In particular, it is not clear whether the standard
chase procedure could be used to produce a single canoni-
cal target database in this case, thus making the process of
exchanging data and answering queries much more com-
plicated. Second, the output mapping of MAXIMUM RE-
COVERY can be of exponential size in the size of the input
mapping. Thus, a natural question at this point is whether
simpler and smaller inverse mappings can be computed.
In the rest of this section, we show some negative results
in this respect, and also some efforts to overcome these
limitations by using more expressive mapping languages.

The languages needed to express Fagin-inverses and
quasi-inverses are investigated in [19, 20]. In the respect,
the first negative result proved in [19] is that there ex-
ist quasi-invertible mappings specified by st-tgds whose

quasi-inverse cannot be specified by st-tgds. In fact, it is
proved in [19] that the quasi-inverse of a mapping given
by st-tgds can be specified by using CQ6=,C-TO-UCQ de-
pendencies, and that inequality, predicateC(·) and dis-
junction are all unavoidable in this language in order to
express such quasi-inverse. For the case of Fagin-inverse,
it is shown in [19] that disjunctions are not needed, that
is, the class of CQ6=,C-TO-CQ dependencies is expres-
sive enough to represent the Fagin-inverse of a Fagin-
invertible mapping specified by a set of st-tgds. In
[12, 20], it is proved a second negative result about the
languages needed to express Fagin-inverses, namely that
there is a family of Fagin-invertible mappingsM speci-
fied by st-tgds such that the size of every Fagin-inverse of
M specified by a set of CQ6=,C-TO-CQ dependencies is
exponential in the size ofM. Similar results are proved
in [4, 5] for the case of maximum recoveries of mappings
specified by st-tgds. More specifically, it is proved in [4]
that the maximum recovery of a mapping given by st-tgds
can be specified by using CQC-TO-UCQ= dependencies,
and that equality, predicateC(·) and disjunction are all
unavoidable in this language in order to express such max-
imum recovery. Moreover, it is proved in [5] that there is
a family of mappingsM specified by st-tgds such that
the size of every maximum recovery ofM specified by
a set of CQC-TO-UCQ= dependencies is exponential in
the size ofM.

In view of the above negative results, Arenas et al. ex-
plore in [3] the possibility of using a more expressive
language for representing inverses. In particular, they
explore the possibility of using some extensions of the
class of SO-tgds to express this operator. In fact, Are-
nas et al. provide in [3] a polynomial-time algorithm that
given a mappingM specified by a set of st-tgds, returns
a maximum recovery ofM, which is specified in a lan-
guage that extends SO-tgds (see [3] for a precise defini-
tion of this language). It should be noticed that the algo-
rithm presented in [3] was designed to compute maximum
recoveries of mappings specified in languages beyond
st-tgds, such as the language ofnested mappings[21]
and plain SO-tgds (see Section 5 for a definition of the
class of plain SO-tgds). Thus, the algorithm proposed
in [3] can also be used to compute in polynomial time
Fagin-inverses (quasi-inverses) of Fagin-invertible (quasi-
invertible) mappings specified by st-tgds, nested map-
pings and plain SO-tgds. Interestingly, a similar approach
was used in [18] to provide a polynomial-time algorithm
for computing the maximum extended recovery for the
case of mappings defined by st-tgds.
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5 Query-based notions of composi-
tion and inverse

As we have discussed in the previous sections, to ex-
press the composition and the inverse of schema mappings
given by st-tgds, one usually needs mapping languages
that are more expressive than st-tgds, and that do not have
the same good properties for data exchange as st-tgds.

As a way to overcome this limitation, some weaker no-
tions of composition and inversion have been proposed in
the recent years, which are based on the idea that in prac-
tice one may be interested in querying exchanged data by
using only a particular class of queries. In this section, we
review these notions.

5.1 A query-based notion of composition

In this section, we study the notion ofcomposition
w.r.t. conjunctive queries(CQ-composition for short) in-
troduced by Madhavan and Halevy [32]. This semantics
for composition can be defined in terms of the notion of
conjunctive-query equivalenceof mappings that was in-
troduced in [32] for studying CQ-composition and gen-
eralized in [15] when studying optimization of schema
mappings. Two mappingsM andM′ from S to T are
said to beequivalent w.r.t. conjunctive queries, denoted
by M ≡CQ M′, if for every conjunctive queryQ, the set
of certain answers ofQ underM coincides with the set of
certain answers ofQ underM′. Formally,M ≡CQ M′ if
for every conjunctive queryQ overT and every instance
I of S, it holds thatcertainM(Q, I) = certainM′(Q, I).
Then CQ-composition can be defined as follows:M3 is a
CQ-composition ofM1 andM2 if M3 ≡CQ M1 ◦M2.

A fundamental question about the notion of CQ-
composition is whether the class of st-tgds is closed under
this notion. This problem was implicitly studied by Fagin
et al. [15] in the context of schema mapping optimiza-
tion. In [15], the authors consider the problem of whether
a mapping specified by an SO-tgd is CQ-equivalent to a
mapping specified by st-tgds. Thus, given that the com-
position of a finite number of mappings given by st-tgds
can be defined by an SO-tgd [16], the latter problem is
a reformulation of the problem of testing whether st-tgds
are closed under CQ-composition. In fact, by using the
results and the examples in [15], one can easily construct
mappingsM1 andM2 given by st-tgds such that the CQ-
composition ofM1 andM2 is not definable by a finite set
of st-tgds.

A second fundamental question about the notion of
CQ-composition is what is the right language to express
it. Although this problem is still open, in the rest of this

section we shed light on this issue. By the results in [16],
we know that the language of SO-tgds is enough to rep-
resent the CQ-composition of st-tgds. However, as moti-
vated by the following example, some features of SO-tgds
are not needed to express the CQ-composition of map-
pings given by st-tgds.

Example 5.1. (from [16])Consider a schemaR1 consist-
ing of one unary relationEmp that stores employee names,
a schemaR2 consisting of a binary relationMgr1 that as-
signs a manager to each employee, and a schemaR3 con-
sisting of a binary relationMgr intended to be a copy of
Mgr1 and of a unary relationSelfMgr, that stores em-
ployees that are manager of themselves. Consider now
mappingsM12 andM23 specified by the following sets
of st-tgds:

Σ12 = { Emp(e) → ∃m Mgr1(e,m) },

Σ23 = { Mgr1(e,m) → Mgr(e,m),

Mgr1(e, e) → SelfMgr(e) }.

MappingM12 intuitively states that every employee must
be associated with a manager. MappingM23 requires
that a copy of every tuple inMgr1 must exists inMgr,
and creates a tuple inSelfMgrwhenever an employee is
the manager of her/himself. It was shown in [16] that the
mappingM13 given by the following SO-tgd:

∃f
(

∀e(Emp(e) → Mgr(e, f(e)))∧

∀e(Emp(e) ∧ e = f(e) → SelfMgr(e))
)

(2)

represents the compositionM12 ◦ M23. Moreover, the
authors prove in [16] that the equality in the above for-
mula is strictly necessary to represent that composition.
However, it is not difficult to prove that the mappingM′

13

given by the following formula:

∃f
(

∀e(Emp(e) → Mgr(e, f(e)))
)

(3)

is CQ-equivalent toM13, and thus,M′
13

is a CQ-
composition ofM12 andM23. �

We say that formula (3) is aplain SO-tgd. Formally, a
plain SO-tgd fromR1 to R2 is an SO-tgd satisfying the
following restrictions: (1) equality atoms are not allowed,
and (2) nesting of functions is not allowed. Notice that,
just as SO-tgds, this language is closed under conjunction
and, thus, we talk about a mapping specified by a plain
SO-tgd (instead of a set of plain SO-tgds). The following
result shows that even though the language of plain SO-
tgds is less expressive than the language of SO-tgds, they
are equally expressive in terms of CQ-equivalence.

Lemma 5.2 For every SO-tgdσ, there exists a plain SO-
tgdσ′ such thatσ ≡CQ σ

′.
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It is easy to see that every mapping specified by a set
of st-tgds can be specified with a plain SO-tgd. Moreover,
the following theorem shows that this language is closed
under CQ-composition, thus showing that this class of de-
pendencies has good properties within the framework of
CQ-equivalence.

Theorem 5.3 Let M12 andM23 be mappings specified
by plain SO-tgds. Then theCQ-composition ofM12 and
M23 can be specified with a plain SO-tgd.

Thus, the CQ-composition of a finite number of map-
pings, each specified by a set of st-tgds, is definable by
a plain SO-tgd. It should be noticed that Theorem 5.3 is
a consequence of Lemma 5.2 and the fact that the class of
SO-tgds is closed under composition [16].

Besides the above mentioned results, the language of
plain SO-tgds also has good properties regarding inver-
sion. In particular, it is proved in [3] that every plain SO-
tgd has a maximum recovery, and, moreover, it is given
in that paper a polynomial-time algorithm to compute it.
Thus, it can be argued that this class of dependencies is
more suitable for inversion than SO-tgds, as there exist
SO-tgds that do not admit maximum recoveries.

5.2 A query-based notion of inverse

In [3], the authors propose an alternative notion of inverse
by focusing on conjunctive queries. In particular, the au-
thors first define the notion of CQ-recoveryas follows. A
mappingM′ is a CQ-recovery ofM if for every instance
I and conjunctive queryQ, it holds that

certainM◦M′(Q, I) ⊆ Q(I).

Intuitively, this equation states thatM′ recovers sound in-
formationfor M w.r.t. conjunctive queries since for every
instanceI, by posing a conjunctive queryQ against the
space of solutions forI underM◦M′, one can only re-
cover data that is already in the evaluation ofQ over I.
A CQ-maximum recoveryis then defined as a mapping
that recovers the maximum amount of sound information
w.r.t. conjunctive queries. Formally, a CQ-recoveryM′

of M is a CQ-maximum recovery ofM if for every other
CQ-recoveryM′′ of M, it holds that

certainM◦M′′(Q, I) ⊆ certainM◦M′(Q, I),

for every instanceI and conjunctive queryQ.
In [3], the authors study several properties about CQ-

maximum recoveries. In particular, they provide an al-
gorithm to compute CQ-maximum recoveries for st-tgds
showing the following:

Theorem 5.4 ([3]) Every mapping specified by a set of st-
tgds has aCQ-maximum recovery, which is specified by a
set ofCQC,6=-TO-CQ dependencies.

Notice that the language needed to express CQ-maximum
recoveries of st-tgds has the same good properties as st-
tgds for data exchange. In particular, the language is
chaseablein the sense that the standard chase procedure
can be used to obtain a canonical solution. Thus, com-
pared to the notions of Fagin-inverse, quasi-inverse, and
maximum recovery, the notion of CQ-maximum recovery
has two advantages: (1) every mapping specified by st-
tgds has a CQ-maximum recovery (which is not the case
for Fagin-inverses and quasi-inverses), and (2) such re-
covery can be specified in a mapping language with good
properties for data exchange (which is not the case for
quasi-inverses and maximum recovery).

In [3], the authors also study the minimality of the lan-
guage used to express CQ-maximum recoveries, showing
that inequalities and predicateC(·) are both needed to ex-
press the CQ-maximum recoveries of mappings specified
by st-tgds.

6 Future Work

As many information-system problems involve not only
the design and integration of complex application arti-
facts, but also their subsequent manipulation, the defini-
tion and implementation of some operators for meta data
management has been identified as a fundamental issue to
be solved [7]. In particular, composition and inverse have
been identified as two of the fundamental operators to be
studied in this area, as they can serve as building blocks
of many other operators [33, 35]. In this paper, we have
presented some of the results that have been obtained in
the recent years about the composition and inversion of
schema mappings.

Many problems remain open in this area. Up to now,
XML schema mapping languages have been proposed and
studied [6, 2, 38], but little attention has been paid to the
formal study of XML schema mapping operators. For the
case of composition, a first insight has been given in [2],
showing that the previous results for the relational model
are not directly applicable over XML. Inversion of XML
schema mappings remains an unexplored field.

Regarding the relational model, we believe that the fu-
ture effort has to be focused in providing a unifying frame-
work for these operators, one that permits the successful
application of them. A natural question, for instance, is
whether there exists a schema mapping language that is
closed under both composition and inverse. Needless to
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say, this unified framework will permit the modeling of
more complex algebraic operators for schema mappings.
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ABSTRACT 
This article describes the major challenges and design 
considerations pertaining to database encryption.  The 
article first presents an attack model and the main 
relevant challenges of data security, encryption 
overhead, key management, and integration footprint. 
Next, the article reviews related academic work on 
alternative encryption configurations pertaining to 
encryption locus; indexing encrypted data; and key 
management. Finally, the article concludes with a 
benchmark using the following design criteria: 
encryption configuration, encryption granularity and 
keys storage. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.2.7 [Database Management]: Database 
Administration - Security, integrity and protection.  

General Terms 
Security 

Keywords 
Database Encryption, Security, Privacy. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Conventional database security solutions and 
mechanisms are divided into three layers; physical 
security, operating system security and DBMS 
(Database Management System) security [1]. With 
regard to the security of stored data, access control 

(i.e., authentication and authorization) has proved to be 
useful, as long as that data is accessed using the 
intended system interfaces. However, access control is 
useless if the attacker simply gains access to the raw 
database data, bypassing the traditional mechanisms. 
This kind of access can easily be gained by insiders, 
such as the system administrator and the database 
administrator (DBA).  
The aforementioned layers are therefore not sufficient 
to guarantee the security of a database when database 
content is kept in a clear-text, readable form. One of 
the advanced measures being incorporated by 
enterprises to address this challenge of private data 
exposure, especially in the banking, financial, 
insurance, government, and healthcare industries, is 
database encryption. While database-level encryption 
does not protect data from all kinds of attacks, it offers 
some level of data protection by ensuring that only 
authorized users can see the data, and it protects 
database backups in case of loss, theft, or other 
compromise of backup media. 
In this survey, we focus on the academic work and 
propose a design-oriented framework which can be 
used by native and 3rd party DB encryption providers 
as well as DBAs and corporate IS developers. 
 

2. ATTACK MODEL AND 
CHALLENGES 
A database encryption scheme should meet several 
requirements. Among them are the requirements for 
data security, high performance, and detection of 
unauthorized modifications [2]. Inspired by that 
pioneer work in the field, we adopt these requirements 
and add several requirements that relate to the 
practicality of such an encryption solution. Each 
requirement will be discussed in details in the 
following subsections. 

. 
1 Research performed while at the Department of Information 
Systems Engineering, Ben-Gurion University 
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2.1 Database Security – Models and 
Attacks 
2.1.1 Database operational model 
As with current database systems, when discussing the 
model for database encryption we assume a client-
server scenario. The client has a combination of 
sensitive and non-sensitive data stored in a database at 
the server. Whether or not the two parties are co-
located does not make a difference in terms of security. 
The server’s added responsibility is to protect the 
client’s sensitive data, i.e., to ensure its confidentiality 
and its integrity. 
This model has three major points of vulnerability with 
respect to client data: 

(1) Data-in-motion - All client-server 
communication can be secured through 
standard means, e.g., an SSL connection, 
which is the current de facto standard for 
securing Internet communication. Therefore, 
communication security poses no real 
challenge and we ignore it in the remainder of 
this paper. 

(2) Data-in-use - An adversary can access the 
memory of the database software directly and 
extract sensitive information. This attack can 
be prevented using a tampered proof hardware 
for protecting the database server's memory, 
and therefore is also ignored in the remainder 
of this paper. 

(3) Data-at-rest - Typically, DBMSs protect 
stored data through access control 
mechanisms. However, its goals should not be 
confused with those of data confidentiality 
since attacks against the stored data may be 
performed by accessing database files 
following a path other than through the 
database software, by physical removal of the 
storage media or by access to the database 
backup files. 

Different security mechanisms can be categorized 
based on the level of trust in the database server, which 
can range from fully trusted to fully untrusted: 

(1) Fully trusted - In this scenario, the server can 
perform all of the operations and no threat 
exists. Obviously this scenario is not of our 
interest, and is ignored in the remainder of 
this paper. 

(2) Fully un-trusted - In this scenario, a client 
does not even trust the server with clear text 
queries; hence, it involves the server 
performing encrypted queries over encrypted 
data. This scenario corresponds to the 
Database as a Service (DAS) model. 

(3) Partially trusted – The database server itself 
together with its memory and the DBMS 

software is trusted, but the secondary storage 
is not. 

In our literature review we will categorize the different 
schemes based on their trust in the database server. 

2.1.2 Attacks compromising security 
An attacker can be categorized into three classes [3]: 

(1) Intruder - A person who gains access to a 
computer system and tries to extract valuable 
information. 

(2) Insider - A person who belongs to the group 
of trusted users and tries to get information 
beyond his own access rights. 

(3) Administrator - A person who has privileges 
to administer a computer system, but uses his 
administration rights in order to extract 
valuable information. 

2.1.2.1 Passive attacks 
According to [4], a secure index in an encrypted 
database should not reveal any information on the 
database plaintext values. We extend this requirement, 
by categorizing the possible information leaks: 

(1) Static leakage - Gaining information on the 
database plaintext values by observing a 
snapshot of the database at a certain time. For 
example, if the database is encrypted in a way 
that equal plaintext values are encrypted to 
equal ciphertext values, statistics about the 
plaintext values, such as their frequencies can 
easily be learned.  

(2) Linkage leakage - Gaining information on the 
database plaintext values by linking a table 
value to its position in the index. For example, 
if the table value and the index value are 
encrypted the same way (both ciphertext 
values are equal), an observer can search the 
table cipher text value in the index, determine 
its position and estimate its plaintext value.  

(3) Dynamic leakage - Gaining information about 
the database plaintext values by observing and 
analyzing the changes performed in the 
database over a period of time. For example, 
if a user monitors the index for a period of 
time, and if in this period of time only one 
value is inserted (no values are updated or 
deleted), the observer can estimate its 
plaintext value based on its position in the 
index. 

2.1.2.2 Active attacks  
In addition to the passive attacks that observe the 
database, active attacks that modify the database 
should also be considered. Active attacks are more 
problematic in the sense that they may mislead the 
user. Unauthorized modifications can be made in 
several ways [5]: 
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(1) Spoofing - Replacing a ciphertext value with 
a generated value. Assuming that the 
encryption keys are secure, a possible attacker 
might try to generate a valid ciphertext value, 
and substitute the current valid value stored 
on the disk. Assuming that the encryption 
keys were not compromised, this attack poses 
a relatively low risk. 

(2) Splicing - Replacing a ciphertext value with a 
different cipher text value. Under this attack, 
the encrypted content from a different 
location is copied to a new location under 
attack.  

(3) Replay - Replacing a cipher text value with an 
old version previously updated or deleted.  

Note that each of the above attacks is highly 
correlated to the leakage vulnerabilities discussed 
before: static leakage and spoofing, linkage 
leakage and splicing and dynamic leakage and 
replay attack. 

2.2 Encryption Overhead 
Added security measures typically introduce 
significant computational overhead to the running time 
of general database operations. However, it is desirable 
to reduce this overhead to the minimum that is really 
needed, and thus: 

(1) It should be possible to encrypt only sensitive 
data while keeping insensitive data 
unencrypted. 

(2) Only data of interest should be 
encrypted/decrypted during queries' 
execution.  

(3) Some vendors do not permit encryption of 
indexes, while others allow users to build 
indexes based on encrypted values. The latter 
approach results in a loss of some of the most 
obvious characteristics of an index - range 
searches, since a typical encryption algorithm 
is not order-preserving.  

(4) In addition, it is desirable that the encrypted 
database should not require much more 
storage than the original one. 

2.3 Integration Footprint 
Incorporating an encryption solution over an existing 
DBMS should be easy to integrate, namely, it should 
have: 

(1) Minimal influence on the application layer  
(2) Minimal influence on the DBA work   
(3) Minimal influence on the DBMS architecture  

2.4 Handling Encryption Keys 
The way encryption keys are being used can have a 
significant influence on both the security of the 

database and the practicality of the solution. The 
following issues should be considered: 

(1) Cryptographic Access Control – Encrypting 
the whole database using the same key, even 
if access control mechanisms are used is not 
enough. For example, an insider who has the 
encryption key and bypasses the access 
control mechanism can access data that are 
beyond his security group. Encrypting objects 
from different security groups using different 
keys ensures that a user who owns a specific 
key can decrypt only those objects within his 
security group [6]. 

(2) Secure Key Storage – Encryption keys should 
be kept securely, e.g., storing the keys inside 
the database server allows an intruder access 
to both the keys and the encrypted data, and 
thus encryption is worthless.  

(3) Key Recovery – If encryption keys are lost or 
damaged, the encrypted data is worthless. 
Thus, it should be possible to recover 
encryption keys whenever needed. 
 

3. ALTERNATIVE CONFIGURATIONS 
A large body of work exists in the field of database 
encryption. Related work can be generally categorized 
into four main classes: file system encryption, DBMS 
encryption, application level encryption and client side 
encryption.  Related work also deals with indexing 
encrypted data, and keys' management. 

3.1 File-System Encryption 
The encryption scheme presented in [7] suggests 
encrypting the entire physical disk allowing the 
database to be protected. The main disadvantage of this 
scheme is that the entire database is encrypted using a 
single encryption key, and thus discretionary access 
control cannot be supported. 

3.2 DBMS-Level Encryption  
Several database encryption schemes have been 
proposed in the literature. The one presented in [8] is 
based on the Chinese-Reminder theorem, where each 
row is encrypted using different sub-keys for different 
cells. This scheme enables encryption at the level of 
rows and decryption at the level of cells. Another 
scheme, presented in [2], extends the encryption 
scheme presented in [8], by supporting multilayer 
access control. It classifies subjects and objects into 
distinct security classes that are ordered in a hierarchy, 
such that an object with a particular security class can 
be accessed only by subjects in the same or a higher 
security class. The scheme presented in [9] proposes 
encryption for a database based on Newton's 
interpolating polynomials. 
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The database encryption scheme presented in [10] is 
based on the RSA public-key scheme and suggests two 
database encryption schemes: one column oriented and 
the other row oriented. One disadvantage of all the 
above schemes is that the basic element in the database 
is a row and not a cell, thus the structure of the 
database is modified. In addition, all of those schemes 
require re-encrypting the entire row when a cell value 
is modified. Thus, in order to perform an update 
operation, all the encryption keys should be available. 
The SPDE scheme which [11] encrypts each cell in the 
database individually together with its cell coordinates 
(table name, column name and row-id). In this way 
static leakage attacks are prevented since equal 
plaintext values are encrypted to different cipher-text 
values. Furthermore, splicing attacks are prevented 
since each cipher-text value is correlated with a 
specific location, trying to move it to a different 
location will be easily detected. Further security 
analysis and fixes to this scheme can be found in [12]. 

3.3 Application-Level Encryption 
In [13] a Web Data Service Provider Middleware 
(WDSP) application is suggested which translates the 
user queries into a new set of queries which execute of 
the encrypted DBMS. The model was implemented as 
the DataProtector1 System which serves as an http-
level rule-based middleman who regulates access to 
secure data stored on web service provider. The 
solution is attractive to public data storage, backup and 
sharing services which are very popular on the web 
nowadays.   

3.4 Client-Side Encryption 
The recent explosive increase in Internet usage, 
together with advances in software and networking, 
has resulted in organizations being able to easily share 
data for a variety of purposes. This has led to a new 
paradigm termed “Database as a Service” (DAS) [3, 
14] in which the whole process of database 
management is outsourced by enterprises to reduce 
costs and to concentrate on the core business. 
One fundamental problem with this architecture 
(besides performance degradation due to remote access 
to data) is data privacy. That is, sensitive data have to 
be securely stored and protected against untrustworthy 
servers. Encryption is one promising solution to this 
problem. 
Defining the encryption scheme under the assumption 
that the server is not trusted, raises the question of how 
a query is evaluated if data are encrypted and the 
server has no access to the encryption keys [15]. 

                                                                    
1 www.ics.uci.edu/~projects/dataprotector 

3.5 Indexing Encrypted Data 
The indexing scheme proposed in [16] suggests 
encrypting the whole database row and assigning a set 
identifier to each value in this row. The indexing 
scheme in [17] suggests building a B-Tree index over 
the table plaintext values and then encrypting the table 
at the row level and the B-Tree at the node level. The 
indexing scheme in [18] is based on constructing the 
index on the plaintext values and encrypting each page 
of the index separately. Since the uniform encryption 
of all pages is likely to provide many cipher breaking 
clues, the indexing scheme provided in [16] proposes 
encrypting each index page using a different key 
depending on the page number. However, in these 
schemes, it is not possible to encrypt different portions 
of the same page using different keys.  
The indexing scheme suggested in [19] enables the 
server to search for pre-defined keywords within a 
document using a special trapdoor supplied by the user 
for that keyword. The encryption function suggested in 
[20] preserves order, and thus allows range queries to 
be directly applied to the encrypted data without 
decrypting it. In addition it enables the construction of 
standard indexes on the cipher-text values. However, 
the order of values is sensitive information in most 
cases and should not be exposed. The encryption 
scheme provided in [15] suggests computing the 
bitwise exclusive or (XOR) of the plaintext values with 
a sequence of pseudo-random bits generated by the 
client according to the plaintext value and a secure 
encryption key. 
In addition to table encryption, the SPDE scheme that 
is presented in [11] offers a novel method for indexing 
encrypted columns. However this method is very 
limited and is extended in [4] in order to solve 
elementary problems such as unauthorized 
modifications and discretionary access control. Further 
analysis and fixes to this scheme can be found in [13]. 

3.6 Keys' Management 
Many techniques for generating encryption keys were 
mentioned in the literature; however, most of them are 
neither convenient nor flexible in the real applications. 
The scheme in [21] and its extension in [22] propose a 
novel database encryption scheme for enhanced data 
sharing inside a database, while preserving data 
privacy. In this scheme, a pair of keys is generated for 
each user. The key pair is separated when it is 
generated. The private key is kept by user at the client 
end, while the public key is kept in the database server.  
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
Based on our review, Table 1 compares several 
database encryption deployment configurations. To 
summarize, the best flexibility is achieved when the 
encryption is made inside the DBMS. File-System 
encryption, even though being easy to deploy, does not 
allow using different encryption keys and does not 
allow choosing which data to encrypt/decrypt and thus 
have a significant influence on both data security and 
performance. 
Table 2 summarizes the influence of encryption 
granularity on several aspects. Better performance and 
preserving the structure of the database cannot be 
achieved using page or whole table encryption 
granularity. However, special techniques can be used, 
in order to cope with unauthorized modifications and 
information leakage, when single values or 
record/node granularity encryption is used. 
 
Table 1. Comparing Different Database Encryption 
Configurations. 

 
File-

System 
Encryption 

DBMS 
Encryption 

Application 
Encryption 

Encryption 
at the Client 

Side 

Finest 
encryption 
granularity 
supported 

Page Cell Cell Cell 

Support for 
internal 
DBMS 

mechanisms 
(e.g. index, 

foreign 
key...). 

+ + - - 

Support for 
cryptographic 
access control 

- + + + 

Performance Best Medium Low Worst 

Compatibility 
with legacy 
applications 

+ + - - 

 
Table 3 summarizes the dependency between the trust 
in the server and the keys' storage. If we have no trust 
in the database server, we would prefer to keep the 
encryption keys only at the client side. In cases where 
the database server itself is fully trusted, but its 
physical storage is not, we can store the keys at the 
server side in some protected region. 
 
 

 
 
Table 2. Risk in Different Levels of Encryption 
Granularities. 

 
Information 

Leakage 
Unauthorized 
Modifications 

Structure 
Perseverance Performance 

Single 
Values Worst Worst Best Best 

Record/ 
Nodes Low Low Medium Medium 

Pages Medium Medium Low Low 

Whole Best Best Worst Worst 

 
Our survey indicates that sophisticated and robust 
database encryption features are available in both the 
academia and commercial worlds [23], however, their 
adoption by clients is still lagging because of practical 
constraints such as cost of deployment and 
performance overhead. In order for such advanced 
features to be widely adopted the aforementioned 
criteria need to be given top consideration by database 
encryption researchers and developers. 
 
Table 3. Keys Storage Options and Trust in Server. 

 Server Side Keys per 
Session Client Side 

Absolute + + + 

Partial - + + 

None - - + 
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ABSTRACT
The spatio-temporal database research group at the Univer-
sity of Melbourne focuses on introducing new techniques for
distributed systems such as mobile and ubiquitous systems
as well as P2P networks. Our approach is to exploit the spa-
tial and temporal nature of data and queries such as motion
characteristics. In this article, we discuss four major themes
and projects of the group: (i) nearest neighbor queries, (ii)
temporal data processing and continuous queries, (iii) P2P
spatial data management, and (iv) location privacy. The
group is supported by funding from the Australian Research
Council and the National ICT Australia Victoria Research
Laboratory.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Department of Computer Science and Software Engi-
neering at the University of Melbourne has a long history of
information retrieval and data mining research. As a young
research group at the Department, we are focusing our ef-
forts on spatio-temporal databases to contribute to this long
history in data management. Our group consists of three
members of the faculty, two postdoctoral research fellows,
two software engineers, and ten students.

The current focus of the group is on distributed systems
such as mobile, ubiquitous, and P2P systems. Location and
spatio-temporal context information have become a promi-
nent part of data that form today’s databases. Locational
information is commonly collected in a distributed man-
ner. Access to this information is also mostly available over
distributed systems. As a well-established example, mobile
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University of Melbourne, Victoria 3010, Australia
Tel: +61 3 8344 1350
Fax: +61 3 9348 1184
Email: egemen@csse.unimelb.edu.au

phones are creating vast amounts of spatio-temporal infor-
mation in the form of geographical references.

We tap into the spatial as well as temporal properties of
data and queries to develop new techniques in data man-
agement. Spatial data should not be viewed as just another
type of multidimensional data. Each dimension in a spatial
data set shares the same unit, and distances between entries
on one dimension rarely makes sense without other dimen-
sions. When concatenated with time, correlations become
even stronger. For example, two cars moving towards each
other on a road network commonly leave a data trail that is
hard to encounter in other multidimensional data sets. This
view leads us to investigate databases from a different an-
gle. We exploit spatio-temporal characteristics of data and
queries, e.g., our techniques use characteristics such as the
speed and direction of moving objects for performance im-
provements.

In the following subsections of this article, we discuss four
major themes and projects from our group: (i) Nearest
Neighbor Queries, (ii) Temporal Data Processing and Con-
tinuous Queries, (iii) P2P Spatial Data Management, and
(iv) Location Privacy.

2. NEAREST NEIGHBOR QUERIES
The k nearest neighbor (kNN) query has consistently at-
tracted interest from the database community over a long
period of time. Recently, the proliferation of online location-
services and equipment has raised strong interest in variants
of kNN queries.

In traditional NN query processing, both the query object(s)
and the data objects are static. In recent years, variants
with moving objects and various query constraints have been
taken into account. For example, the query object may move
and can trigger a kNN query to be continuously processed as
its location changes. In another kNN query variant, we may
need to consider obstacles, and only objects that are visible
to the query object are of interest. In our group, we have
investigated two kNN query variants: moving kNN queries
and visible kNN queries.

2.1 Moving K Nearest Neighbor Queries
The moving k nearest neighbor (MkNN) query finds the k
nearest neighbors of a moving query point continuously. This
query is useful when a user is traveling with a GPS equipped
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device and looking for some points of interest in the vicinity,
e.g., the five nearest restaurants.

Techniques based on the concept of a safe region have been
quite successful in processing MkNN queries. In a safe-
region-based technique, an answer is returned with a region.
As long as the query point stays in this region, the answer
remains the same. When the query point moves out of the
region, another answer with an associated region is returned.
Therefore, a safe-region-based method always (that is, con-
tinuously) provides accurate answers without the need for
frequent sampling.

A classic example of safe-region-based techniques is the
Voronoi Diagram. This technique divides the space into re-
gions called Voronoi cells where each cell corresponds to
a set of points where the nearest neighbor does not change
(or the set of k nearest neighbors remains the same for high-
order diagrams). Then finding the kNN set is basically equiv-
alent to identifying the Voronoi cell the query object is in.
However, Voronoi Diagrams have some significant drawbacks
such as expensive precomputation, no support for dynami-
cally changing k values, and inefficient update operations.

We proposed a technique called the V*-Diagram [10]. The
V*-Diagram can be seen as a local or incremental method
that requires no precomputation. It can incrementally com-
pute answers and efficiently adapt to changes – such as in-
sertions and deletions of objects. It can also work with dy-
namically changing values of k.

The key novelty of the V*-Diagram is to compute a safe re-
gion based on not only the data objects, but also the query
point and the current knowledge of the search space. This
is different from previous safe-region-based techniques that
compute safe regions based on the data objects only. The
experimental results show that the V*-Diagram regularly
outperforms the best existing technique by two orders of
magnitude. A thorough analysis on the performance of the
V*-Diagram and related techniques is provided in [9]. A de-
tailed analysis of the spatial-network adaptation of the V*-
Diagram technique is also available from this article.

2.2 Visible K Nearest Neighbor Queries
Visibility has long been an area of interest in computer
graphics. Researchers were interested in efficient ways to
render large scenes with many objects. We have introduced
visible kNN queries from a spatial databases point of view.
A visible k nearest neighbor (VkNN) query is only about
k objects with the smallest visible distances to a query ob-
ject and the rest of the scene or rendering are not relevant.
Basically, this query type is most useful when visibility is
necessary in finding nearest neighbors.

For example, a tourist can be interested in locations where
views such as a building or mountain are available. In an
interactive online game, a player commonly needs a map
that shows enemy locations that are in line of sight from her
position. We introduced the VkNN query in [8] and then
proposed algorithms that can incrementally retrieve visible
nearest neighbors. Our work focuses on I/O and is optimal
in terms of index node accesses for commonly used indices.

In [7], we provided more detailed analysis on the query
and studied a more general version of it, aggregate VkNN
(AVkNN) queries. An AV1NN finds a data object that min-
imizes an aggregate distance (e.g., sum distance) to a set of
query objects. An example application is finding a site (data
object) to install an antenna to provide network access to a
number of other sites (query objects), and the distance be-
tween the query and the data objects need to be minimized
to provide good service. The AVkNN query is an extension
of the AV1NN query where we are interested in multiple
data objects with the smallest aggregate distances to a set
of query objects. We provide efficient algorithms for incre-
mentally finding aggregate visible nearest neighbors [7].

3. TEMPORAL DATA PROCESSING AND
CONTINUOUS QUERIES

Time is becoming an increasingly important feature in many
spatial and non-spatial databases. We study time from two
perspectives: (i) methods that deal with querying temporal
attributes, and (ii) continuous queries.

3.1 Temporal Data Processing
The finance industry is an important source of temporal
data. The stock market generates huge volumes of data such
as stock prices, stock orders, and trading transactions on a
daily basis. These records arrive at a high rate as time series.
Prompt detection of stock price changes is a task of high pri-
ority. Directly observing stock prices usually leads to delayed
reports of changes. We have proposed an alternative way of
detecting stock price changes, i.e., through the detection of
distribution change in the number of stock orders [5]. It is
based on the well-established findings in financial research
that private information (e.g., a company is going bankrupt)
available to a small group of traders causes abnormal trad-
ing behavior and changes the distribution of the number of
stock orders preceding the stock price change. We presented
in [5] a technique that can detect the distribution change
of stock orders more promptly and accurately than existing
techniques.

Indexing and retrieving records according to their temporal
attributes are basic functionalities for managing temporal
data. While there are many temporal indices proposed, it is
shown in [6] that how the TSB-tree, a well-known temporal
index, is implemented in a commercial database and retains
a performance close to a non-temporal one, the B+-tree. This
involves: (i) unique designs of version chaining and treating
index terms as versioned records to achieve the TSB-tree
implementation with backward compatibility with B+trees,
(ii) a data compression scheme that substantially reduces
the storage needed for preserving historical data, and (iii)
dealing with technical issues such as concurrency control,
recovery, handling uncommitted data, and log management.

3.2 Continuous Queries
Beyond the realm of continuous NN queries, many appli-
cations utilize query types that need to provide continuous
answers to users. We studied some of these query types in
our group.

Intersection join is an expensive operation even when data
objects are static. It is more expensive when the objects
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are moving. We introduced the concept of time constrained
query processing in [16] to shorten the time range when the
query needs to be processed, which reduces the workload sig-
nificantly. We also proposed a suit of techniques to improve
the join algorithm. We presented an algorithm that outper-
forms the current practice by several orders of magnitude
and makes it possible to provide continuous join answers on
large datasets in almost real time.

Another important query type on spatial objects is the win-
dow query, which returns all objects that fall into a given
spatial range. In augmented reality applications, virtual 3D
objects are added to the view of a user (through a head-
mounted display or a mobile device) according to the cur-
rent position and viewing direction of the user. This can
be seen as a continuous window query on 3D objects. The
data retrieval in this setting is an overwhelming problem
due to limited wireless bandwidth, especially when the view
changes at a high speed and hence causes a large number of
3D objects to be retrieved.

We provided a systematic solution [2] to this problem based
on the key insight that the user is only interested in and ca-
pable of absorbing high level information in the view when
the view is moving at a high speed. We use wavelets to repre-
sent 3D objects in multiple resolutions and only retrieve the
necessary information to display the required resolution. We
also propose a buffer management scheme with motion pre-
diction. In addition, we introduce an efficient index to handle
3D objects taking into account the movement of the view.
Our system improves the performance significantly over a
system that uses existing techniques and enables a smooth
visualization of the 3D objects as the view moves.

4. P2P SPATIAL DATA MANAGEMENT
One of the main research projects that we have been pursu-
ing for the last few years is the P2P virtual worlds project.
With this work, we have introduced one of the first spatial
indexing mechanisms for P2P networks [11].

Finding a music file given a filename was the main form of
use for the early P2P systems and was fundamentally per-
formed in two ways. One way is using a pseudo-decentralized
system where the data is stored in the network over many
devices and the index regarding who stores which files is
available from a dedicated server(s). Second, both the in-
dex and the data are available only in decentralized form.
The second approach gained popularity over time and made
many database researchers excited about research problems
in P2P data management in the early 2000s.

Indexing data without having a server or query processing
without a center were interesting visions from a data man-
agement point of view. Distributed data management ap-
proaches of that day did not offer true decentralization ac-
ceptable by the P2P community or could not scale to the
levels that are required by a P2P system.

In collaboration with the University of Maryland at College
Park, we have started making spatial data available on P2P
systems in 2003. We have observed that although the P2P
paradigm promised a bright future, its application domain
was quite restricted, and indexing and query processing were

limited to a few types of data. We have taken upon the chal-
lenge of making applications such as P2P versions of eBay
and online virtual worlds possible. These required dealing
with more complex queries and data types.

In particular, distributed hashing is accepted as the main
form of structured P2P data indexing and search. IP ad-
dresses and available files in a network of PCs can both be
hashed onto a virtual address space. If each PC in a given
P2P network uses the same virtual address space and hash
function, then we can use this function for finding files in
that P2P system. It is shown that with each machine stor-
ing only O(log n) entries in its routing table, it is easily
possible to find a file given a filename in O(log n) hops for
n machines with a high probability. However, one cannot
trivially perform range queries with such a scheme. Hashing-
based schemes cannot be easily used for even the simplest
spatial query, i.e., the spatial range query.

We have used the fact that recursive space partitioning in
a quadtree creates a set of buckets with unique centroids,
i.e., each quadrant of a quadtree has a unique center point
among all the other quadrants, independent of the fact that
some quadrants are small and some can be quite large. The
centroid coordinates can be used with a hash function. Thus,
spatial objects, which do not have names like filenames, can
be associated with buckets which can later be hashed onto a
P2P network of computers. Regardless of the quadtree type
used, we can create a mapping between buckets of space
and a virtual name space. Spatial range queries can then
follow this distributed quadtree index to locate the objects
of interest, without a given name but by only using the range
query specification itself. Details of this work is now available
from [12]. In this paper, we have practiced with an experi-
mental P2P real-estate system where spatial range queries
can access a P2P spatial index to locate houses available for
sale in a region of a city. We have also introduced a caching
mechanism to improve the behavior of our index, reaching
realistic query processing times for our experimental appli-
cation domain.

We focused our implementation efforts on P2P virtual worlds
with a 3D version of our index [13] and also patented a multi-
rooted version of it. This project is now being developed by
National ICT Australia (NICTA) Victoria Research Labo-
ratory (VRL) for P2P massively multiplayer online gaming.
The main idea is to let user avatars travel in a virtual world
using a P2P index, thus jumping from one player’s PC to an-
other player’s PC seamlessly without using a central server.

Our P2P virtual world vision basically divides the virtual
environment that avatars occupy among the machines avail-
able in the P2P network of players. Each machine is respon-
sible for maintaining a part of the world. This, however,
creates a problem when traveling between different parts of
the world. One has to locate which machine to contact to
without using a centralized indexing mechanism for travel.
This is where our P2P spatial index comes into play.

Attached to this project, we have also investigated load bal-
ancing strategies for P2P systems. Unlike many distributed
environments, load balancing in a P2P system cannot re-
sort to one dedicated server and it has to scale easily. Thus,
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peer-to-peer load trading is the main method that we used
on this front. We have shown that using spatial character-
istics of a problem at hand, e.g., motion characteristics of
moving objects, we can achieve a good level of load balance
in a P2P system [1]. For example, given a traffic pattern
of moving objects, it is desirable not to divide the load of
maintaining a fleet of moving objects among peers, as this
will only increase message passing between peers, slowing
down the system.

5. LOCATION PRIVACY
Location-based services (LBSs) enable the access of infor-
mation based on an individual’s location. They comprise a
large range of applications such as emergency services, mo-
bile e-commerce, care for the elderly, navigation services, or
traffic monitoring. Current location-based services are able
to continually sense an individual’s location and provide up-
dated information services based on that location. If an in-
dividual misses a turn while following navigation instruc-
tions, a location-based service provider (LSP) that is contin-
ually monitoring a user’s location can immediately respond
and recalculate a modified set of instructions. LBSs have a
tremendous potential that will be amplified with new tech-
nologies such as Google Maps’ ability to locate a mobile
phone without using GPS.

More generally, there are two types of queries for LBSs: (a)
snapshot queries that are based on the individual’s position
send as a single request for information to an LSP without
requiring any further updates; (b) continuous queries that
instantaneously update the supplied location-based informa-
tion based on the individual’s current location. Examples for
snapshot queries are queries for the closest points of interest
(such as shoe shops) that could be highlighted on a map,
whereas a continuous query would include real-time naviga-
tion instructions as well.

Due to their high degree of convenience, LBSs are likely to
become a central part of our daily life. However, they also
have privacy risks: an LSP that tracks the movement of all of
its users with a high spatial and temporal fidelity, is able to
generate a complete history of each user’s movement includ-
ing the time and type of accessed service. An individual’s
location, however, is personal and sensitive information. For
example, an individual might want to restrict others from
knowing or inferring certain illnesses. Location privacy stud-
ies how to safeguard a person’s privacy. The protection of
an individual’s location is a key prerequisite for the wide
acceptance of real-time LBSs.

Our research on privacy in snapshot queries led to the de-
velopment of a new approach called obfuscation that pro-
tects a person’s location privacy by degrading the quality of
information about the person’s location [3]. Using obfusca-
tion, people can reveal varying degrees of information about
their location (for example, suburb, block, street, or precise
coordinate-level information). Higher levels of obfuscation
lead to greater location privacy, but could lead to a service
with decreased quality. Our approach provides a computa-
tionally efficient mechanism for successfully balancing the
need for high-quality information services against an indi-
vidual’s need for location privacy. We use negotiation to en-
sure that a location-based service provider receives only the

location information it requires to provide a service of satis-
factory quality. This means in particular that an LSP does
not receive precise coordinates.

Access to location information inherently requires some level
of trust. Most approaches adopted a central architecture,
which uses a location anonymizer that removes identifying
information (such as the person’s location or ID in the form
of a telephone number). It is well known that central ar-
chitectures have some disadvantages, in particular security
threats if information is stored in a single place. Our re-
search [4] has proposed a decentralized approach to dis-
tribute the trust among all peers in a decentralized network.
We exploit the capability of mobile devices to form wireless
ad-hoc networks in order to hide a user’s identity and po-
sition. These local ad-hoc networks enable us to separate
an individual’s request for location information, the query
initiator, from the individual that actually requests this ser-
vice on its behalf, the query requestor. A query initiator can
select itself or one of the k − 1 peers in its ad-hoc network
as a query requestor. As a result the query initiator remains
k-anonymous, even to the mobile phone operator.

To facilitate the next generation traffic monitoring systems
that provide real-time information about traffic and road
conditions current systems aim to collect significant amounts
of real-time information about individuals. This even in-
cludes individuals who do not require any service. Corre-
spondingly, privacy concerns might increase if data collec-
tion and tracking of individuals intensify. In our approach
to balance the need for real-time data and the concerns of
individuals about their privacy, we also proposed to collect
aggregated data instead of individual data. To estimate the
current traffic flow in a road network, it is not necessary to
track the movement of each individual driver. It would suf-
fice to record the number and speed of cars at dedicated ob-
servation points and track the saturation flow rate at inter-
sections (the maximum number of vehicles passing through
an intersection during an hour if the signal is always green).

We show in our work [15] that simple count (aggregated)
information stored in a spatial data structure can be used
to answer a surprisingly large range of queries. We store
counts stored in a spatial data structure that is called the
Distributed Euler Histogram (DEH) to achieve this. The
DEH can answer not only queries about the total traffic in
an area but can be used for other queries, for example how
many unique cars entered an area, which could be used to es-
timate available parking spaces. We have extended this work
and proposed a Privacy Aware Monitoring System (PAMS)
for traffic monitoring applications [14] that solves a larger
range of aggregate queries without the need of true identi-
ties. This system is based on an extension of the DEH: the
Euler Histogram based on Short ID (EHSID), which allows
us to answer even more queries while safeguarding a mo-
torist’s privacy. The use of periodically changing short IDs
enables us to recognize a road user without actually identi-
fying her.

6. FUTURE
We plan to focus our future efforts on three projects. First,
we plan to investigate new moving nearest neighbor query
types in metric spaces. Second, we will invest in future
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paradigms for location privacy protection. Third, we will
work on active environments using RFID technology in ubiq-
uitous systems.

We see current moving nearest neighbor search as a pre-
cursor to future short-trip planning queries. Unlike the well
established area of offline trip planning, these queries can be
addressed online but are hard to answer using existing near-
est neighbor queries. For example, a user may want to visit
a friend’s house but is planning to pick a pizza on the way
to the house. In this scenario, nearest neighbors of today’s
techniques are not the first choices of interest for the user as
they may take the user away from the ultimate destination.
In addition, we are also interested in cases where the loca-
tion of spatial objects are not well defined or are imprecise.
For such cases, absolute results make little sense for ranking
neighbors.

In location privacy, we plan to extend our work in two ways.
Protecting location privacy for continuous queries will be the
first challenge we will address. Simply hiding the exact posi-
tion using an imprecise location such as a region cannot en-
sure privacy for continuous queries: continuous disclosure of
regions enables an adversary to follow an individual’s move-
ment path. Even an individual who anonymously accesses
a service can be identified once the current location refers
to an identifiable place such as an office or a home address.
Second, the current work on statistical data analysis, known
as negative information theory, is an another important area
that we will investigate. In negative information surveys, in-
dividuals select a category to which they (or a phenomenon)
do(es) not belong. If the number of categories is large, then
this technique can avoid the disclosure of sensitive or private
data. This technique allows us to obtain precise aggregate
but not individual information about observed phenomena.

Finally, we see RFID technology as a major component in
future ubiquitous systems. We envision active environments
where massive deployments of RFID tags and readers are
used to compute and reveal different types of information
to the users. Thus, we may witness a dramatic expansion
of localization techniques using RFID technology. Current
techniques cannot supply high granularity information and
thus are limited in their use. However, we see future sys-
tems where small items such as books can be tagged and
tracked remotely using passive RFID tags. We plan to in-
vestigate future uses of this technology for spatio-temporal
data management.
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ABSTRACT
SIGMOD 2008 was the first database conference that offered
to test submitters’ programs against their data to verify the
repeatability of the experiments published [1]. Given the
positive feedback concerning the SIGMOD 2008 repeatabil-
ity initiative, SIGMOD 2009 modified and expanded the ini-
tiative with a workability assessment.

1. THE GOAL
On a voluntary basis, authors of accepted SIGMOD 2009

papers provided their code/binaries, experimental setups
and data to be tested for:

repeatability of the experiments described in each accepted
paper;

workability of the software by running different/more ex-
periments with different/more parameters than shown
in the accepted paper;

by a repeatability/workability committee (which we call the
RWC ), under the responsibility of the repeatability/workability
editors-in-chief (which we call the RWE ).

2. THE PEOPLE
The RWE were Ioana Manolescu and Stefan Manegold.

The 2009 RWC consisted of the other authors of this paper,
along with D. Shasha.

∗http://homepages.cwi.nl/~manegold/
SIGMOD-2009-RWE/

3. THE PLAN
Several lessons learned from the first repeatability evalu-

ation with SIGMOD 2008 [1] led us to improve and extend
the process. The following paragraphs describe the details.

3.1 Accepted papers, only
The SIGMOD 2009 repeatability & workability commit-

tee evaluated accepted papers only. The primary reason for
this change was to reduce the workload for the evaluation
by avoiding evaluation of papers that would eventually not
be accepted. A second reason was that authors had com-
mented that they wouldn’t mind the extra work of preparing
their repeatability & workability submission once their pa-
pers were accepted.

3.2 Adapted schedule
Focussing on accepted papers only required an adaptation

of the general schedule for the repeatability & workability
evaluation. After the SIGMOD 2009 program committee
had announced the accepted papers, the contact authors
of all accepted research papers were personally invited via
email to prepare and submit their experiments including
code, data sets and detailed instructions. This later start
of the evaluation did not leave enough time to finish the
evaluation before the camera ready deadline, thus prevent-
ing authors from mentioning the result of the evaluation in
the final versions of their papers. In fact, the evaluation was
completed just before the conference to give the authors the
chance to mention the results in their presentations at SIG-
MOD 2009.

3.3 Refined submission method
In contrast to the push-based submission in 2008 via up-

load to a FTP server, the submission in 2009 was pull-based.
Authors were asked to make their submissions available for
download by the RWE. This helped to avoid problems with
uploading large (sometimes tens of gigabytes) submissions
to a single FTP server. The RWE then made the submis-
sions available for download to the assigned reviewers.

3.4 Refined submission instructions
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To give the reviewers some information to better plan
their evaluation, the authors were asked to include in their
submission information the length of time their experiments
were expected to run. In addition, in order to facilitate the
workability evaluation, the authors were asked to extend
their repeatability instructions with suggestions as to how to
extend their experiments beyond the contents of their paper.
Possibilities ranged from explanations of how to use differ-
ent data sets, query work loads, tuning and/or configuration
parameters to compilation, and installation instructions for
alternative hardware/software environments.

3.5 Refined reviewing process
As in 2008, the assignment of papers to reviewers was

mainly determined by the need to match the papers’ hard-
ware and software requirements with the reviewers resources.
Of course, (potential) conflicts of interest were avoided. In
contrast to 2008, each paper was assigned two reviewers: a
primary reviewer to do the actual repeatability and worka-
bility evaluation, and a secondary reviewer as back-up and
to double-check the primary reviewers report.

3.6 Author-reviewer-interaction
The 2008 experiences revealed that successful repeatabil-

ity evaluation can be hindered or even prevented by minor
problems in setting up and running the experiments due to
missing details in the provided instructions. To solve this
problem, the 2009 effort provided a web-based anonymous
communication channel to allow interaction between authors
and reviewers to resolve problems as early as possible. All
communication has been archived. With standard WIKI or
BLOG software either not providing convenient and effec-
tive means for anonymous peer-to-peer communication, we
wrote a PHP script to efficiently provide the basic function-
ality required.

4. THE PROCESS
After the announcement of the accepted papers, the con-

tact authors of all 64 accepted research papers were invited
by email to prepare and submit their contribution. By the
(extended) deadline of April 22 2009, 19 authors had pro-
vided their contribution. The remaining 45 authors chose
not to reply at all. In contrast to 2008, authors were not
asked to provide an explanation why they could not submit
their code, data and experiments for evaluation.

Each RWC member was assigned three papers, either two
for primary review and one for secondary review, or one for
primary and two for secondary review. Assigned reviewers
met the software and hardware requirements of the experi-
ments though sometimes at significant effort. For example,
some reviewers installed extra software or even (re-)install
complete machines. In one case, the reviewer’s group (re-
)installed a 40-node Linux PC cluster to repeat a scaled-
down version of experiments that were originally run on a
100-node cluster.

In nearly all cases, the anonymous web-based communica-
tion channel between authors and reviewers was successfully
used to resolve problems ranging from missing gnuplot files
to insufficient specification of the versions of required soft-
ware. In only two cases was the discussion insufficient to
solve all problems, resulting in only a partial repeatability
evaluation for those papers.

The reviewing process stretched over the complete two
month period, with the final reviews being finished only the
day before SIGMOD 2009 started. The long time partly due
to (i) the installation of extra hardware and software, as well
as configuration work required; (ii) author-reviewer commu-
nication to solve initial problems; and (iii) experiments that
took several days or even weeks to run.

Not all authors provided hints how to modify and/or ex-
tend their experiments for workability evaluation. In all
but 5 cases, the reviewers managed to find their own ways
to modify/extend the respective experiment to assess their
workability. Even when workability suggestions were pro-
vided, the reviewers volunteered to go beyond the authors’
suggestions.

5. THE RESULTS
Overall, the results of the evaluation for the 19 submis-

sions were rather positive:

• For 10 papers, the presented experiments could be fully
repeated and workability was confirmed.

• For 1 paper, repeatability was fully confirmed and
workability was mostly confirmed.

• For 4 papers, all original experiments were success-
fully repeated, but workability was not, mostly due to
missing or insufficient instructions on how to modify
the original setup conveniently.

• For 1 paper, the experiments were mostly repeated,
but workability could not be evaluated.

• For 1 paper, the repeatability evaluation was success-
ful, but the workability evaluation failed.

• For 2 papers, major technical problems could not be
solved within the two months reviewing period, pre-
venting most or all of the repeatability and workability
evaluation.

The authors were informed before the conference about
the results for their papers, and thus given the opportunity
to mention the results during their presentation at SIGMOD
2009.

6. THE ASSESSMENT
With many of the lessons learned from the 2008 effort,

the 2009 repeatability and workability evaluation went much
smoother than the previous round. In particular focussing
on accepted papers only (an idea suggested by Donald Koss-
mann), pull-based submission, and the web-mediated discus-
sions between reviewers and authors to solve minor technical
problems proved to be successful.

Though creating a higher workload for the reviewers, the
newly introduced workability evaluation (when successful)
gave even more credibility to the authors than a pure re-
peatability evaluation.

The unexpectedly low submission rate appears to be due
to the fact that the authors were not aware of the SIG-
MOD 2009 repeatability & workability evaluation by the pa-
per submission deadline. Due to several delays and issues,
the SIGMOD 2009 repeatability & workability evaluation
was not announced in any call for papers, nor mentioned
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on the SIGMOD 2009 web site. Several personal commu-
nications with authors during the conference revealed that
many authors were caught by surprise when invited to sub-
mit repeatability material for their accepted papers, or were
simply not sure how “official” the evaluation was. In other
words, there was probably insufficient publicity around the
SIGMOD 2009 repeatability & workability evaluation.

While serving its primary purpose, the PHP script for the
reviewer-author-communication could be improved. Not be-
ing a standard tool, the “look-and-feel” was considered “un-
usual” and the automatic email notification of new postings
did not always work reliably.

Given the diversity of the papers and their experiments,
the reviewers were not given a strict format for their reviews,
but rather allowed to freely determine the format, structure
and content of their reviews themselves, to accommodate
the process they followed as well as their findings and final
verdict.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS
Here are some lessons for 2010 and beyond:

• Publicize the effort well in advance of the submission
deadline.

• Improve the author instructions, in particular to ask
more explicitly for workability instructions. More gen-
erally, collecting, improving and disseminating guide-
lines for the preparation of repeatable experiments re-
quires more work in the community; tutorials such
as [2] are a step in this direction.

• Improve the reviewer guidelines to unify the results.
Given the diversity of the experiments, this is not a
trivial task, as any guidelines and/or format still need
to leave sufficient room for all cases.

• Improve the visibility of the evaluation results. The
SIGMOD PubZone server [3] is a promising tool for
this purpose.

• Improve the software support for author-reviewer dis-
cussions. With respect to the last item above, we
are currently considering the extension of the MyRe-
view conference management tool [5] to accomodate
the specific needs of our process. The main feature we
need, and which is not yet supported by MyReview
and other similar tools, is the possibility for review-
ers and authors to exchange an unbounded number of
messages, over the whole period of reviewing (as op-
posed to one single exchange, at a specific point in
the process, as currently used for conferences such as
ACM SIGMOD, and supported by the Microsoft Re-
search Conference Management Tool [4]).

8. SUMMARY
Our community can be justly proud of its practical impact

over the years. This is due to a confluence of good ideas
with good engineering. Repeatability and Workability help
to ensure the validity of good ideas and provide paradigms
and platforms for good engineering.

Appendix
The following SIGMOD 2009 accepted papers passed all the
repeatability tests, and also passed workability test:

Authenticated Join Processing in Outsourced Databases by
Yin Yang, Dimitris Papadias, Stavros Papadopoulos
and Panos Kalnis

Scalable Join Processing on Very Large RDF Graphs by
Thomas Neumann and Gerhard Weikum

Self-organizing Tuple Reconstruction in Column-stores by
Stratos Idreos, Martin Kersten and Stefan Manegold

A Revised R*-tree in Comparison with Related Index Struc-
tures by Norbert Beckmann and Bernhard Seeger

An Architecture for Recycling Intermediates in a Column-
store by Milena Ivanova, Martin Kersten, Niels Nes
and Romulo Goncalves

Skip-and-Prune: Cosine-based Top-K Query Processing for
Efficient Context-Sensitive Document Retrieval by Jong
Wook Kim and K. Selcuk Candan

Incremental Maintenance of Length Normalized Indexes for
Approximate String Matching by Marios Hadjielefthe-
riou, Nick Koudas and Divesh Srivastava

Cost Based Plan Selection for XPath by Haris Georgiadis,
Minas Charalambides and Vasilis Vassalos

Core Schema Mappings by Giansalvatore Mecca, Paolo Pa-
potti and Salvatore Raunich

Secondary-Storage Confidence Computation for Conjunc-
tive Queries with Inequalities by Dan Olteanu and Jiewen
Huang

Minimizing the Communication Cost for Continuous Sky-
line Maintenance by Zhenjie Zhang, Reynold Cheng,
Dimitris Papadias and Anthony K. H. Tung

The following SIGMOD 2009 accepted papers passed re-
peatability tests:

A Comparison of Approaches to Large Scale Data Analy-
sis by Andrew Pavlo, Erik Paulson, Alexander Rasin,
Daniel J. Abadi, David J. DeWitt, Samuel Madden
and Michael Stonebraker

Query Simplification: Graceful Degradation for Join-Order
Optimization by Thomas Neumann

ROX: Run-time Optimization of XQueries by Riham Abdel
Kader, Peter Boncz, Stefan Manegold and Maurice van
Keulen

Simplifying XML Schema: Effortless Handling of Nonde-
terministic Regular Expressions by Geert Jan Bex, Wouter
Gelade, Wim Martens and Frank Neven

Secure k-NN Computation on Encrypted Databases by Wai
Kit Wong, David Wai-lok Cheung, Ben Kao and Nikos
Mamoulis

Detecting and Resolving Unsound Workflow Views for Cor-
rect Provenance Analysis by Peng Sun, Ziyang Liu,
Susan B. Davidson and Yi Chen
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Logic in Databases (LID’08) workshop was held at the
DIS department of “La Sapienza” university, Rome, Italy,
between May 19-20, 2008.

LID’08 was established as a forum for bringing together re-
searchers and practitioners, from the academia and the in-
dustry, who are focusing on all logical aspects of data man-
agement.

LID’08 was a confluence of three successful past events:

• LID’96, an international workshop on Logic in Databases,
which LID’08 derives its name from;

• IIDB’06, an international workshop on Inconsistency
and Incompleteness in Databases;

• LAAIC’06, an international workshop on Logical As-
pects and Applications of Integrity Constraints.

In order to guarantee its continuity, a Steering Committee,
chaired by Georg Gottlob, was founded; its members are An-
drea Cal̀ı, Jan Chomicki, Henning Christiansen, Laks V.S.
Lakshmanan, Davide Martinenghi, Dino Pedreschi, Jef Wi-
jsen, and Carlo Zaniolo.

This workshop was organized by Andrea Cal̀ı, Laks V.S.
Lakshmanan, and Davide Martinenghi; it attracted 18 pa-
per submissions out of which 7 were selected for long pre-
sentation and 6 for short presentation at the workshop; the
workshop attracted around 50 registered participants. De-
tails and presentations are available at the workshop Web
site: http://conferenze.dei.polimi.it/lid2008/.

2. WORKSHOP AIMS AND CONTENTS
Ever since Codd’s Relational Model, logic has played a ma-
jor role in the field of databases. The significance and im-
pact of this role have grown stronger over the years as data
management research marched through many a data model,
with logic keeping up and providing the foundations every
step of the way. Some of the latest additions to this long list
of models are XML, Semantic Web, Probabilistic Relational
models, integrated model of DB+IR, data integration mod-
els, and models of unclean data to name a few. For some
of these, corresponding logics already exist or are being ex-
plored. The significance of logic’s role for data management
will continue regardless of the data model.

Logic is a fundamental tool for understanding and analyz-
ing several aspects of data management, as Georg Gott-
lob (University of Oxford) said during his opening remarks.
The three keynote presentations, “Changing the Instance
Level of Ontologies: A Logic Approach” by Maurizio Lenz-
erini, “From Consistent Query Answering to Query Rewrit-
ing: A Detour around Answer Set Programs” by Leopoldo
Bertossi, and “Databases Meet Verification: What do we
have in common, and how can we help each other?” by
Leonid Libkin, represented well some of the most promis-
ing areas of research that emerged during the workshop.
Among these, we mention new perspectives on data integra-
tion (P2P, ontology-based, etc.), algebraic characterizations
of languages, inconsistency and incompleteness in databases
(approximation, tolerance, repairs), query rewriting tech-
niques for advanced query processing, characterizations of
tractable fragments of languages for XML processing and
their use, indexing techniques. In the next sections we sum-
marize the relevant research problems and trends that were
identified during the workshop, and organize them in three
macro-areas corresponding to the sessions that were held
during the workshop: advanced query processing, incom-
pleteness and inconsistency, and semi-structured data.

3. ADVANCED QUERY PROCESSING
Processing queries is the ultimate task in information sys-
tems that integrate several data sources [35]. This problem
can be often reformulated as the one of answering queries
under constraints, in the presence of incomplete informa-
tion [47]; it has been addressed by several authors in the
literature, who have considered standard and less-standard
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database constraints, for instance, inclusion dependencies,
functional dependencies, tuple-generating and equality-generating
dependencies. At the same time, Description Logics (DLs) [5]
seem to be a natural candidate as a constraint languages for
representing possibly incomplete information residing at dif-
ferent sources, as well as being a suitable language for several
applications in the Semantic Web. Conjunctive query rewrit-
ing under DL-constraints has been considered in [13] for the
tractable DL-Lite family of DLs; query rewriting consists of
rewriting a given query into another one that encodes in-
formation about the constraints; then, the evaluation of the
latter on the data returns the correct answer to the former
with respect to the constraints. The paper [43] deals with
answering queries on databases that are incomplete with re-
spect to a knowledge base expressed in Description Logics.
The authors here consider the description logic ELHIO− to
express constraints; such formalism is capable of expressing
several description logics in the DL-Lite and the EL fam-
ily. In the paper, a general query rewriting technique is
presented, that shows that the query answering problem is
PTime-complete in data complexity, i.e., considering as in-
put only the data. The result extends to the aforementioned
description logics captured by ELHIO−, being worst-case
optimal at the same time for all of them.

In a peer-to-peer setting, several peer nodes store informa-
tion, and each peer provides answers to queries posed in
a shared language based on its locally stored data and by
querying other peers; semantic mappings specify the cor-
respondence among data at di!erent peers. Works in the
literature address the problem of peer-based information
integration by adopting epistemic logic to account for the
modular nature of peer information sharing in peer-to-peer
systems [14]. The paper [48] points out that such works
consider the information residing at a peer as facts with re-
spect to possible worlds that the peer can access. Therefore,
the problem of dealing with conflicting information between
peers arises in this approach; while some works propose the
notion of repair of inconsistent data, the problem has been
so far addressed by proposing a normative strategy for all
peers. [48] instead proposes a more general way of modelling
peer knowledge, in particular, by separating knowledge of
statements from knowledge of facts. This approach is called
doxastic from the Greek δóξα (opinion), and allows for a
variety of strategies for integrating information in a peer-to-
peer environment. The authors set up a formal framework
for the doxastic approach to peer-based information integra-
tion, where each peer combines its direct knowledge with the
indirect knowledge at other peers, and related to the one at
the peer by means of the mapping assertions. The proposed
approach is highly flexible and allows for a consistent, inte-
grated account of the knowledge gathered from other peers
and a peer’s own knowledge; in particular, this formaliza-
tion overcomes the limitations of current approaches such
as transfer [36] or routing [38].

K-relations [33] are relations where a value belonging to
a semiring is assigned to each tuple. K-relations are able
to model bag and set semantics in the standard relational
model, imcomplete databases, and probabilistic data. In
K-relations, common operations on tuples are represented
by operations in the semiring. In [30] the authors first
present di!erent extensions of the positive relational algebra

on K-relations, showing additional conditions required by
the corresponding semirings. Then, they extend the prove-
nance semiring found in the literature, so as to record the
provenance of results of queries in the aforementioned ex-
tended relational algebras. Finally, they extend the notion
of BP-completeness [42], which is language-independent, to
K-relations, determining which of the introduced extended
languages are BP-complete, depending on the properties of
the corresponding semiring.

In certain settings, preferences on objects (or tuples) are
relevant [34]. Sometimes, in making a decision based on
relational data, a user has to consider properties of sets of
objects, and expresses preferences over such sets [9]. The pa-
per [50] focuses on set preferences, and considers two main
components: (1) profiles, which are collections of features,
each of which representing a quantity of interest; (2) profile
preference relations, which specify values or orders. The
preferences are defined over sets that have all the same,
fixed cardinality. A feature, in particular, is a function
A : k-subsets(r) → U , where k-subsets(r) is the set of all sub-
sets of cardinality k of tuples of relation r, and U is either the
set of rational numbers or uninterpreted constants. A profile
relation can be specified as a set {〈A1(s), . . . ,Am(s)〉 | s ∈
k-subsets(r)}, where A1(s), . . . ,Am(s) are features. Profile-
based set preferences on r are then expressed by ordering
tuples in a profile relation. In [50], the authors present a
heuristic algorithm for computing the “best” sets.

4. INCOMPLETENESS AND INCONSISTENCY
A database instance is said to be inconsistent if it does not
satisfy its integrity constraints (ICs). Inconsistent databases
arise in a variety of contexts and for di!erent reasons, e.g.,
in data warehousing of heterogeneous data obeying di!er-
ent integrity constraints or for lack of support for particular
integrity constraints. Two di!erent approaches to incon-
sistency were given particular emphasis during the session:
database repairs and consistent query answering (CQA) [3].

Database repairs provide a framework for coping with incon-
sistent databases in a principled way. Informally, a repair
is a new instance D′ obtained from the initial database D
such that D′ satisfies the ICs and D′ di!ers from D in a
minimal way. Several di!erent types of repairs have been
considered: subset-repairs; ⊕-repairs (symmetric-di!erence-
repairs); cardinality-based repairs; attribute-based repairs.
A tuple t is then a consistent answer to a query q in D if t
is an answer to q in every repair D′ of D.

The CQA problem (finding all consistent answers to a query)
has traditionally been tackled by query rewriting based on
a fixpoint operator T ω: given a query q, find q′ such that
the answers to q′ in D are the consistent answers to q in
D. However, the T ω rewriting approach has limitations and
does not work for full first-order queries and ICs.

An alternative view to the described model-theoretic defini-
tion of consistent answer consists in representing the class
of all database repairs in a compact form by using disjunc-
tive logic programs (DLP) with stable model semantics [31],
a.k.a. Answer Set Programs [20]. Repairs correspond then to
distinguished models of the program. An ASP-based spec-
ification of repairs and consistent answers as consequences
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from a program provide a sort of (non-classical) logic for
CQA, with the advantage that DLP is a general method-
ology that, unlike previous approaches, works for universal
ICs, referential ICs, and general FO queries. However, in-
stead of completely computing all the stable models, it is
preferable to try to generate “partial” repairs to optimize
the access to the DB [25, 40].

It is pointed out in [1] that, although it underlies CQA, the
repair checking problem (i.e., given D, the ICs, and D′, tell
whether D′ is a repair of D w.r.t. the ICs) has received
less attention than CQA so far. It is therefore advocated
to embark on a systematic investigation of the algorithmic
aspects of the repair checking problem, by studying classes
of integrity constraints that have been considered in infor-
mation integration and data exchange. This leads to the
study of subset-repairs and ⊕-repairs, and to the introduc-
tion of the new CC-repairs (component-cardinality repairs),
a new type of cardinality-based repairs that have a Pareto-
optimality character. Several complexity results are known
both for CQA and for repair checking [16, 29, 4, 12, 10],
and new results are presented in [1], with particular atten-
tion to weakly acyclic sets of tuple-generating dependencies.
The DLP approach and the traditional CQA approach often
coincide, but, for some classes of queries and ICs, CQA has
a lower complexity. This aspect should be investigated fur-
ther. New avenues of research are opened by the use of the
ASP-based logic for CQA. For example, the new problem of
CQA under updates could be analyzed by taking advantage
of results about updates of logic programs. Also, known
rewritings for CQA (such as those given by T ω in [3]) as
well as new ones can be obtained by using first-order speci-
fication of repairs via elimination of SO quantifiers [41] and
subsequent application of Ackermann’s lemma.

CQA has also been applied to database histories (i.e., fi-
nite sequences of states) under primary keys. Histories can
be represented by words. In particular, in [21], violations
of key constraints in a database history are be modeled by
multiwords, which are a compact representation of sets of
possible words. Questions on multiwords suitably charac-
terize queries on database histories; if words are also al-
lowed to contain variables, i.e., placeholders for constants,
larger classes of queries can be captured. Similarly to the
notion of certain answer, a word w is certainly contained in
a multiword M if w is a sub-word of every possible word
in M . The problem at stake here is to characterize the
language CERTAIN (w), defined as the set of multiwords
that certainly contain w. Results on complexity, regularity
and FO-definability of CERTAIN (w) have been presented.
Among the open questions, [21] presents a conjecture that
CERTAIN (w) is FO-definable if w is variable-free, and dis-
cusses the need for a syntactic characterization of the words
v for which CERTAIN (v) is FO-definable.

Inconsistency in databases can also be tackled in a more le-
nient way that tolerates the presence of IC violations rather
than trying to repair them. The paper [22] classifies sev-
eral methods of checking integrity with respect to so-called
inconsistency tolerance, a notion that has been gaining mo-
mentum [8]. Among the aforementioned methods, a new
one has emerged that tries to apply the principle of incon-
sistency tolerance to those tools that are actually used to

prevent inconsistency from sneaking in after an update, i.e.,
integrity checking methods [23]. Traditional methods are ca-
pable of incrementally checking integrity by assuming that
the initial database state fully satisfies the ICs. Many such
methods have been shown to be inconsistency-tolerant, and
can thus be applied also to inconsistent databases; in this
case, they can be used to guarantee that an update will
not introduce new inconsistency. Doors are open to com-
bine inconsistency-tolerant integrity checking with Knowl-
edge Assimilation, Semantic Query Optimization, CQA, and
Inconsistency Measuring [24].

Data are naturally characterized as incomplete in several
contexts, for instance when data from di!erent sources are
integrated. In an arbitrary relational database, the Closed
World Assumption (CWA) tags as false all those tuples
that are not in the database; however, the CWA is not
the correct approach when the database is incomplete. The
Open-World Assumption (OWA), common in data integra-
tion systems, assumes that the world can be in any state
in which all database atoms are true. The OWA is of-
ten too incomplete and underestimates the knowledge in a
database, as pointed out in [17]. A compromise between
CWA and OWA should better identify those parts of the
database that are complete. For example, we may assume
that the database of the computer science department knows
all the telephone numbers of people working there; complete
knowledge may not hold for other kinds of facts. Di!er-
ent approaches exist to specify that the database is par-
tially complete, e.g., the Local Closed-World Assumption
(LCWA) [37, 18]. Tractable methods based on fixpoint tech-
niques for finding under-approximations of certain answers
and over-approximations of possible answers are discussed
in [17]. Ongoing work in the field includes i) refinements of
the class of LCWA for which the query answering methods
are complete, and ii) integration of integrity constraints and
views into the techniques.

In the setting of incomplete data with an underlying schema,
techniques have been developed to directly query the data
through the schema. Lately, particular attention has been
devoted to a practically relevant extension of the ER model
known as Extended Entity-Relationship (EER) model [11],
which can be translated to suitable logic programs and queried.
This context has been regarded from a di!erent perspec-
tive in [2]: support (EER) design activity via automated
snapshot generation where a formal validation would not
be easily available. In particular, in [2] it is shown that,
given an EER schema, this can be translated in a way that
allows generating small informative example instances for
the schema, based on the recent notion of Informative Arm-
strong database [39]. This provides information about the
structure of the database by letting the user inspect a suit-
ably small instance that satisfies all the constraints implied
by the schema.

5. SEMI-STRUCTURED DATA
Semi-structured data have been playing an important role
for several years both in academia and in industry. Several
e!orts have been done to “export” database operations from
the well-established relational database world to semistruc-
tured data, in particular in the XML format. XML is be-
coming a standard language for semistructured data, and
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several formalisms are emerging for querying XML, and for
expressing integrity constraints on XML data. An XML
document can be seen as a labeled tree with a finite num-
ber of nodes. The W3C Resource Description Framework
(RDF) represents data in the form of triples, by flatten-
ing the hierarchy between objects and relationships among
them; therefore, it also blurs the distinction between data
and metadata. Querying RDF is a topic of practical rele-
vance that has raised significant interest.

The paper [6] addresses XPath, a language for navigating
XML documents, and investigates some of its foundational
aspects. Core XPath, previously introduced by Gottlob and
Koch [32], captures the navigational core of XPath 1.0. A
complete axiomatization is a set of valid equivalence schemes
between XPath expressions, such that every equivalence is
derivable from those in the set by repeatedly applying the
equivalences; axiomatizations of XPath fragments have been
proposed in the past [7, 46]. As shown in [6], it is possible to
have an axiomatization for the single-axis fragments of Core
XPath, both for node and path expressions. Another ax-
iomatization is presented for the full language Core XPath,
which however is non-orthodox, i.e., it requires an additional
inference rule that has extra syntactic conditions. This sets
the basis for XPath query optimization, where equivalent
but more e"cient queries are to be determined.

Constraints in XML are important to specify characteris-
tics of documents in a specific application domain. Con-
straints can be classified into structured and data value con-
straints [26]. Regular XPath (RXPath), introduced in [15],
is a novel language for both expressing XML structural con-
straints and to express queries over XML trees. Regular
XPath is derived from XPath, in particular by extending
XPath with nominals and binary relations on XML nodes
that are expressed as two-way regular expressions over XPath
axes. Nominals denote a single node in an XML docu-
ment, similarly to the ID XML construct. It can be shown
that satisfiability of RXPath constraints can be reduced to
reasoning in Repeat-Converse-Deterministic PDL; however,
the reduction is of little practical use, due to the poor e"-
ciency of reasoners in Repeat-Converse-Deterministic PDL.
The work [15] presents therefore a direct exptime decision
algorithm for the problem; the algorithm is based on check-
ing emptiness of two-way alternating automata on finite
trees [19]. The technique is shown to be practically applica-
ble, since it can be implemented symbolically, based on Bi-
nary Decision Diagrams. Moreover, query containment and
view-based query answering in the language RXPath can
both be reduced to the aforementioned satisfiability check-
ing problem.

Often, potentially large sets of XML documents can have a
compact representation in terms of a finite tree automaton,
which serves as a schema. In such cases, evaluating a query
usually assumes that the documents all satisfy the schema;
in case the evaluation is made on a document that instead
does not satisfy the schema, results can be incorrect. Similar
to what is done in relational databases, a notion of repair can
be adopted here (see, e.g., [3] and Section 4, and also [27] in
the XML context): an answer is consistent if it is an answer
to the query in all repairs. It can be shown that, also in this
setting, the set of repairs admits a compact representation

in terms of a finite, weighted tree automaton [45]. Together
with universal answers (the aforementioned consistent an-
swers), existential answers are treated, which correspond to
possible answers (that are answers to the query in at least
one repair). In the work [45], a thorough study on the com-
plexity of evaluating universal and existential answers is car-
ried out.

Query processing on RDF data can benefit from research
on data modeling with ternary relations, which was very
early recognized as an important tool in logic. SPARQL is
the W3C recommended language for querying RDF triple
stores. As shown in [28], at the core of SPARQL stands
a small logic, called BGP (Basic Graph Pattern). BGP is
suitable for extracting subsets of related nodes in an RDF
graph. The optimization of SPARQL query evaluation can
take advantage of a fundamental investigation on BGP. The
work [28] presents an algebraization of BGP and introduces
the basis for the development of structural indexes for RDF,
with the aim of speeding up query processing (see, e.g., [44,
49]).
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This report summarizes the best demonstration competi-
tion held during SIGMOD 2009. I first outline the eval-
uation process and then briefly describe the three best
demonstrations. My conclusion is that the competition
was a success and I hope that future demonstrations chairs
will turn it into an established SIGMOD tradition.

1 Submission Process
Initally, 86 demonstrations were submitted. Each demon-
stration was allowed three pages—two for text and one for
illustrations—and an optional three-minute video.

The video submissions were a new feature. A total of
31 demonstrations (36%) were accompanied by a video.
Of the 31 accepted demonstrations, 12 were accompa-
nied by a video (39%). The presence of a video was thus
clearly not a major factor in the decision. The program
committee did express satisfaction with the video submis-
sions, however, and I believe they will push demonstrators
to prepare their demonstrations earlier than before.

Each demonstration received three reviews and a dis-
cussion phase was used to finalize the decisions. I would
like to thank the demonstration program committee mem-
bers for their respectful, constructive, and timely reviews.

The demonstrations were then assigned to four different
groups. The grouping was initially based on demonstra-
tion content, but then modified to remove conflicts in the
conference program. Each group was assigned to two 90
minute sessions in the program.

2 Best Demonstration Competition
Shortly before the conference, we came upon a report
of the SIGMOD 2005 best demonstration competition by
Mary Fernández (a short version appeared in [1]), which
prompted us to revive this excellent tradition. Mary de-
serves special praise, not only for writing the report, but
also for her extensive help with the current competition.

We formed a set of ad-hoc evaluation committees to
evaluate the demonstrations. In the first session of each

group, the demonstrators were each given eight minutes to
impress the evaluation committee. In the second session,
the top 2–3 demonstrations of the group were given 15–20
minutes to fully convey the details of their work. The best
demonstration was allocated a 15 minute presentation slot
in the last session.

The trickiest part of the process was the establishment
of the ad-hoc evaluation committees. In order to ensure
consistency, two people attended every session, myself
and Andy “Grand Master Judge” Pavlo, a graduate stu-
dent from Brown University. Nathan Backman, another
Brown graduate student, also helped with the preparations
and with time-keeping in the first round.

Some evaluation committee members were recruited
via e-mail before the conference, while others were re-
cruited on the fly to fill the vacant spots. Several com-
mittee members enjoyed the process so much that they
volunteered to attend additional sessions. In the end three
people saw all groups but one in the second round, adding
extra consistency to the evaluation.

I would like to thank the evaluators, who did an excel-
lent job of understanding and analyzing each demonstra-
tion. Aside from Andy and Nathan, they were: Yanif Ah-
mad, Brian F. Cooper, Mary F. Fernández, Stavros Hari-
zopoulos, Flip Korn, Tova Milo, and Lisa Singh.

3 Evaluation Criteria
Each demonstration was evaluated on five different crite-
ria (see [1] for more details):

• User scenario: The characters.

• Technical problem: The setting.

• Technical solution: The plot.

• Integration: The sub-plots.

• Impact: Resolution and insights.

Furthermore, the committee factored the overall quality of
the poster and presentation into the decision.
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The evaluation committee observed that the demon-
strations ranged from the results of summer internships
through products of large scale research projects to exten-
sions or enhancements of industrial products. Clearly, that
difference can unfairly sway opinions, and it took signifi-
cant effort from the ad-hoc committees to understand the
true essence of each demonstration, beyond the various
levels of refinement of the demonstrated systems.

4 Results

Many of the demonstrations were truly excellent, but in
the end the evaluation committee members chose a winner
and gave honorable mention to two demonstrations.

Honorable Mention: SchemR
The first honorable mention was given to the demonstra-
tion “Exploring Schema Repositories with Schemr” by
Kuang Chen and Akshay Kannan, from the University
of California, Berkeley, and Jayant Madhavan and Alon
Halevy, from Google [2].

This demonstration featured a system that matches
database schemas based on both text and schema con-
structs. The goal was to facilitate low-budget database
development, by allowing database developers to browse
complete schemas and choose one as a starting point. In
addition to the search capabilities, the system had several
nice visualizations of schemas that allowed the user to
make a well-informed final decision. The system is ex-
pected to become part of the OpenII framework.

Honorable Mention: SmartCIS
Honorable mention was also given to the demonstra-
tion “SmartCIS: Integrating Digital and Physical Environ-
ments” by Mengmeng Liu, Svilen R. Mihaylov, Zhuowei
Bao, Marie Jacob, Zachary G. Ives, Boon Thau Loo, and
Sudipto Guha, all from the University of Pennsylvania [3].

This demonstration featured a system that integrates
live data from many sources, such as environmental sen-
sors, with static data to create a “smart” building that can
give guidance to visitors; e.g., point students to a free
workstation with the software they need. The goal was to
have a cool “gadget” to show to high-shcool students and
other visitors; this system certainly achieves that goal.

Winner: CourseRank
The winner of the competition was the demonstration
“CourseRank: A Social System for Course Planning”,
by Benjamin Bercovitz, Filip Kaliszan, Georgia Koutrika,
Henry Liou, Zahra Mohammadi Zadeh, and Hector
Garcia-Molina, all from Stanford University [4].

Their work was motivated by their interest in doing re-
search on on social systems. In order to obtain useful re-
sults they needed actual data, and they decided that the

best way would be to create their own system. This way,
they could experiment with their algorithms on an actual
system. The system they designed was a human enriched
course catalog for Stanford University (it is also being
adopted by other universities), which offers faceted search
and social collaboration.

Of course, the key question was: How to get people to
use it? Their solution was to add many useful features
driven by actual user needs, and advanced algorithms to
enrich the experience. The outcome was a very useful
social system, used by the vast majority of the Stanford
student population, which is also a rich source of research
problems and research data.

5 Conclusions
I believe that the best demonstration competition was a
success and inspired demonstrators to do their best before
and during the conference. It is indeed my hope that fu-
ture demonstrations chairs will turn it into an established
SIGMOD tradition. I expect that in the long run it will
help to enhance the SIGMOD demonstrations program.

I believe the evaluation process was fair, although the
final decision was certainly difficult. The evaluators all
found the evaluation process to be an excellent way to en-
joy the SIGMOD conference, and I strongly advice future
SIGMOD participants to take part when called upon.

Finally, I would like to thank the entire SIGMOD 2009
organization for the excellent facilities provided for the
demonstrations, and for a highly enjoyable conference.
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Changes to TODS Editorial Board and TODS Web Site 

Z. Meral Özsoyoğlu 
meral@case.edu 

 

The December 2009 issue (TODS 34/4) should be out soon. There is now a new practice from ACM that 
quarterly issues of transactions are identified by numbers from 1 to 4, as opposed to by months (This is 
because the issues typically are published as they are ready). For example, this year’s September issue 
TODS 34/3 is published in August. TODS 34/4 is a special issue of papers invited from the SIGMOD/PODS 
2008 conference.  I thank all authors for their submissions, and reviewers (some of them are from 
conference program committees), for their help in reviewing, and SIGMOD and PODS program 
committee chairs, and TODS associate editors for selecting these articles and getting them into their 
final forms. In addition, this issue also contains two other papers, containing six papers altogether.   

The 2009 volume (volume 34) of TODS has 24 papers. The number of papers per TODS volume has a 
range from 11 to 36 over the last 10 years, with an average of 26 papers per volume, which has also 
been the average number of papers per volume for the last three years. Submissions to TODS continue 
to be steady at a healthy rate Thanks to the dedicated service of TODS Editorial Board, the average 
turnaround time for papers is 3.3 months. Over the course last two years, there have been changes in 
the editorial board. Christian Jensen, Surajit Chaudhuri, Arnie Rosenthal and Sunita Sarawagi have all 
completed their terms as TODS Associate Editors. I have greatly enjoyed working with them, and I am 
grateful for their hard work and diligence in evaluating and selecting the best papers for TODS.  I'm very 
pleased to announce the appointment of nine new associate editors. Minos Garofalakis, George Kollios, 
Xuemin Lin, Guido Moerkotte have joined the editorial board in 2008. More recently, Susan Davidson, 
Wenfei Fan, Chris Jermaine,  Divesh Srivastava and Yufei Tao have started their terms as associate 
editors, bringing the size of the Editorial Board to 23. We are very fortunate to have such an outstanding  
group of scholars who are willing to volunteer their valuable time for handling manuscripts for the 
benefit of our scientific community. 

I am also very happy to announce that, through the hard work of Rick Snodgrass (TODS Editor in Chief, 
2001‐2007) and TODS Information Director Curtis Dyreson, the TODS website http://tods.acm.org/ now 
has two new left‐hand‐side links: Policies and History. The former provides public access to all TODS 
editorial policies (with date of adoption) and the latter provides vision statements, listing of all 
editorials, all present and past EiCs, Associate Editors, and Information Directors, along with dates, and a 
timeline of the major versions of the TODS web site. This information on the TODS web site serves three 
important purposes. 

1. It collects useful and interesting information about the last 30+ years of TODS. 

2. It provides a structure for conveniently adding such information as time goes by, thus ensuring 
that historical information continues to be collected for use by future generations. 

3. It provides an appropriate exemplar for other ACM journals to collect and document their 
history. 

 
Rick has initiated this project when he was TODS Editor in Chief and a member of ACM History 
Committee. I am grateful to Rick and Curtis for their hard work, and leading the way in the collection 
and maintenance of historical records concerning ACM TODS. I encourage you to check out this web site 
for yourself. Enjoy. 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The SIGMOD Jim Gray Doctoral Dissertation Award
(application deadline: December 15th, 2009)

SIGMOD has established the annual SIGMOD Jim Gray Doctoral Dissertation Award to recognize 
excellent  research by doctoral candidates in the database field. This award, which was previously known 
as the SIGMOD Doctoral Dissertation Award, was renamed in 2008 with the unanimous approval of 
ACM Council in honor of Dr. Jim Gray.

SIGMOD Jim Gray Doctoral Dissertation Award winners and runners-up will be recognized at the 
SIGMOD conference, and their dissertations will be included at  SIGMOD DiSC and the SIGMOD Online 
web site. Winners of the award will also receive a plaque and be given the opportunity to present his or 
her work together with the winners of the SIGMOD Innovations and Test of Time awards. They will also 
be invited to serve on an evaluation committee at least once in the subsequent years.

Submitted dissertations must  have been accepted by a university department in any country during the 
previous year as detailed below.

Eligibility
Nominations are limited to one doctoral dissertation per department. Nominated dissertations must be 
submitted by December 15  of each year. Each submitted doctoral dissertation must be on a topic within 
the scope of SIGMOD's mission, i.e., large scale data management. Each nominated dissertation must 
also have been successfully defended by the candidate, and the final version of each nominated 
dissertation must have been accepted by the candidate's department on or after September 1 of the 
previous year. An English-language version of the dissertation must  be submitted with the nomination. A 
dissertation can be nominated for both the SIGMOD Jim Gray Doctoral Dissertation Award and the ACM 
Doctoral Dissertation Award.

Selection Procedure
This is a two-phase process. In the first  phase, nominated dissertations are reviewed for novelty, technical 
depth and significance of research contribution, potential impact on theory and practice, and quality of 
presentation. A committee performs an initial screening to generate a short list, followed by an in-depth 
evaluation by the award committee of the dissertations on the short  list. In the second phase, more in-
depth discussion of the potential award-winning dissertations will be held, and reviewers will provide 
justification for their ranking. Evaluation and online discussion over a two-week period will be done 
using the CMT system.

The award committee will inform the candidates about  the result of the selection by April 15 of each year, 
to allow the three best  candidates to be recognized at the SIGMOD conference the same year. The name 
of the award recipient will only be publicly announced after the dissertation award session.

The award committee shall consist of two co-chairs and five committee members serving staggered three-
year terms. A past  award winner will be invited on a yearly basis to join the committee as its eighth 
member. The co-chairs will take turn to chair the process, and a committee member (including co-chair) 
who has a student as a potential candidate in a given year will be excused from the evaluation that year.
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Timeline (as a guideline only):
 • December 15: Submission of thesis and supporting documents to CMT system
 • January 15: Short list due
 • March 15: Reviews/justifications/ranking due
 • March 15- April 5: Online discussion
 • April 10: Citations due
 • April 15: Notification

Submission Procedure
All nomination materials must be in English, and must  be submitted electronically to the CMT system 
(https://cmt.research.microsoft.com/sigmodthesis2010) by December 15. Late submissions or 
resubmissions will not be considered. A nomination must include:

 1. Title and abstract  (limited to 5000 characters) of the thesis, entered directly into the submission 
system.

 2. A nomination letter, written by the dissertation advisor of the candidate. This letter must include:
 • the name, email address, mail address, and phone number of the advisor,
 • the name, email address, and address of the candidate, and
 • a summary of one or two pages of the significance of the dissertation
 3. An endorsement letter signed by the department head.
 4. A signed statement from the nominee, giving permission for the dissertation to appear at  

SIGMOD DiSC and SIGMOD Online if the dissertation is selected as an award recipient.
 5. One PDF copy of the doctoral dissertation.
 6. Optionally, the nomination may include up to two supporting letters from other individuals, 

discussing the significance of the dissertation. The writers of the supporting letters can 
alternatively email their letters directly to the chairs of the award committee by the deadline.

Items 1-5 are compulsory - any missing item constitutes ground for rejection without  further 
consideration. Candidates may submit at  most 3 zipped files: one for items 2-4, one  for the  thesis, and 
one for item 6 (if any).

Award Committee
• Johannes Gehrke (Co-chair)
• Beng Chin Ooi (Co-chair)
• A past year award winner
• Alfons Kemper
• Hank Korth
• Alberto Laender
• Timos Sellis
• Kyu-Young Whang
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Second Annual SIGMOD
Programming Contest
Distributed Query Engine

A programming contest is organized in parallel with the    conference. Stu-

dent teams from degree-granting institutions are invited to compete to develop a distributed

query engine over relational data. Submissions will be judged on the overall performance of the

system on a variety of workloads. A shortlist of finalists will be invited to present their imple-

mentation at the  conference in June  in Indianapolis, USA. �e winning system,

released in open source, will form one building block of a complete distributed database system

to be built over the years, throughout the programming contests.

December ,  Starting date

April ,  Submissions due

April ,  Selection of finalists

June  Announcement of the winner

Prize:
,

& a one-week research visit to Paris

All details available at

http://dbweb.enst.fr/events/sigmod10contest/

Sponsored by
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SIGMOD Conference Experimental Repeatability Requirements

SIGMOD 2008 was the first database conference that proposed testing the code associated to 
conference submissions against the data sets used by the authors, to test the repeatability of 
the experiments presented in the submitted papers. A detailed report on this initiative has been 
published in ACM SIGMOD Record, 37(1):39-45, March 2008.

The experience has been continued in a slightly modified form in conjunction with the SIGMOD 
2009 conference. A report on this effort appears in the September 2009 SIGMOD Record.

The repeatability and workability evaluation in conjunction with SIGMOD 2010 will continue 
along the lines of the 2009 edition, with some improvements related to the procedure.

The goal
On a voluntary basis, authors of accepted SIGMOD 2010 papers can provide their code/
binaries, experimental setups and data to be tested for

 • repeatability of the experiments described in the accepted papers;

 • workability in the sense of running different/more experiments with different/more 
parameters than shown in the respective papers;

by a repeatability/workability committee (to be announced), under the responsibility of the 
repeatability/workability editors-in-chief (RWE in short). The RWE are Ioana Manolescu and 
Stefan Manegold.

The procedure
Authors of accepted papers will be contacted by e-mail as soon as acceptance is determined 
and invited to submit

 • (download URIs for) code (executables or sources)

 • (download URIs for) data

 • instructions on:

 • how the experiments described in the paper should be re-run;

 • how further experiments could be run, on inputs similar to those used in the 
paper, but different from those.

 • the accepted paper
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Submissions will be handled using a Repeatability/Workability Conference Management Tool 
(RWCMT, in short).

Past experience has demonstrated that repeatability and workability can greatly benefit from the 
availability of authors to interact with the repeatability reviewer, and help solve minor issues 
related to the installation, configuration, and usage of the code. Thus, the electronic tool will 
enable repeated interactions between the reviewers and the authors in the style of a message 
board. Thus, the 2010 process will involve such interaction, too.

For reference, the instructions sent to the authors in 2009 can be found at 
http://homepages.cwi.nl/~manegold/SIGMOD-2009-RWE/author_instructions.html

The RWE will designate for each submission:

 • A first reviewer, who will do all the verification work as far as he/she is able to (download 
and install the code, run it, write a repeatability/workability report). This should span at 
most 2/3rds of the reviewing period.

 • A second reviewer, who will check the report of the first, help clarify any pending issues. 
The second reviewer is expected to interfere, if needed, in the last 3rd of the reviewing 
period.

The first and second reviewer will interact until they are both satisfied with the terms of the 
report. They will both sign the report. If there is disagreement that the reviewers cannot work 
out, the RWE have the final say. They may propose alternative wording for the report, more 
tests, and/or endorse responsibility together with one reviewer, if the other cannot agree with the 
chosen wording (and thus is unwilling to sign it).

During the evaluation, the first reviewer and the authors interact via the RWCMT. The second 
reviewer and the RWE may also participate to the discussion. The recommendation is that the 
first reviewer is left alone with the authors during the first 2/3rds of the reviewing period, to avoid 
confusion. The RWCMT documents all interaction between the reviewers and the authors.

The identity of the reviewers is hidden during the evaluation process, but obviously will be 
revealed afterwards when the reviewers sign their report.
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The output
The final RW report will include

 • a summary of the interaction with and fixes by the authors that were required to get the 
experiments running properly;

 • a repeatability result (what could be repeated);

 • a description of what else the first reviewer was able to run and to which extent the 
results are expected.

The final RW report may be published in the ACM PubZone, assuming the authors agree to this.

Code archiving
Participating in the repeatability/workability evaluation does not imply that the code will be 
archived for everyone to use subsequently. Pending authors' agreement, the code could be 
uploaded in the SIGMOD PubZone.

Web site
For more information, please visit the repeatability requirements web site at
http://www.sigmod2010.org/calls_papers_sigmod_research_repeatability.shtml
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The ACM Symposium on Cloud Computing 2010 (ACM SOCC 2010) is the first in 

a new series of symposia with the aim of bringing together researchers, developers, 

users, and practitioners interested in cloud computing. This series is co-sponsored 

by the ACM Special Interest Groups on Management of Data (ACM SIGMOD) 

and on Operating Systems (ACM SIGOPS). ACM SOCC will be held in 

conjunction with ACM SIGMOD and ACM SOSP Conferences in alternate years, 

starting with ACM SIGMOD in 2010.  

 

The scope of SOCC Symposia will be broad and will encompass diverse systems 

topics such as software as a service, virtualization, and scalable cloud data services. 

Many facets of systems and data management issues will need to be revisited in the 

context of cloud computing. Suggested topics for paper submissions include but are 

not limited to: 

 
 

 Administration and Manageability  

 Data Privacy  

 Data Services Architectures 

 Distributed and Parallel Query 

Processing 

 Energy Management 

 Geographic Distribution 

 Grid Computing 

 High Availability and Reliability  

 Infrastructure Technologies 

 Large Scale Cloud Applications 

 

 Multi-tenancy 

 Provisioning and Metering 

 Resource management and 

Performance 

 Scientific Data Management 

 Security of Services 

 Service Level Agreements 

 Storage Architectures  

 Transactional Models  

 Virtualization Technologies 

 

 

Submission:  Authors are invited to submit original papers that are not being 

considered for publication in any other forum. Manuscripts should be submitted in 

PDF format and formatted using the ACM camera-ready templates available at 

http://www.acm.org/sigs/pubs/proceed/template.html.  The symposium website 

http://research.microsoft.com/socc provides addition details on the submission 

procedure.  A submission to the symposium may be one of the following three 

types: (a) Research papers:  We seek papers on original research work in the broad 

area of cloud computing. The length of research papers is limited to twelve pages. 

(b) Industrial papers:  The symposium will also be a forum for high quality 

industrial presentations on innovative cloud computing platforms, applications and 

experiences on deployed systems. Submissions for industrial presentations can 

either be an extended abstract (1-2 pages) or an industrial paper up to 6 pages long. 

(c) Position papers:  The purpose of a position paper is to expose a new problem or 

advocate a new approach to an old idea. Participants will be invited based on the 

submission's originality, technical merit, topical relevance, and likelihood of 

leading to insightful technical discussions at the symposium. A position paper can 

be no more than 6 pages long.  

 
Important Dates  
 

Paper Submission:  Jan 15, 2010 (11:59pm, PST) 

Notification:   Feb 22, 2010 

Camera-Ready: Mar 22, 2010 

 

Call for Papers  

First ACM Symposium on Cloud Computing (SOCC) 
June 10 & 11, 2010, Indianapolis 

http://research.microsoft.com/socc2010 
 

       

Conference Officers 
General Chair: 

Joseph M. Hellerstein, U. C. Berkeley 

Program Chairs: 

Surajit Chaudhuri, Microsoft Research 

Mendel Rosenblum, Stanford University 

Steering Committee: 

Phil Bernstein, Microsoft Research 

Ken Birman, Cornell University 

Joseph M. Hellerstein, U. C. Berkeley 

John Ousterhout, Stanford University 

Raghu Ramakrishnan, Yahoo! Research 

Doug Terry, Microsoft Research 

John Wilkes, Google 

Publicity Chair:  

Aman Kansal, Microsoft Research 

Treasurer: 
Brian Cooper, Yahoo! Research 

 
Program Committee 
Anastasia Ailamaki, EPFL 

Brian Bershad, Google 

Michael Carey, UC Irvine 

Felipe Cabrera, Amazon 

Jeff Chase, Duke 

Dilma M da Silva, IBM  

David Dewitt, Microsoft 

Shel Finkelstein, SAP 

Armando Fox, UC Berkeley 

Tal Garfinkel, Stanford 

Alon Halevy, Google 

James Hamilton, Amazon 

Jeff Hammerbacher, Cloudera 

Joe Hellerstein, UC Berkeley 

Alfons Kemper, Technische Universität 

München 

Donald Kossman, ETH 

Orran Krieger, Vmware 

Jeffrey Naughton, University of 

Wisconsin, Madison 

Hamid Pirahesh, IBM  

Raghu Ramakrishnan, Yahoo! 

Krithi Ramamritham, Indian Institute of 

Technology, Bombay 

Donovan Schneider, Salesforce.com 

Andy Warfield, University of British 

Columbia 

Hakim Weatherspoon, Cornell 
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